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3 Nothing Much Happening. 
Take Another Look 

With Eyes & Ears OPEN 
91 5 193 HATONN thwarted for such incidents--all the bet- jured? I think it time you look at the 

ter-is it not? I DO weary of you readers possibilities extremely closely! The Is- 
WHAT WOULD YOU DO? MISREADING things we print-because I raelis are dealing, now, with their own! 

DO NOT MAKE SPECIFIC PROPHESY IN No, I am NOT 'kidding you". You are 
Nothing happened in New York yester- ANY FORM WHATSOEVER-EXCEPI'THAT witnessing the 'selling out" of Palestine to 

day? HowdoYOU know? At least itwasnot YOU BETTER GET RIGHT WITH GOD OR the false-faced Israelis. So be it. 
blown away--or at the least, it didn't make YOUR TAIL-FEATHERS ARE GOING TO 
the news1 WOULDYOU BOMB NEWYORK GET SINGED! LOOK BACK TO VIETNAM 'DEALS" 
IF A THIRD OF THE WORLD IS WATCH- Your attention is being shifted in every 
ING??? direction on the globe. This is to confuse I don't want to quarrel over what or 

Firstly: "1" DID NOT make such a pre- and destroy any ability to focus, in mass, WHO spearheaded the drive to get sanc- 
diction as that New York would be blasted on any one thing. tions removed and POWs killed. I will offer 
off the map with anuclear seriesof bombslll you a writing which validates that which I 
That prediction (prophesy) was made by PALESTINE--ISRAEL told you before the last Presidential elec- 
ones in a 'followei" group which I do not so tion was taking place. At the time I urged 
much as recognize in the entity form. I offer I do suggest that you consider very, very Col. James 'Bo" Gritz to take action more 
that which is circulating in news-espe- seriously the fact that Arafat is doing some substantially than was underway and that 
cially from the 'undergroundn-because it very incredible about-face actions. Does I knew the POWs would be sacrificed in the 
is the ONLY way to curb actions of atroci- anyone remember when Arafat was lost for deals going on-this, of course, was before 
ties should the ideas be placed to coincide a while in a downed plane in which others 
with 'religiousw happenings. If plans are were killed but he was only slightly in- (Please see NOTHING HAPPENING, P- 42) 
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Look What's Happening 
On Indiana-Kentucky - Border 

Editor's note: The following is a tran- 
scription ~f an extremely interesting and, 
to regular CONTACT readers, familiar and 
confirming telephone conversation be- 
tween Bob Harrell of TELL IT LIKE IT IS 
newspaper of the Western Keniucky-Indi- 
ana border region, and Rick Martin for 
CONTACT on 9/ 1 / 93. 

All of the issues alluded to here have 
been central themes of Commander 
Hatonn's writings for several years now- 
KhazarianZionistpsychopolitics, economi- 
cally motivated weather control, secret mili- 
tary bases and operations, railroading of 
TRUTH-bringers in the injustice system, 
and clandestine satanic cults. 

But here is a view fresh from someone 
who never heard of CONTACT or Com- 
mander Hatonn's writings before, yet one 
who has honestly pursued THE TRUTH 
with both eyes open. 

Also, I have decided to keep you in- 
formed of those times when Iparticularly 
have c lot of computertroubles, during the 
editing of certain documents, to try to 
prevent them from getting into CONTACT. 
Well, this is one of those times, so 
something(s) Bob is talking about be- 
low must be REALLY important! 

How many other geographic pockets 
of activity like Bob Harrell describes do 
you think are operating in  this cancer- 
ridden, so-called-"free" country? Con- 
fronting the facts is the first step toward 
righting these wrongs. 

Maybe, by the time you finish this, some 
of you CONTACT readers will feel com- 
pelled to send Bob a note of encouragement. 
It can be a lonely mad until he knowsjust 
how many friends he actually has out there! 
He can be reached at TELL IT LIKE IT IS, 
1 329 Clay Street, Henderson, KY 42420. 

Rick: Ok Bob, could you begin by telling 
me what it is you do? 

Bob: Ok, I publish a newspaper TELL IT 
Ll7CE IT IS in Henderson, Kentucky. We 
publish for this area, for the greater Ken- 
tucky Lakes area and we're in our fifth 
year. 

Regarding the weather, weke received some 
reports from the 'Sparrowsw group and 

from others, regarding the airplane activity 
here which, we've been informed, are the 
old SAC [Strategic Air Command] planes 
that have been booming over our skies here 
since sometime in March of this year. And 
this Sparrows group of volunteer citizens 
have reported over 640 flights to where 
these planes, these super-big bombers, 
have emitted these contrails that swell 
instead of diminish and, they allege, they 
are dramatically affecting the weather in 
this whole region. 

went into the Ft. Knox area or near Louis- 
ville, Kentucky, and it is believed, by these 
Sparrow people, orreported by these people, 
that there's been massive reworking of a 
new there and they claim it's the old 
National Guard field that's been linked in 
several miles and it may be a part of the Ft. 
Knox complex. 

Rick: So, they are maintaining that these 
large craft are seeding the clouds, or what 
are they doing? 

Rick: What is the name of that organiza- Bob: Yes, they are definitely seeding the 
tion again? clouds. And they're making, they're not 

there every day, but they'v e been there like 
Bob: The uSparrowsw. Just a minute, I11 about sixty-three percent of time since 
get you a definition on that. March; theyZre been noted somewhere in 

this five-state area, since March of this 
Rick: Ok. year. And you know, they're seeding the 

clouds, according to them [Sparrows] in 
Bob: They're Studious Patriots of America various manners. Sometimes they paint 
Reporting on the Revolution Of World the sky like a watermelon, a striped water- 
Satanists-or, Sparrows. They take that melon and the chernicalsorwhatever they're 
name from the Bible; it's kinda like, "His using grows-and it grows like a hundred 
eye is on the sparrow and I know He times larger then the contrail that comes 
watches mew. But these people are all out of the planes. 
considered to be the smallest people, the 
sparrows, the everyday common people. Let's see if I can find you any report on it: 
And they have informed me that they cany Oh yeah, "These aircraft are silvery- 
notepads, cameras, and recording devices white" or, in other words, they claim 
or little recorders to record anything that that "they're painted the United Na- 
they might run up on during their normal tions colors". And here, I'm just reading 
everyday course of life. . something from them that we're printing in 

this edition: "Five months has brought 
So, they are reporting this plane activity about documentation regarding what would 
and, this is what we've begun to report be the outmoded Strategic Air Cornmandw, 
from them. We'd had reference to one in other words, according to one Colonel or 
intercepted transmission from planes in Ex-Colonel, he says 'these planes are the 
this area and they were visually sighted outmoded or outdated SAC Command 
directly in this area about March 23. planes that the CIA, our CIA may be using". 

And the flights began as early as 4: 15 A.M. 
Rick: And your area, again, is where? in the morning here. And these babies are 

extremely fast. 
Bob: Northwestern Kentucky and South- 
western Indiana. The Sparrows note that Reinhard Gehlen, 

who was Hitler's Eastern Front espionage 
Rick: Ok. chief, is still going strong, but he now 

works with our CIA in some capacity among 
Bob: Henderson-Evansville area of Indi- the higher echelon of our American CIA. 
ma. And these incidents were directly His expertise is in chemicalweather change, 
overhead. I, personally, sighted these after warfare, whatever. 
I was  alerted to the communication where 
they were requesting 27,000 pounds of The planes that have been visually sighted 
fuel. And, as far as where they went, they here go in groups of three or six. There is 
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never one, alone, it's always three or six. 
And the Sparrows note that they have been 
coursing the sky almost continually since 
March of '93. 

Rick: I s  there any printed information at 
all from this Sparrow group that you could 
possibly share with me? 

Bob: Yes; we've run three articles on this 
business and these reports are coming in 
now from three states. We're just being a 
gathering point for them because they re- 
alize that we will print this and we just 
state it like I've stated to you, that the 
information is strictly according to this 
Sparrow group. 

Of course, there have been some other 
reports, but they haven't come directly, 
along these lines. The other information 
comes from THE WISCONSmTREPORT. But, 
they're talking about a "grid system" there, 
in that area, and we have something en- 
tirely different in this area. If youll note, 
though, in this area, our weather condi- 
tions have been quite adverse. Southern 
Indiana is having a really wet season. 

These people are going so far as to allege 
that it is the Big Boys doing this-in control 
of some aspects of the economy of our 
country-the Big Boys may be controlling 
these actions. But they're quite repetitive 
in what they're doing and we can get no 
answer from the national weather people 
here. They either don't acknowledge it or 
don't care to answer anything. 

Rick: I s  there a contacting phone num- 
ber for the Sparrows organization, or 
are they completely anonymous? 

Bob: They're completely anonymous. 
We don't have any way of contacting 
them. They hand deliver copies here. 
Our mail, at this particular newspa- 
per, has been tremendously inter- 
rupted. We have experienced what we 
now know to be the stealing of docu- 
ments within the mail-within the local 
Post Office, within the regional Post 
Offices, we have mail that is opened 
and documents are gone. We contact 
the local as well as Cincinnati regional 
office of investigation for U.S. Postal 
Service. These people have done noth- 
ing. We've complained for two years or 
better and it usually just has  to do with 
what I'm talking about. 

Rick: I'm not terribly surprised a t  that. 
What is your mailing address? I would 
like to send you some of our newspa- 
pers so you are aware of what we're 
doing. 

Bob: Our mailing address is 1329 Clay 

St., and we're in Henderson, Kentucky andthereissomethingrealbadgoingon 
42420. Of course, we're just TELLING there. 
IT LIKE IT IS. 

We printed, in this issue that's just now 
Rick: Well, that's exactly what CONTACTis coming out, we've had this pretty well 
trying to do as well. documented as to one phase of it. But the 

big story is the nuclear weapons and this 
Bob: Ok, good. Well, let me tell you where has to do with the Department of Energy, 
I am on something else. I went to court on Martin Marietta, Energy Systems. And 
a trafTic ticket and I got sentenced to 5 Martin Marietta also has taken wer the 
years in the penitentiary. The charge EPA Record Keeping of the United States 
was "procuring a Dealer's plate with and theyve taken over the facilities in 
intent to evade taxes and registration Washington, in Michigan, and in one of the 
fees", but of course, what they're doing, Carolina-I forget if it's North or South, 
they're trying to shut-up the newspa- Carolina. But these people also have taken 
Per- over the Southern or the Bell Telephone 

Companies; I think there are 5 that they've 
Rick: Where does the case stand now? taken over, funded by, I'm not sure if it's 

Department of Defense or one of the other 
Bob: I'm in Appeals Court, Kentucky Court Government Departments. I have that 
of Appeals and I've petitioned for a rehear- information here. They've also taken over 
ing. They've altered our reverse of 5 years that. So they virtually have our... 
conviction, but I have to go back to the 
same people to get resentenced and this is Rick: Sounds like they have it pretty well 
Murray, Kentucky-a little college town I locked up. 
just moved from because I was getting so 
much static there. I allege, and can docu- Bob: That's right. These are the same 
ment, the local university there, Murray people whom we allege have the Russian 
State University, is tied into this with former ties and the Fascist ties with this little 
Atomic Energy Commission or, I should college, Murray State University. 
say, the Nuclear Weapons plant. And this 
is what we've just begun to hit on and we're Rick: How do you see the Russian link? 
getting our tuffest resistance. 

Bob: Well, we see it as having a lot of 
So, 1'11 be glad to send you some informa- Russian and Oerman professors here in 
tion. this college, along with 4 or 5 other 

colleges. Back as early as 1936, these 
Rick: Yes, as much inforrnation on the places sent people to Moscow for train- 
weather control as possible would be greatly ing at Moscow University with what we 
appreciated. call psychopolitics, and we see this as 

the end result of the psychopolitics 
Bob: Well, the weather control, I believe, training, where they're meeting and 
Rick, ties into Paducah, Kentucky's Gas- beating us FROM THE INSIDE rather 
eous Diffusion plant run by Martin Marietta. than from the outside. 

\ 

Rick: Can you repeat that? So, our investigation has been quite exten- 
sive in this but it's been through some 

Bob: The weather control is tied in directly other parties. We have a contact point in 
with the gaseous diffusion plant, which I Cincinnati, Ohio that works with us, and 
term as a 2 1st- or 22nd-Century weapons several people here. This is still ongoing at 
plant. And this is run by the Department this time. 
of Energy, funded by the Department of 
Energy through Martin Marietta. Rick: We have recently written about 

psychopolitics and there is a JOURNAL 
Rick: And where is this located? available on that which has been men- 

tioned in CONTACT. In fact, the Front Page 
Bob: This is 50 miles west of us here. It's headline from the most recent CONTACT 
the former, this is the place here that reads: MIND CONTROL - THE NEW 
worked jointly with Oak Ridge, Tennessee WORLD ORDER DOESNT PLAY FAIR. So, 
to make the first atomic bomb, back in the it sounds like we have a lot in common, 
mid-40s. actually, in terms of what we're publishing. 

Rick: I see. Bob: What we have here in Kentucky, I 
allege, from my viewpoint, we are much 

Bob: It's recently been converted into farther buried into this in that, I allege, that 
something a lot more modern. W e  get mind control plays a huge part in our entire 
spotted information from some of the judicial system, in our state legislature, 
employees there and from other sources and all branches of government are under 
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their control in Kentucky, I allege, from the 
Governor's office all the way down to the 
local dog catcher. We're that far gone here! 
We also, somewhat to back it up, tie one 
particular organization with this that we've 
so far left out of our publications, but we 
plan to include it-and that is an organiza- 
tion called The Temple of Set. 

Bob: Aquino. He spent a lot of time here in 
Kentucky at  one of these facilities I men- 
tioned a while ago, Ft. Knox. 

This is the Church of Satan, or a spin-off 
from the Church of Satan of LaVey's, but 
it's called the Temple of Set and these 
people are the ones at the top of this Mind 
Control-Psychopolitics-all of this that 
we've mentioned in the past 15 minutes. 
So, evidence of it is, these people leave their 
calling card. It's also biblical, even back 
into the Bible, the New Testament, specifi- 
cally Romuns I and ZI, Timothy m. 

Rick: Oh, they're definitely out there and 
they cover their tracks very well, unfortu- 
nately. 

Bob: Well, they do but there's a way that 
you can look. They leave tell-tale signs that 
you can find and it's very evident in my 
town. In fact, that's what we've been going 
over for the past 6 or 8 weeks and we've 
found the information that we were looking 
for. These people are almost in an opposite 
world, 180 degrees out with their values. 

Rick: Well, sure they are. 

Bob: You can look at any of their paper- 
work and find t h e s e 1  call them just tell- 
tale signs and the evidence of who they are 
and what they're about. 

Rick: Well, it was written that the adver- 
sary must wear a sign. 

Bob: And this is it. What we're doing more, 
we're studying more of what we have and 
we're doing more Bible study. I'm a great- 
grandfather. I lived in California back in 
the '60's; I worked with Hillcrest Cadillac in 
Beverly Hills. 

Rick: You were right in the throes of things. 

Bob: [Laughter] I gained some knowledge 
there.. . 

Rick: I bet. 

Bob: ... that helped me with this. Really, 
I'm an American Indian. I claim heritage 
from the Cherokee and the Government 
just took 265 square miles from our people 
here that were 62% Cherokee h e m e  and 
this is what is called The  Land Between 
The Lakesw project. Now, the people who 

took this are the Tennessee Valley Author- 
ity and this is what originally got me into 
the publishing business. I knew that some- 
thing wasn't right. These people take land 
like they do in Russia. Now I think I know 
why. 

Rick: Well, let me ask you this. Do you 
have an attorney taking care of you on the 
other matter? 

Bob: I've had 3 attorneys, until 'they" got 
to them. The attorneys, all three, started 
out to be real good, very good, and 'some- 
one" got to them. It was We they became 
hypnotized. And, I f  e watched them ex- 
tremely close after the first one and I know 
even when the other 2 made their change. 
I had one of the best ones. He was William 
Allison, Jr., out of Louisville, Kentucky. He 
was my last one and this guy did a wonder- 
ful brief for me and then he seemed to go 
sour at  the oral argument hearings. And I 
took over from there and I've, well, actually 
all through my trial and everything, I've 
made all 12 motions, now. 

Rick: So you're in Pro Per still? 

Bob: Yes. So, I'm still in the thick of things. 
And what we're trying to do, we went into 
this part of it with our minds open, with our 
eyes open. My wife and I are Christians, 
even though we're from different faiths. 
We've prayed and dedicated our lives to 
God in that we ask Him to use us to help 
expose what's happening in the world to- 
day. We're not ministers, we're just ... 
Rick: I hear you. 

Bob: Ok. 

Rick: We don't have any particular reli- 
gious leanings, although we go straight to 
God for our guidance on all matters. If you 
happen to be in communication with the 
Sparrows group on whatever level, you 
might mention to them that they could feel 
free to send information in to & N ~ ' A c T ~ ~  
any paint and we would be more than 
happy to look at it and, in all likelihood, 
give it appropriate publicity. 

Bob: Ok, they would only do that if they 
were sure that it wouldn't be intercepted. 
They've had so much material intercepted 
and some of the people have been compro- 
mised, to say the least. 

Rick: Well, we have an 800 number as well. 
They could feel free to just talk to us on the 
phone, anonymously. We have become a 
highly trusted information clearinghouse. 
Our 800 number is 800-800-5565, and we 
get some very interesting calls. The Elite do 
not like it one bit, but that's just too bad. 

Bob: Well, I'm certainly glad that you 
called to make your acquaintance. Several 
people, 2 or 3, possibly one of them was 
Jim in Chicago, had mentioned you to me 
but we have just been so buried in our own 
work. 

Rick: We're buried here, too, so'I certainly 
understand. I'm sure we'll be in comrnuni- 
cation again. I appreciate the conversation. 

Bob: Ok, well get something to you. God 
bless. 

Back At The 
News Desk 

91 1/93 HATONN GUNTHER RUSSBACHER 

LATE REPORTS? He is being released TODAY or at  the 
latest, tomorrow. He is in good shape, 

This is the first time in over a week appreciative of your unending help to 
that I have given u s  time to sit to the the extent of weeping-that you ones 
keyboard. We have, however, had sev- would support him so kindly and dili- 
era1 meetings and some of them with gently. Perhaps he is just 'meeting" 
very interesting and important person- God's committed crew members? 
ages. Those are available on tape so He will be having to take a turn 
that we do not have to REPEAT things. through Washington D.C. for 'debrief- 
I will, however, run-down the list of ing" and undoubtedly a pitch from the 
some important things which you might Pentagon and Government for silence 
well be questioning. and an offer of further employment on 
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their behalf and then, too, the threats 
(meaningful indeed) against everyone the 
man ever knew in order to keep silence 
about certain things and deeds. That 
MUST rest between him and them. 

He will be speaking on many radio 
stations but we will reserve the prime 
encounter for Sam Russell, our most be- 
loved team-mate from Salt Lake City. In 
fact, if Sam were to be able to again travel 
to this location-he just might find that we 
can produce the player-in person. Per- 
haps other things might well begin to go a 
little better in our 'corner" from now on. 
Just remember, readers, we started a long 
way back in the lineup. YOU ARE GET- 
TING CONFIRMATION OF OUR PRESENCE 
SO PLEASE DONT MISS IT. 

However, just remember-we may well 
have 'shown the way to accomplish this 
mission-BUT YOU DID THE WORK! 

GAIANDRIANA PRODUCT 
AND 

SPELT BREAD 

So, what has Dhanna been doing that 
she couldn't trip through and over the 
keyboard? We have been perfecting the 
Gaiandrianaand that which needs go WITH 
IT for full-bore offering. I spoke of it at 
length on this past Sunday so will not be 
repeating here. [See THE WmZ) infonna- 
tion box on page 45 for how to order the 
excellent tapes from the local meeting on 
Sunday afternoon, 8/29/ 93.1 We will be 
writing about IT and also that which is 
suggested you do along with the Gaia- 
drianas and drias. We have waited for ones 
of your place to meet our needs and offered 
to meet theirs-but we only get more con- 
flict and discrediting. We are not inter- 
ested in 'saving" anything but will offer 
God's gifts to anyone who desires to share 
in HIS work and journey. We are going to 
offer to do so in convenience and pricing 
which will be less than anything you can 
purchase anywhere. Our team is too 
strapped to do other than charge 'costsn 
but they will do it as easily as possible with 
lowering of costs, allowing larger packages 
on *timeA payments (sans interest-but 
with necessary 'handling" of increased 
paper work [minimal]). 

A MAJOR part of my suggested "pro- 
gramn is SPELTA BREAD. Spelta i s a  grain 
all of its own unique being. It is the best 
fiber resource, has large amounts of B-17 
(anti-carcinomabit is the grain GOD gave 
to the planet as 'manna" when you were 
put upon it. 

The Spelta is more mildly flavorful than 
wheat and even ones allergic to wheat will 
have no allergy to Spelt. It is, however, 
VERY EXPENSIVE for it was all but re- 
moved from the market. We will arrange to 
find a conduit and keep you informed. We 
are finding that, in general, the cost is 

upwards of a dollar per pound--even in full-range regime and do the labor (for we 
large batches for the most part. This have to 'nursery" the drianas and other 
means that in some health-food resource mandatory life-forms and it takes TIME for 
stores it is $2.50 a pound and up. full growing cycles) we have no facilities 

Our people need another job like the and even though there are willing hands to 
proverbial hole-in-the-head but we see no help, we remain limited by ability to get 
other way to make this available to you. We 'quantitf' and the preparation of thou- 
can consider packaging in smaller than the sands of packages by hand is an over- 
usual amount of 25 (min) pounds of the whelming prospect for these already over- 
flour. A s  we grow and harvest from our extended people. Your patience will be 
own fields we can grind it and offer it for appreciated and we know that you will be 
less but, with Mr. Green's antics this year, gracious and understanding as always. 
we lost most of the harvest quantity. We We are hopefully looking forward to early or 
are indebted beyond measure to the Mill- mid October to begin. 
ers, who made an irrigation system avail- Do NOT concern that the product you 
able albeit almost too late to salvage the have will be outdated-it won't-it will be 
fields. Don't worry about keeping 'track", the same as utilized for 'maintenance". I 
people--GOD KEEPS GOOD RECORDS! believe, especially for you CONTACT sub- 

In addition to the above, the PLAN is to scribers, there is a special offer which is 
offer a good bread-making machine at be- being set up in some manner. It will 
low cost of even the discount markets- henceforth PAY ones to subscribe because 
direct from a manufacturer. It looks like there will be ongoing discounts, to ones 
perhaps the best turbo machine may come who do so, on everything which is accepted 
in at well under $200 (it sells for $300). by the CONTACT to back publicly-the 
This is NOT set yet-I am only mentioning JOURNALS also. 
it for you who diligently effort to follow We will keep you informed as we move 
necessary instructions. along here. 

I have had Dharma into the Gaiandriana 
preparation but also standardizing a recipe HYDROGEN PEROXIDE, ALOE, 
which can be utilized in any machine or, at PALMA CHRIST1 TUTORIAL 
the least, TWO varieties (the round and the 
square leaders on the market). It is difficult I will be writing a major paper on 
for whole-grain Spelt is harder to deal with hydrogen peroxide, hydrogen, aloe Vera 
than is whole-grain wheat. The loaves will (and some aloe products) supplements 
be "heavier" but after dozens of loaves of and Spelt so that you KNOW what we are 
bread she has developed one that appears talking about and WHY! I will also speak 
to package into individual machine-ready of the PALMA CHRIST1 (the hand of Christ) 
ingredients for a large loaf of just around, uses of "Castor" oil (ugh!). Therefore, 
or just under, two pounds. To get better any of you readers who have a little 
'rising" we are of necessity adding a bit of booklet written by Edgar Cayce called, 
bread flour from wheat so all should keep EDGAR CAYCE and the PALMA CHRISTI, 
that in mind when ordering the pre-pack- dust it off and read it. 
aged ingredients. We have not been able to 
establish costs for the product because we THANK YOU FOR RESPONSES 
haven't reached a stabilized recipe. 

By the way, the ones who have served I am so indebted to you who respond to 
you so well up to now, Kathy, Diane, Jack such a request for suc l  as The Iron Curtain 
and on and on, are willing to run the extra overAmerica, Between Two Ages, and oth- 
load of accounting and ferreting out the ers which are hard to find volumes. It saves 
machines and will offer them on a 'time" us  so much time to have 'hard-copy" so 
payoff arrangement if possible-and it ap- that I do not have to cause Dharma to 
pears to be possible. Of course, you will be simply take dictation. It is very hard to sit 
able to utilize the ingredients by hand as and type and get names correctly spelled, 
well so don't get up-tight about it. Also, you etc., without hard-copy with which she can 
can get Spelt flour and make cookies, refer to for such information. We can do 
mufiins, biscuits or any flour product. it-but why would we deprive other au- 
This other is simply for convenience and thors of attention to their own great contri- 
FOR MY PURPOSES-FOR I PREFER YOU bution works? The CONTACT is OUR pa- 
HAVE BREAD WHICH YOU CAN SLICE per-YOURS and mine-for the sharing of 
AND THEN TOAST. In the toasting comes information. Do we edit? Yes, but not as 
arelease of the substances which make the you think-for IF a subject is correctly 
grain so incredibly good in the first place- presented-we present it. We do NOT play 
AND THEN, BU'ITER IT. I said BU'ITER, in the NEW AGE game or the RELIGIOUS 
not margarine. There is a substance in game. IF A SUBJECT IS VALID IS THE 
BU'ITER which allows utilization of the MA'ITER IN POINT. Just know that there is 
important substances and allows the body limitation to space available and the costs 
full utilization-no other oil has it. prohibitive (as well as human endurance) 

A s  we get closer to being able to oKer the for publishing everything or even a minute 
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portion of that which arrives here. We Nations troops. This is very serious and you miss this boat. 
must always cover the pertinent FIRST, already under way. Then, the gangs will be However, if you move on to destruction 
LAST AND ALWAYS! utilized to attend to you nice citizens and of the planet through dispersion-it will be 

YOU WILL give them your weapons. a very long time indeed before you are 
CURRENT EVENTS TO NOTE reassembled in order to continue school. It 

SPIKE TRAINING is sad, but agood lesson-when you preach 
I am not even going to bother to have on the basis of words in a book (written by 

Dhannalook these over for she is buried in I w e q  of the continual bombardment MAN and proclaimed to be the WORD OF 
work-but there are a few things YOU of questions about one Bo Gritz and this GOD) and act in manners against the 
must note, please. training program. What do I think? I think teachings of the very One you claim to 

it has become a travesty of honor if not exalt-you have a problem. It matters not 
EMILY deception. Col. Gritz refers to ME as a WHO IT MAY BE! 

Crocodile-reptile. I have no proper term, 
THIS is the storm originally planned for which you would understand, to classify LOST SOUL 

the Gulf Coast of Texas, ctc. This is the what is happening there. I do not even 
value of public information for once a'plan" attempt to offer you information as to You ones struggle with 'right" and 
is made public-attention has to be given whether or not to waste your funds attend- 'wrong", when you KNOW both. You fight 
to the intelligence of going through with ing such nonsense (an elderly lady in two and strain against the bindings coming 
such dastardly activities. You can SEE hours is supposed to be able to defend down but you have no idea of what you are 
that this storm is totally, 100% CON- herself against a knife wielding profes- against or even fully attend that which you 
TROLLED by her actions and hit-miss ter- sional killer-practiced by wooden sticks are ABOUT. AMERICA HAS A SOUL, 
ror tactics. This is a very good example of of some sort, as I am told). CHELAS, A SOUL WHICH SHE HAS NOW 
how easy it is, indeed, to cause a storm and Do what you will-but be prepared to LOST! You can even reclaim your Consti- 
then maneuver it, manipulate it and give it pay double for any items you acquire from tution but you CANNOT RECLAIM YOUR 
life. the offerings of products from the group in SOUklook around you. Only now can 

point. You will note that Bo also will you, as an individual, claim your own and 
THE MARS SURVEILLANCE respond to questions about me as: "I no if enough would so do-you might well 

SATELLITE longer speak with that Crocodile reptile." bring back a goodly SOUL into your na- 
How q u a i n t 4 0  you note that he does NOT tion-but NOT AS YOU ARE! Don't act like 

It is NOT missing-it took some most refute my presence-only continues to- you do not understand me or my words 
interesting PICTURES and had to be ward violence in actions, gun uses and FOR YOU CERTAINLY DO! 
stopped from projecting such damaging negating ME with words such as that? I Denouncing 'ME" does not make me 
information. NASA took care of it. You will consider it CONFIRMATION for you ones- unreal or false-it makes the speaker a 
be noting that in passing and 'cover-up" he knows exactly WHO I am-and chooses fool! To assume God would leave His 
they will change the subject to the tele- the other passage-so be it for he will people unattended when even that book so 
scope or other matters to cause you con- encounter me and mine at the 'gate". I cited promises God's help, in fact, is indeed 
fusion as to just what you may have heard. have TIME-he has little! moronic and in-credible to the speaker. I 
There is no big telescope out there of any I am pleased he doesn't tell you that I do not claim to be this 'Christ Jesusw and 
value at all as you perceive it to be. The come from the local air-base. Many ones I am NOT on your place-so how can I be 
major one which was developed is NOT the from the Bible tales he quotes-wrestled 'FALSE"? False what? False WHO? Do I 
one they are tinkering around with or with the Devil. I don't waste time wrestling speak in Godly manner as to Truth of 
leading you to believe they will somehow with anyone! There is only ONE 'Lighted" circumstances and necessary journey in 
FIX. GOD and ALL and EACH will confront that Godly direction? Do I suggest you take up 

There is so much 'stuff and ongoing ONE on HIS terms when things of the guns and murder as defense for selves? Do 
base activity on M a r s  that they couldn't physical passage will look pretty foolish I offer politics and physical greed of 'stuff 3 
longer hide it so 'poof" the magic disap- and grim when measured against the book NO-I am exactlywho I claim myself to be- 
Bmfuance of a gadget. of life rules and regulations. sent as a messenger, as Host, in prepara- 

Indeed, I HAVE TIMEm!-ALLTHE TIME tion for the coming upon your place of GOD 
SWALLOWS OF CAPISTRANO IN THE UNIVERSE! This man in point was to attend His property. Your own books say 

CHOSEN for magnificent awesome leader- it. What seems so strange about our 
What about birds and California? The ship. He is subjecting himself to that presence? You better start listening and 

Swallows which come regularly on a given which is banal and unworthy of such a reading the FACTS and stop the running 
day to Capistrano-all departed on a given role. I have no further interest in him until off at the lips and tongue instead. 
day-TWO MONTHS EARLY FROM he confronts Truth about his journey and The people WORTHY OF RUNNING 
CAPISTRANO THIS SUMMER. direction. He refuses to take time to read AMERICA AS IT HAS BECOME-ARE IN 

Why? Because you have a massive or prove Truth and that is most certainly POWER AND RUNNING IT! You basically 
beam testing system nearby Capistrano his privilege-but the Command of the have a soulless nation and only the Elite of 
and the barrage of electronic impulses and Messengers is in MY Command and THOSE Satan are 'worthy". So, why inquire of ME 
direct manipulation of migratory birds, sea choices ARE NOT HIS NOR THAT OF ANY as to Mr. Gritz? He continues to practice 
life, etc., is under way in a MAJOR way. OTHER MAN! the Secret Orders of the Freemasons and 
You had better be getting VERY, VERY Do I somehow 'cast him outw? Of course work within the realms of the physical 
NERVOUS, WEST COAST CITIZENS. not. I consider him my son and compa- advantage-takers of a world gone mad. Is 

triot-with mixed-up information guided he 'different" from any other 'man"? No, 
CRIPS AND BLOODS by pure EGO physical manifestation. He is the fact that he is NOT is what distresses 

simply learning his lessons the same as all you ones who sought and fought for his 
The GANGS are being organized now to of you must do and if you are foolish leadership. 

bring about massive encounterswhich will, enough to miss The Truth this go-around. To frnd that he is fallible 'mann is what 
in turn, bring in full operation of United Perhaps there shall be other 'chances" if rends your heart. He has every right, as do 
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you each, to play with the Luciferians if he cadet aliens" from "out-there somewheren are finished! I will see to your destruction! 
so choose-and he so-chooses. So be it. are enemies or friends. If you serve the You are through-it is but a matter of time!" 
Many come, my friends; FEW make it. physicd Satan groups of Anti-Christ-you There was more laughter and knee slapping 

So, does he have a mission? Oh my, have problems for WE are your enemy. Ifyou as the other 'space" aliens escaped from the 
yes-the only problem is, on whose side? It serve GOD then we are most certainly far room and did get away very nicely. The one 
will unfold in its proper sequencefor the more than friends. in chains VANISHED by the next day- 
privacy of individual is in point. No man without a trace! Ah-hummnn! 
knows the contract of another-nor REAGAN AND SPACE BROTHERS It was at that time that Mr. Reagan came 
SHOULD YOU. He will do that which he on the airwaves in a big boo-boo. He peti- 
will do-and you nor I shall sit in judgment! By the way, you can thank Mr. Reagan for tioned, on television, the Russians to join 

When a man is not sum of s h e  is your final denial of association, in a rnagnifi- forces that you might have protection from 
tossed on the waves of the tempest and cent way, with brothers from 'space". outer-space aliens. It was allowed airingl-- 
latches onto the first plank that comes by We met with heads of states-and even ONCE! However, that was enough-for mil- 
which he finds comforting and suitable. sat with Mr. Reagan while a TREATY AND lions of you HEARD it and saw him! 
Usually Satan sends that neat plank and CONTRACTwasdrawn AND SIGNED! There !ib-are these my 'friendsn? Not at all! 
while you dally about, strutting on that would be a working relationship with broth- THEY have trouble 'in River City" and it gets 
flimsy board-the life raft floats on by. It is ers from 'out then? and during this time of thicker and deeper. 
the story of the ages. confusion 'water" would be exchanged for 

technology and assistance TO YOUR NA- IF YOU ONLY KNEW 
ROMANOFF FAMILY AND RUSSIA TION SPECIFICALLY (the u.s.A.). ~n agree- 

ment was simed and then when it was You are so close to a 'coupn in your 
By the way, Americans, when you go finished the C&rnanderin charge was taken nation. Your Resident does not have the 

about your investigations--how can you be into custody forcibly and wasincarcerated in atomic-code box. He is nothing. That cute 
sure you KNOW what is real and what is the midst of great laughter and 'bury the little deadly "codebox" called 'the football" 
fabrication? Does anyone remember when dude". Now, please, realize that Reagan was resides since taken from Bush-in the Pen- 
I spoke of the family of 'Romanoff" of a duped puppet simply dancing to a tune tagon. Your lives rest in the hands of NAVAL 
Russia? Did I not tell you that there was a from the music box of another's c h o i e s o  INTELLIGENCE. Surprise? Why? IVe told 
greater connection with those of Russia don't be too hard on him. He had his puppet- you before. Oh, I s e e b u t  you didn't know 
than you might envision since the Bolshe- masters at hand at the time. about me and couldn't bring yourself to 
vik Revolution and the take-over by Com- The need was not really FOR water but FACE TRUTH? Well, won't we have fun 
munism? could be used as a basis for exchangenot sorting it all out? 

Well, one of these days when time is nice fresh water-but old dirty sea water for May you walk in LIGHT that ye shall know 
availablewe shall begin to clear the decks redamation. The agreement was clearly what to do on that fateful day of reckoning. 
and givecredit to one AlekseiNichntaevich voided and was never intended to be honored The time is at hand to order your lives for it 
Romanoff who was (is) heir to the All- by your governments. is indeed short in the counting down to year 
Russian ImperialThrone. Does it not seem A s  the Commander was taken away he and 'PLINn 2000. 
strange that the attention continually turns turned to the gathered Elite and said: You SALU 
back to the murders of this family, etc? Why? 
Because this is what the Elite Scoundrels 
always do when Truth is being made pub- 
lic-they go about denial through all sorts of 
contortions and pronouncements of stupid 
fluff. 

Just as with the Kennedy assassination, 
one comes forward with the 'REALp truth, 
publishes it, and forevermore-you go to 
sleep. No indeed, Aleksei Nicholaevich 
Romanoff lived ON and ON AND HAS BEEN 
A REAL BURR UNDER THE TAIL OF THE 
ELITE KHAZARIAN ZIONIST THIEVES OF 
RUSSIA! 

Am I again about to get bailhgly contro- 
versial and about to unfold The Truth as it 
happened in wen the Bolshevik murders?? 
Yes. Dharma is faint of heart-I am not. It 
was all sponsored and aided and abgtted by 
the Elite Banksters called Rothschild and 
Rockefeller, et al., so it is important for you 
to know HOW LONG you have been actively 
supporting the murderers of your planet. 
This is just one more tiny focusbut  there 
are still some of those "Rornanoffs" around 
and quite alive. I would greatly beware of the 
'DOUBLE EAGLE" for that which you believe 
to be dead and buried is NOT! I s  this good or 
bad? It depends on WHO YOU ARE and 
WHAT you consider 'right?. This is the same 
as asking as to whether or not the 'space 
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Diary Of Predictions 
By Pope John XXIII 
9/ 1193 #l  HATONN appears in total was distributed by cer- John notes, "Dear God I have been 

taingroupsin severalCatholicChurches blessed like no man before me. The 
THE POPE'S PROPHECIES in metro-Manila. Savior has granted me a special audi- 

The world will suffer through a pain- ence here in  my chambers. He tells me 
I am asked if these prophecies a s  fit1 period of violent war, deadly famine that I have been chosen to hear the Truth 

received by this prior Pope are valid- and destructive natural disasters over no matter how aw@l it may be. It scares 
as found in his personal diary. YES- the next eight years. That nightmare me a bit to be so entrusted but I am 
except that it could not be seen a t  the will be followed by a lengthy stretch of honored all the same. Jesus tells me the 
time as to whether or not the peace love and harmony, a beautiful and se- VirginMary willcomesoon todeliverthe 
might come sooner than expected. It rene Heaven on Earth. first news of what will be." 
looks like he will have incorrect projec- These startlingpredictions come from 
tions (this week) as to the time of won- the sensational lost diary of Pope John ENTRIES: 
drous peace and war. It looks, surely, the 23rd, the beloved Pontiff who died 
like the war-mongers will gain the day. June 3, 1963. The dusty weather-bound April 7, 1959: She is more beautiful 
His other prophecies HAVE COME diary containing handwrittenpredictions than I had ever imagined. The Ma- 
ABOUT! was found by a Vatican cleaning woman donna is a JOY to behold. I just wish 

who was sorting through boxes stacked her message was a positive one. She 
9 /  1/93 #2 HATONN in a little-used storage room. The en- says in four years time the world will 

tries clearly spell out the assassination lose a great leader and a powerful na- 
THE POPE'S DIARY of John F. Kennedy, America's plunge tion will find itself involved in a conflict 

OF PREDICTIONS into the Vietnam war, unrest in the Middle it cannot win. The fighting will take its 
East and the fall of Communism-years toll on the battlefield and from within 

This is going to distress most of you before they tookplace. Later entries call as the population despises the loss of 
readers simply because Y OU WILL HAVE for even more troubled times. its young men. The Holy Mother sheds 
ALREADY HEARD MOST OF IT IN THE tears as she describes the heartbreak- 
SAME TYPE OF PREDICTIONS AS WELL Pope John had pen'odic visits from ing vision. 
AS WITNESSING THE HAPPENINGS both Jesus and the Virgin Mary, says a 
COMING FORTH. We will simply offer it reverend who has poured over these August 17, 1959: The Madonna's 
as is for it more recently comes via a wondrous tales. The sessions in the second visit is much like the first. She 
radio personality. Since we have of- Pope's chambers resulted in fantastic speaks sadly of unrest in her home- 
fered many things from this periodical glimpses into the fuhtre of mankind. land, a change in the balance of power 
resource before, don't hasten to put The Pope was saddened to learn that and much blood being spilled in the 
this aside as 'old hat" information for conditions will get much worse before sand. She said several 'madmen" will 
we note that man needs repetition of they take a sudden sensational turn in send their people into battles in the 
such things in order to 'order" his jour- the year 2000 that will return the world name of God but the Creator has noth- 
ney. I do wish I could present to you as to its pristine beauty that was here for ing to do with these senseless 
happy an 'ending" as does this prior Adam and Eve. struggles among BROTHERS. 
Pope but then, again, glory and peace is Pope John writes of  Hea=nl_v Vtsi- 
in the eye of the beholder and he found tors. arriving Ihr June of 1995 in January 30, 1960: Christ comes to 
his! /lamina chartots of  steel. These me again. I yearn to tell my fellow 

special visitors will a d v e  at the Christians of these miraculous appear- 
QUOTING (Originally printed in IN- height of  despairand help man heal ances but I am advised to keep quiet 

SIGHTand titled "A Pope's Predictions his wounds and work together to until the time is right. I cannot help 
to the Year 2000"): right a11 the horrible wrongs. but think I could perhaps head-off some 

Father D'Angelo, now 73-years old, of the trouble which looms for us  all. 
The Editor's note: The following is has agreed to release some of the diary But Christ tells me that misery must 

from the diary of Pope John the 23rd entries made between February of 1959 take place for the Master Plan to suc- 
who reigned from 1958 to 1963. [H: A and Apn'l of 1963. The scrawled mes- ceed. 
lot of you will well remember this sages reveal a frightened and excited 
man and the strange circamstancec Pontiff who decided to keep his meet- June 13, 1960: The Virgin Mary says 
which ended his reign-keep that in ings with the Christ and the Madonna a the world will get a false sense of hope 
full conscious relationship with to- secret. The first appearance of Christ thirty years from now when the chains 
day and today's Pope.] This copy that tookplace on February 12, 1959. Pope of repression are shattered throughout 
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oath--didn't anybody notice? Does he 
know that which he does? Well, he is a Re fl ti 0 G itz brilliant man and YOU shall have to draw 
your own conclusions. God usually runs 
second fiddle to the ego stance of a 'bril- 
liant" man steeped in Fhe ways of clandes- 
tine physical expression. A man can be And Related Denials discernedincharacterbyjudgmentofthe 
actions presented. It is YOURS to discern 
for it is-no business of mine. 

However, if you think that I shall ab- 
9/2/93 # 1 HATONN CRET SOCIETIES AND VIOLENCE OF THE solve myself of responsibility of offering 

PHYSICAL ENTRAPMENT AS IF UNDER you Truth and guidance when asked of 
REFLECTIONS AN INSTRUMENT-LANDING HOOD. Can me-you are incorrect. Wher: I see that a 

YOU not look unto the whole of it and USE thing or person is fitted for a task, even if 
I find myself pondering what is bother- THAT WHICH IS GOODLY AND TRUTH it be short in service, I shall express it to 

ing people so much-and the special per- FROM BOTH? you who ASK. Just because Mr. Gritz may 
son at  point-to such extent as to continue Col. James "Bo" Gritz, like others, HAS NOT ask-millions of YOU DO! 
:o deny my presence. Can you not leave A MISSION AND A CONTRACT-AND I suggest you ALL go back and read the 
301. Gritz to his own discomfort? A man in OTHER KNOWS THAT MISSION AND writings of 9/ 1/93 regarding Pope John's 
gnorance with refusal to learn is by far CONTRACT. He is beloved by me and his predictions. WE ARE NOT GOING TO 
.lour worst enemy. Ones either deliber- childish names will not touch an iota of the BOMB IN ON YOU LIKE A SHOWER OF 
ately speak and act in wrong perceptions Truth of the Presence. SNOWFLAKES IN A COUPLE OF YEARS. 
3R they are ignorant of the facts. Your He was amused that I came up instantly TRANSITION AND MESSENGERS ARE 

, ;ood Col. Gritz fits BOTH categories. Long in anger when he referred to me as auJudas SENT IN A 'KNOWING" CIVILIZATION, 
since has the Golden Rule by which he Goat". I DID!! To me, that is callinguGod"- LONG PRIOR TO THE PHYSICAL INTE- 
:laims to live and the Christ lessons he "Satann-which, ofcourse, hecontinues to GRATION. If YOU, or Mr. Gritz, must 
~roclairns to be 'born again" into, been left do. However, it changes nothing but is choose so carefully his decisions regarding 
to the wayside in this instance. about as bad and painful a thing to say to that "Bible" and pound it on his podium so 

Perhaps I can set to rest your quanda- me as to call him a treasonist and a 'know- often-I would suggest he study IT ALL, for 
ries and petitions as it does seem to bother ing" 'religious" liar-which, I'm sure, would what he expresses is only a tiny bit of 
you greatly that he would call me 'names" mar his image of himself. But, how many partial truth. In calling me, a Host Com- 
sf Satan's troops: Judas Goat, chameleon of the treasonists realize that they commit mander Messenger, sent forth to prepare a 
(except that he said: "The only thing ser- TREASON-and especially, against GOD? place for our God and bring the messages 
pent about you [Hatonn] is your chame- I have no battle with one Bo Gritzl If he of Truth unto HIS people, a serpent is, in 
leon - - - -." That was a gross "slip of the chooses to live in the dark places of experi- fact, the same as calling the Bible a pack of 
pen" for his intent was otherwise while his ence-continually searching for peace lies in total and the serpent KING. 
words were CORRECT in that I am NOTH- within and truth in realization-it is his Do I denounce the 'snake"? Of course 
ING of the serpent, dragon or reptilian choice and I bless him for his journey will not for it, too, is a wondrous CREATION of 
world-physical or spiritual.), and now, get more restless and more 'searching" as God. I do, however, denounce the symbol 
Crocodile Reptile. Oh? Even GOODLY he moves on. for it is the meaning of the anti-God or anti- 
BRAINWASHERS OF TRAINED SPECIAL You must understand that I see beyond Christ way of expression. You ones seem 
FORCES KNOW THAT WHEN YOU CALL and within the soul-longing to have peace to have two special meanings to an oath. I 
NAMES TO ANOTHER-YOU ARE EX- and a bit of quiet respite within a soul do not accept an "oath" of any kind for if a 
PRESSING YOUR OWN STATUS AS IF IN A which is knowingofTruth but aconscious- Man is unworthy by his word, then all the 
MIRROR! Does this mean that this MAN is ness fatigued with the senselessjourney in oaths of all time are equally invalid. So, if 
my enemy? NO MAN IS MY ENEMY! He is a blighted world. The deeper the caring you make an oath in a social order cer- 
my misguided child-brother who needs a within a man, the more tormented is the emony-ritual as to even murder your 
great many more lessons! man. Will it show? Not in the way you in brother if he divulge the secretethen you 

I am exactly who I present myself to be an audience would recognize from a confi- have made an oath-regardless of whether 
and his opinion from ego speculation is not dent, ego-driven (but totally controlled) or not you think it is simply 'fun and 
going to change that circumstance-only speaker on a platform. He would have games". Does it then come that somehow 
cause him great embarrassment some- given his life in that dirtiest of dirty roles as your oath unto a nation or a flag to protect 
where along the line of action in this time leader ofyour nation-but-lookand see- it from enemies within and without-has 
of upheaval. Just  as with George Green- the one who is in that position is NOT THE MORE meaning? God only sees the intent 
he will lose the respect of those who would LEADER OF YOUR NATION. of the soul but the expression of the lips 
have followed him to the White House if he Peter denied the Christ several times- indicates the SAME! 
continueson thiscurrent pathand mayget did it make the person LESS a Christed If a man is TRAINED to kill or be an 
a lot of you good patriots killed in the being? It only caused Peter to have to serve "assassin", which is still "MURDER" of 
process. He cannot see far enough out more diligently in his soul expression of another-does this make the act 'right"? 
Utheren to be able to see the other end of since experience. Thomas "doubtedW-did No. And when it is self-excused on the 
the path as can I. that make him 'bad"? No, and neither did basis of 'need ton-it still DOES NOT MAKE 

Ifyou who agonize over this quandary in it change the fact of the experience of the IT 'RIGHT"! under any circumstances. 
any way will simply back away and LOOK, Christ, either! I did not swear on Lucifer or When a man KNOWS this is a wrong ap- 
then, and only then, will you see the an- on the blood of a brother into secrecy as did proach and continues to train and press for 
swer. Some who claim to KNOW GOD and Mr. Gritz at the bar of the Freemason such action-it still remains WRONG. It is, 
SERVE GOD-DO NOT KNOW GOD AT order-to stand to the square! That is not however, between that ONE and GOD. It is 
ALL AND, WORSE, CLING TO THE SE- a patriotic 'term" he uses--it is a Masonic none of my business except as it affects 
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that which is in my Command in service to For it is this cherished freedom that brings - 
Creator. man close to the Unseen, which we can 

My people have been slain (by your T h e Wi s d 0 m approach without fear or shame.' 
earthly terms) and SO HAS BO GRITZl I In Light, - 
also suggest you reread the portion from J.G. 
yesterday wherein it is stated that WE 
COMING FORTH will teach and KNOW the 
ability of resurrection! I suggest YOU ALL 

Of ENDOFQUOTING 

give careful thought to this little "trick". 9/2193#1 HATOHIU Thank you for sharing this with us for it 
Now, if you don't mind, I would like to is ONLY this reward that causes our feet to 

drop the subject for I fully intend to give no I am most grateful for the following move one more step and sit to the keyboard 
more of today to Mr. Gritz. He is acting as letter received this morning. It is from a one more time-remember "through the 
a child in a money-making game, some man in Nevadaand it regards "the wisdom" eyes of a child" and "as a child" shall ye 
of which is worthy-a lot of which is of his son of 12 years. It only "seems" there come into wisdom that you might KNOW. 
not. It is your own choice to go and are no young with wisdom left in your Does this mean the child will be a 
experience and you will gain greatly if you society-but perhaps you had best look "saint"? Perish the thought-children come 
attend everything carefully-in manyways. again at the Master Teacher and what HE to experience and reflect that which is 
Will it save your life? I doubt it! was doing at the age of 12-years. offered unto them. Be ever mindful of that 

However, if you do not get yourselves example and honor yourself when the re- 
prepared for negative experiences you QUOTING: . flection IS of wisdom, for it is YOUR reflec- 
surely cannot survive these things which tion! 
will be thrust upon you. And I remind you: August 25, 1993 
if a man call me Judas Goat and Serpent- 
likewise shall I refer to him as the same for Dear Commander: 
it surely would take one to perceive an- 
other-right or wrong! If he does not like Greetings once again. I would like to 
the idle chatter then I suggest that what is share with you something my 12-year-old 

Rally For 
sauce for the goose is likewise sauce for the son, J-L said to me during a discussion we 
gander! In the ending you shall perceive were having regarding TRUTH. 
Truth through the actions. You may JUDGE 'Dad, it's really simple. GOD, orTRUTH, 
mine to the limits of your universe-but, has a WORD. You must be able to recog- 

Demjanjuk 
you might well also lookat his! I did not say nize and understand the WORD of TRUTH 
look and hear the "opinions" of someone so you can become one with it. The adver- 912193 #1 HATONN 
else. GO LOOK FOR YOURSELF AT THE sary or anti-God also has aword. You must 
FACTS, NOT THE GOSSIP1 be able to recognize and understand the Look carefully at that which is happening 

Dharma asks me, "Why?" as we write WORD of anti-TRUTH when you encounter to this unfortunate being. Have you ever, in 
and look into Lost Civilizations and it so that it can find no place to take root in all your experience, seen worse justice and 
Buried Continents and People-'are you. The world also has a word. But the manipulation of a man's life? Now, as it 
there so many things with symbols of ser- word of the world is not meant to be under- comes to "having" to let the man come 
pents and dragons and seemingly won- stood, only obsemed, because the word of home-your own Attorney General says 
drously decorated artifacts?" SIMPLE: the world is insane." she will try in every way to get him de- 
THE SERPENT PEOPLE AND CMLIZA- I asked my son to clarify the part about ported!! 
TIONS ALWAYS PERISH!! ALWAYS!!! the word of the world. He said, "Look at DO NOT SIT STILL FOR THIS ATROC- 
GOD always prevails and the evil is how people act from minute to minute, ITY. It will do no good to write to her-she 
buried in some manner or another and from day to day. Look at how man treats is a puppet on the International Monetary 
HIS people are taken into security and his fellow man; look how he treats the Fund's strings! It is a controlled "Israel 
beauty so that the legacy of that which Earth. It's crazy; it's chaos. If you try to First" nightmare. Write your Con- 
will come again-shall find the desola- understand it youll go crazy. Just observe gressmen-barrage them and everyone you 
tion and buried symbols and be able to and don't judge. Don't seek to worship God can think of with the FACTS. Demand to 
learn Truth of the destruction. or Christ, seek to become God or Christ in know why this woman has such power- 

But, alas, the lesson is simply re- a totally humble way. That's the best any SHE IS AN AGENT OF A FOREIGN GOV- 
peated over and over again. Evolve- of us can do. God will provide us every- ERNMENT AND IS PAID DIRECTLY FROM 
ment is a wondrous thing which also thing we need to succeed if we seek him THE INTERNATIONAL MONETARY FUND 
includes "letting go" and Ureleasing". with right intent." AND YET YOU ALLOW HER TO ACT AS 
As the butterfly emerging from a co- I amgrateful to and appreciate everyone YOUR AGENT! IF YOU CANNOT CHANGE 
coon-it cannot wait for all butter- there in the *ground crew". I have no words THESE SMALLTHINGS, AMERICANS, YOU 
flies to emerge from their own sleep- that are adequate to express this. May I CANNOT CHANGE YOUR NATION. EV- 
ing hollow-it must go forth unto paraphrase Kahlil Gibran from his Words ERYTHING YOU WRITE TO YOUR CON- 
whatever lies ahead for it while al- of the Master, A Second %usury, page 92: GRESSMEN AND ALSO TO THIS DIS- 
lowing the others to be birthed and Thank you Doris, E.J., Doctor Young, GRACEFULREPRESENTATIVE--SEND A 
grow as they will. You can learn from and everyone else involved in bringingforth COPY TO ROSS PEROT!!! DO NOT LET 
that tiny and beautiful winged crea- the WORD ofTRUTH, for deep in my heart, ROSS PEROT REST A MINUTE IN THIS 
tare but you cannot open the other though I did not understand it, I hungered CLASH OF TITANS. HE HAS CLAIMED 
cocoons to free that which is inside and thirsted for TRUTH that would tran- TO BE A VOICE FOR YOU-THE-PEOPLE. 
lest you kill it and neither can you scend any to be found on the Earth. I MAKE IT SO! 
hold the birthed creature from it8 yearned for the soul's freedom that would 31&tT teclfhes tbtman andnat- 
journey lest you kill IT. YOU cannot teach me to rejoice with my neighbor at the behave wlsch m e  they have  c x h a u c t e d a a  
live for another! Light of the Sun and the wonder of living. other aliter-mtives. - - ~ 6 6 a  Ebans 
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World Manipulation By 
The Committee Of 300 

new jobs. This was to be prevented at all nized and orchestrated by the Committee 
costs, even if it meant 30 years of war. of 300's representatives in banks and bro- 

2/93 # 1 HATONN Instead of seeing this huge potential in kerage houses on Wall Street. 
apositive light, the Committee of 300 saw If only we in the United States had 

Dharma, please scribe. Let us offer it as a dangerous threat to its post-indus- statesmen and not politicians running the 
another segment from the "300" book by trial zero-growth U.S. plans and immedi- country, we could act together and set 
'Coleman". [CommanderHatonn has been ately acted to make an example of Argen- back the One World Government-New 
presenh'nginstallments from the book, CON- tina as a warning to other Latin American World Order plans to return Mexico to a 
SPIRATORS'HIERARCHY: THE STORY OF nations to forget any ideas they may have state of helplessness. If we were able to 
THE COMMITTEE OF 300 by "Dr. John had to promote nationalism, independence defeat the Club of Rome's plans for Mexico, 
Coleman" over the past several months in and sovereign integrity. This is the reason it would come as a shock to the Committee 
CONTACT.] It is so important that you why so many Latin American countries of 300, a shock from which they would take 
continue to get these major players in turned to drugs as their sole means of a long time to recover. The inheritors of the 
proper order and impact-ven if names be support, which may very well have been Illuminati pose as great a threat to the 
changed in the present ongoing play, for it the intention of the conspirators in the first United States as they do to Mexico. By 
is the structure and concept which en- place. seeking common ground with Mexican 
dures. Americans, in general, look down on patriotic movements, we in the United 

Mexico, which is precisely the attitude with States could forge a formidable force to be 
COMING ONE WORLD GOVERNMENT which the Committee wants the people of reckoned with. But such action requires 

the United States to regard Mexico. What leadership, and we are more lacking in 
We shall simply take up where we left off we need to do is change our thinking about leadership than in any other area of en- 

without comment on prior printings-you Mexico and South America in general. deavor. 
shall have to do your homework and go Mexico represents a potentially huge mar- The Committee of300, through its many 
back and get sequence for we have no ket for all types of U.S. goods which could affiliated organizations, was able to nullify 
space available for continual refreshment. mean thousands ofjobs for Americans and the Reagan presidency. Here is what Stuart 

Mexicans alike. Transferring our indus- Butler of the Heritage Foundation had to 
QUOTING: tries 'south of the border" and paying the say on the subject: "The Right thought it 

maquiladores slave wages is not in the had won in 1980 but in fact it had lost." 
When I [aColeman"jrote these things interest of either country. It benefits no- What Butler was referring to was the situ- 

in 198 1, the conspirators' global plans body but the 'Olympians". ation in which the Right found itself when 
were already in an advanced state of pre- Mexico received most of its nuclear power it realized that every single position of 
paredness.. . . technology from Argentina, but the importance in the Reagan Administration 

.... The polarizing of South America and Malvinas War put an end to that. The Club was filled by Fabianist appointees recom- 
the U.S. was a special assignment given to of Rome decreed back in' 1986 that it would mended by the Heritage Foundation. But- 
Kissinger by the Committee of 300. The stop exports of nuclear technology to de- ler went on to say that Heritage would use 
Malvinas War (also known as the Falklands veloping countries. With nuclear power Right-wing ideas to impose Left-wing radi- 
War) and the subsequent overthrow of the stations generating abundant cheap elec- cal principles upon the United States, the 
Argentine government, followed by eco- tricity, Mexico would have become the "Ger- same radical ideas which Sir Peter Vickers 
nomic chaos and political upheavals, were many of Latin Americaw. Such a state of Hall, top Fabianist in the U.S. and the 
planned by Kissinger Associates acting in affairs would have been a disaster for the number one man at Heritage, had been 
concert with Lord Carrington, a top-rank- conspirators who have, by 199 1, stopped openly discussing during the election year. 
ing member of the Committee of 300. all exports of nuclear technology except Sir Peter Vickers Hall remained an ac- 

One of the principal Committee of 300 that destined for Israel. tive Fabianist even though he was running 
assets in the U.S., the Aspen Institute of .What the Committee of 300 has in mind a conservative 'think tanK". A s  a member 
Colorado, also helped plan events in Ar- for Mexico is a feudal peasantry, a condi- of the British oligarchical Vickers arma- 
gentina, even as it did in the case of the fall tion that allows for easy management and ment manufacturing family, he had posi- 
of the Shah of Iran. Latin America is looting of Mexican oil. A stable and pros- tion and power. The Vickers family sup- 
important to the United States, not only perous Mexico can only be a plus for the plied both sides in the First World War and 
because we have so many mutual defense United States. This'is what the conspira- again during Hitler's rise to power. Vickers' 
treaties with countries there, but also be- tors wish to prevent, so they have engaged official cover was the University of 
cause it has the potential of providing a in decades of innuendo, slander and direct California's Urban and Regional Develop- 
huge market for American exports of tech- economic war on Mexico. Before former ment Institute. He was a longtime confi- 
nology, heavy industrial equipment, which President Lopes Portillo took office and dant of British labour leader and Commit- 
would have galvanized many of our falter- nationalized the banks, Mexico was losing tee of 300 member Anthony Wedgewood 
ing companies and provided thousands of $200 million a day to capital flight, orga- Benn. 
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Relations, the premiere brainwashing in- 
stitution in the world. Vickers uses his 
Tavistock training to very good effect when 
speech-making. Consider the following 
example: 

"There are two Americas. One is the 
nineteenth century heavy-industry-based 
society. The other is the growing post- 
industrial society, in some cases built on 
the shards of the old America. It is the 
crisis between these two worlds which will 
produce the economic and social catastro- 
phe of the next decade. The two worlds are 
in fundamental opposition; they cannot 
coexist. In the end, the post-industrial 
world must crush and obliterate the other 
one." Remember, this speech was made in 
198 1 and we can see from the state of our 
economy and our industries just how ac- 
curate was Sir Peter's prediction. When 
concerned people ask me how long the 
199 1 recession will last, I refer them to Sir 
Peter's statements and add my own opin- 
ion that it will not end until 1995-1996, 
and even then what emerges will not be the 
America we knew in the 1960s and 1970s. 
That America has already been destroyed. 

I reported Sir Peter's speech in my news- 
letter soon after it was delivered. How 
prophetic it was, but then it was easy to 
predict a future already written for America 
by the Committee of 300 and its executive 
Club of Rome. What was Sir Peter saying 
in a euphemistic manner? Translated into 
ordinary everyday English, he was saying 
that the old American way of life, our true 
and trusted Republican form of govern- 
ment based upon our Constitution, was 

going to be crushed by the New World 
Order. America as we knew it was going to 
have to go, or be crushed to pieces. 

A s  I said, Committee of 300 members 
often make themselves highly visible. Sir 
Peter was no exception. To make it clearly 
understood where he was coming from, Sir 
Peter rounded off his speech by declaring: 

'I am perfectly happy working with the 
Heritage Foundation and groups like that. 
True Fabians look to the New Right to push 
through some of their more radical ideas. 
For more than a decade the British popu- 
lation has been subject to a constant pro- 
paganda barrage of how it was on the 
industrial skids. All of this is true, but the 
net effect of the propaganda was to demor- 
alize the population. (Exactly as intended 
by the new-science scientists at Tavistock.) 

This  will happen in the United States 
as the economy worsens. This (demoraliz- 
ing process) is necessary to make people 
accept difficult choices. If there is no 
planning for the future or if constituencies 
block progress, there will be social chaos 
on a scale which is currently hard to imag- 
ine. The outlook for urban America is 
bleak. There is a possibility of doing some- 
thing with the inner cities, but basically 
the cities will shrink and the manufactur- 
ing base will decline. This will produce 
social convulsions." 

Was Sir Peter a psychic, a magician of 
great report, or merely a charlatan fortune 
teller with a great deal of luck? The answer 
is 'none of these". All Sir Peter was doing 
was reading off the blueprint of the Com- 
mittee of 300-Club of Rome for slow death 

of the United States as a former industrial 
giant. Looking back over the ten years of 
Sir Peter's predictions, can anybody doubt 
that the Committee of 300's plans for the 
demise of an industrialized United States 
has become a fait accompli? 

Haven't Sir Peter's predictions proved 
to be remarkably accurate? Indeed they 
have, almost down to the last word. It is 
worth noting that Sir Peter Vickers (Sir 
Peter Vickers-Hall's father-in-law) worked 
on the Stanford Research paper, Changing 
Images of Man, from which much of the 
3000 pages of material advice sent to the 
Reagan Administration was taken. More- 
over, as senior MI6 British Intelligence 
officer, Sir Peter Vickers was in a position 
to give Heritage a great deal of advance 
information. 

A s  a member of the Committee of 300 
and NATO, Sir Peter Vickers was around 
when NATO directed the Club of Rome to 
develop a social program which would ut- 
terly change the direction in which America 
wanted to go. The Club of Rome, under 
Tavistock direction, ordered Stanford Re- 
search Institute (SRI) to develop such a 
program, not only for America, but for 
every nation in the Atlantic Alliance and 
the OECD nations. 

It was Sir Peter's protege, Stuart Butler, 
who gave President Reagan 3000 pages of 
'recommendations", which no doubt con- 
tained some opinions expressed by An- 
thony Wedgewood Benn, a member of Par- 
liament and a ranking member of the Corn- 
mittee of 300. Benn told members of the 
Socialist International who met in Wash- 
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mittee of 300. Benn told members of the ask that all who will and can, get a copy of a British mercenary, former member of 
Socialist International who met in Wash- this book so that you will have it in its the British Navy, who had come to Croatia 
ington on December 8, 1980: Tou  can entirety. It can be gotten through "Dr. two years before to train Croatian soldiers. 
thrive under Volcker's credit collapse ifyou John Coleman" personally-and please tell Upon the amlval of UNPROFOR in Croatia, 
profile Reagan to intensify the credit col- him who referred you. TRUTH is the most Phillips joined the HVO (Croat Council of 
lapse. " valuable asset of all tools in your reclama- Defense, the party militiaof Croatian Presi- 

That Butler's advice was taken and tion, for it allows you to know and recog- dent Tudjman) and when the clashes be- 
applied to the Reagan Administration can nize your enemy. tween Croats and Muslims started in 
be seen in the collapse of the Savings and Salu. Mostar, Phillips shifted to the Muslim side. 
Loan and Banking industries which accel- Nothing strange, except that it had been 
erated under Reagan economic policies. 913/93.#1 HATONN Phillips who tried everything to persuade 
While Benn called it "profiling", he really the HVO commanders to attack the Mus- 
meant that Reagan should be brainwashed. BNL BANKING FRAUD lims. 'Let us deal with the Bosnia army in 
It is worth noting that Von Hayek-who is two days and the world will accept that." 
a founding member of Heritage-used his Don't miss what they are doing with the People in HVO found it strange that he was 
student, Milton Friedman, to preside over BNL situation. They are blaming ONE man suggesting this while selling weapons to 
the Club of Rome's plans to deindustralize for the whole of the mess which involves the Muslims. 
America using the Reagan presidency to the TOP-LEVEL people in your government Phillips had strong connectionsin weap- 
accelerate the collapse of first the steel and administration. Then, like the other ons supply and import of mercenaries. He 
industry, and then the auto and housing "hearingsw, it is announced that there is no would send the new mercenaries to central 
industries, for example. blame or reason to further investigate the Bosnia with the task to train chosen mem- 

In this regard a French Black Nobility situations and all is dropped and all the evil bers of the Croatian HVO and Bosnian 
member, Etienne D'Avignon, as a member bastards live happily ever-after! army to be merciless commandos (remem- 
of the Committee of 300, was assigned the Things are moving so quickly that you ber that is what UTavirtock" is ABOUT- 
task of collapsing the steel industry in this miss a major happening every time you mind control) to be launched against the 
country. It is doubtful that any of the blink Your eye*= You must stay right Serbs. The British were usually leaders of 
hundreds of thousands of steel workers onto things. The CONTACT IS NOT BIG thosegroups that, by the way, never started 
and shipyard workers who have been with- ENOUGH to cover it all in remindings to a single action against the Serbs. Instead, 
out jobs for the past decade have ever watch OR to get updates printed for you. those commandos, Croats and Muslims, 
heard of D'Avignon. I fully reported the However, you do need to know Uplay-" turned against each other, both sides un- 
D'Avignon Plan in my April 198 1 World in this game or you are in for no ability der British command. 
Economic Review. Attending that fateful to sod things- The Massacre in the Muslim village of 
December 10th Club of Rome meeting in Ahmici, nearvitez, was d e d  out by one 
Washington D.C. was a mystery man from MI-6 BRITISH INTELLIGENCE of these groups commanded by a British 
Iran who turned out to be Bani Sadr, the (The Queen's PERSONAL Forces) citizen. The desecration of the Croatian 
Ayatollah Khomeini's special envoy. monastery Guca Gora and the 

One speech in particular at the Decem- HOW many of you realize that British macuacre....was executed by a gxoxap of 
ber loth, 1980 conclave caught my atten- Intelligence (specifically MI-6) fomented this Mujahedirrcr, commanded by a merce- 
tion, mainly because it came from Francois Bosnian-Croatian conflict? Note also that nary named *Rosem-a British subject. 
Mitterand, a man the French establish- as the Russian faction of the World Order Immediately after the massacre, the Brit- 
ment had discarded and thought to be supplied the Serbs, etc., it is obvious that ish UN forces would enter those villages 
washed up. But my intelligence source hand-in-hand march the demons of death along with British journalists who would 
had previously told me that Mitterand was of a planet. send out horrible pictures of war and suf- 
in the process of being picked up, dusted Not only do they remain 'friends" with fering, stressing that what was going on 
off and returned to power, SO what he said Serbia, they prevented the advancement of between the Croats and Muslims was not 
carried a good deal of weight for me: German interests and are selling enor- sporadic clashes but a real war. 

"Industrial Capitalist development is mous amounts of weapons to the warring Pictures of mutual massacres and 
the opposite of freedom. We must put an parties. This information comes directly burned villages created, within the 
end to it. The economic systems of the 20th from the afflicted area. From Croatian Croatians and the Muslims, a mutual feel- 
and 2 1st century will use machines to "counter-intelligence" and "double agentsw ing of hate to the point that they became 
crush man, first in the domain of nuclear come full information on how British agents greater enemies to each other than to the 
energy, which is already producing formi- provoked the confrontation be tween real aggressor. Among the international 
dable results." Mitterand's return to the Croatians and Bosnians in order to protect public this created the impression that 
Elysee Palace was a great triumph for the aggression in the Balkans being waged there was not awar of aggression in Bosnia, 
Socialism. It proved that the Committee of by Greater Serbia. but a civil war. In a recent interview to 
300 was powerful enough to predict hap- The whole provocation was staged BBC, Lord Owen explained: The Ameri- 
penings and then make them happen, by under the cover of UN forces a d  ex- cans thought at the beginning that the 
force, or by whatever means it took to make poses Britain's Lord David Owens as problem in Bosnia was a simple one: One 
its point that it could crush any and all political controller of the operation. party is the aggressor, the others are the 
opposition even if, as in the case of NOW get this next posittvely in mind: victims. We knew from the beginning that 
Mitterand, he had been totally rejected a The people of former Ylytoslavfa, who the problemwas amore complexone since 
few short days before byadiscerningpoliti- have been treated as guinea pigs in a it was not an aggression, but a civil war." 
cal power group in Paris. BRITISH TAVISTOCK experiment, are The  territory of former Yugoslavia, that 

now p o h w  at the puppeasterr. is the Balkans, is strategically interesting 
END OF QUOTING; TO BE CONTINUED as the shortest land-route to the East. That 

NORRY PHILLIPS is why that area is cut by spheres of 
Thank you. Let us close this as it has influence of the world and the Etuopean 

become a bit too lengthy for one sitting. I The facts are about one, Nor~Philfips, powers...whenitwasi.ppoUmleforthose 
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powers to realize their interests through 
political means, their secret services 
were activated, and through the ma- 
nipulation of certain political and mili- 
tary groups, would prepare events that 
would change history. I t  is known today 
that the demonstration that led to the 
fall of the Yugoslav government on March 
27, 1941, was directed by British 
Intelligence., .during the whole war there 
were British Intelligence officers with 
Tito I Leader of iYugoslavia] . 

"British officers and mercenaries are 
also active in the war against Croatia and 
especially now in the war in Bosnia. Some 
of these people are part of British Intelli- 
gence abroad, Military Intelligence Six, 
for short 1161-6 [H: Yes indeed, the outfit 
that runs the University of Science and 
Philosophy in Virginia]. Today serious 
analysts put MI-6 a t  the very top of the 
intelligence services. Some estimate it to 
be equal to the American CIA [H: Oh, 
gads-they basically ARE the CIA along 
with the KGB and Mossad], and some say 
that in certain departments it is even su- 
perior.. . . During the whole course of World 
War 11, MI-6 had its men at  the very top of 
the Wehrmacht [Gennan war machine] and 
among the top Russian officers.. . . 

"In the European department of MI-6 
there is a Balkan sub-department, which 
used to be important to Britain because of 
the 'control of the route towards Suez. 
Today that sub-department's aim is to stop 
the influence of Germany in the Balkans." 
These quotes come from Dan Damon of Skg 
News who got on the inside of the opera- 
tion. 

I suggest you no longer believe ANY- 
THING you are told on the news and look 
between the lies for truth of some measure. 
It is there if you know what is really going 
on. 

I do feel it important that today we 
continue right on with "Dr. Coleman's" 
writings in "300" because he was a member 
(he said) of MI-6 and he, certainly, with 
George Green, managed to drop a bomb on 
u s  via US&P and the hidden conspiratorial 
relationships involved against us. 

Taking up right where we .left off yester- 
day: 

CONTINUED QUOTING (from CON- 
SPZRATORS' HIERARCHY: THE STORY OF 
THE COMMllTEE OF 300, by "Dr. John 
Coleman"): 

CONSPmmRs' HIERARCHY 
(Continued from 9/2/93) 

JOHN GRAHAM 
(aka: Inuin Suall) 

Another group representative a t  the 
December 1980 Washington meetings with 

"observer status" was John Graham, also circles. The group and the individuals 
known as "Irwin Suall", head of the fact- who go to make it up  are  under the 
finding committee of the Anti-Defamation protection of the ADL. Suall was deeply 
League (ADL). The ADL is an outright involved in ABSCAM and is often called 
British Intelligence operation run bv all upon by law enforcement agencies to 
three branches of British InteWence, assist them in investigations and sting 
that is, MI6 and the JIO. Suall's exten- operations. 
sive bag of dirty tricks was garnered from Suall was assigned to "dog Reagan", 
the sewers of the East End of London. in terms of the course laid out for the 
Suall is still a member of the super-secret newly-elected President by the Heri- 
SIS, an elite James Bond-type of operation. tage Foundation, and to figuratively 
Let nobody underestimate the power of the fire a few warning shots if Reagan looked 
ADL, nor its long reach. [H:'You MUST like deviating or taking off his blinders 
note that the ADL-B'nai B'rith is the a t  any time. Suall helped to get rid of 
"Jewish Intelligence Organization" any troublesome rightwing advisor not 
branch of British Intelligence.] beholden to Heritage for his or her job 

Suall works closely with Hall and other with the Reagan Administration. Such 
Fabianists. He was singled out as useful to a person was Ray Donovan, Reagan's 
British Intelligence while at Ruskin Labour Secretary of Labor, who was eventually 
College a t  Oxford University [H: Where removed from his post thanks to the 
C~tonspenttimeasaRhodesscholar!!] Dirty Tricks department of the ADL. 
in England, the same Communist educa- James Baker 111, one of those on the 
tion center that gave us  Milner, Rhodes, list of 3000 recommendations made by 
Burgess, McLean and K i m  Philby. Ox- the Heritage Foundation, was the go- 
ford and Cambridge Universities have long between who carried Suall's messages 
been the province of the sons and daugh- of hate about Donovan to the President. 
ters of the elite, those whose parents be- Another important conspirator was 
long to the 'upper crust" of British high Philip Agee, the so-called CIA 'defec- 
society. While at  Oxford, Suall joined the tor". Although not a member of the 
Young People's Socialist League, and was Committee, he was nevertheless its case 
recruited by British Intelligence shortly officer for Mexico, and run  by the Royal 
thereafter. Institute for International Affairs (RIIA) 

Suall was posted to the United States and the Council on Foreign Relations. 
where he came under the protection and For the record, NOTHING THAT HAP- 
sponsorship of one of the most insidious PENS IN THE U.S. HAPPENS WITH- 
leftists in the country, Walter Lippmann. OUT THE SANCTION OF THE RIIA! It 
Lippmann founded and ran the League for i s  a continuing and ongoing agreement 
Industrial Democracy, and Students for a first OPENLY entered into (there were 
Democratic Society, both leftist spoiler many such secret agreements before 
operations to set industrial workers at  that) by Churchill and Roosevelt in 
variance with what it called "the Capitalist 1938, under the terms of which U.S. 
class" a n d  management. Both of Intelligence services are obliged to share 
Lippmann's projects were an integral part intelligence secrets with British Intelli- 
of the Committee of 300 apparat that gence. 
stretched right across America, of which This is the basis of the so-called 
Lippman was a most important member. "special relationship" between the two 

Suall has strong connections with the countries about which Churchill and 
Justice Department and can secure FBI Lord Halifax boasted and which "spe- 
profiles of any person he targets. The cial relationship" was responsible for 
Justice Department has orders to give the U.S. fighting the Gulf War against 
Suall everything he wants when he wants Iraq for and on behalf of British inter- 
it. Most of Suall's activities center around ests, more especially British Petroleum, 
"keeping an eye on rightwing groups and one of the most important companies in 
individuals". The ADL has an open door to the Committee of 300 in which Queen 
the State Department and makes good use Elizabeth's immediate family h a s  a big 
of State's impressive intelligence agency. stake. 

The State Department has a layer of No intelligence activity h a s  taken 
agents in the right wing, posing as "fearless place since 1938 except through this 
anti-Semitic fighters". There are four lead- special joint command structure. Philip 
ers in this group of informers, three of Agee joined the CIA after graduating 
whom are discreet Jewish homost?xua&, from Notre Dame where he was in- 
This spy group has been in operation for ducted into i ts  Jesuit  Freemason ring. 
the past two decades. They publish viru- Agee first came to my attention in 1968 
lently anti-Jewish 'newspapers" and sell a as the intelligence officer behind the 
wide variety of anti-Semitic books. One of riots a t  the University of Mexico. One of 
the principal operators works out of loui- the most important things about the  
siana. A member of this group is a writer Mexican student riots was that  they 
who is dearly beloved in Christian rightwing occurred a t  the same time as student 
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rioting in New York, Bonn, Prague and 
West Berlin. 

With the coordination expertise and 
its  special intelligence network of which 
INTERPOL is  a n  integral part, it is not 
as difficult as it might seem a t  first 
sight for the Committee to set in motion 
carefully timed global actions, whether they 
be student rioting or deposing leaders of 
supposedly sovereign nations. It is all in a 
day's work for the 'Olympians". From 
Mexico Agee moved on to align himself with 
Puerto Rican terrorist groups. During this 
time he became a trusted confidant of the 
Cuban dictator, Fidel Castro. 

It should not be imagined that while 
Agee was carrying out these operations, he 
was doing so as a 'rogue" agent. On the 
contrary, he was working for the CIA all 
during these assignments. Trouble came 
when Castro's DGI (Cuban Intelligence 
Service) was able to "turn" him. Agee 
continued to work in his capacity as a 
member of the CIA until his double role was 
uncovered. This involved the biggest So- 
viet listening post in the West located at 
Lourdes, Cuba. Staffed by 3000 Soviet 
specialists in signal-monitoring and deci- 
phering. Lourdes has the capability of 
monitoring thousands of electronic signals 
simultaneously. Many a private phone 
conversation between a member of Con- 
gress and his mistress was picked up at 
Lourdes and used to telling effect. 

Although we are told today, in 1991, 
that 'Communism is dead," the United 
States has done nothing to close down the 
vast spy operation which sits on our door- 
step. Incidentally, Lourdes has the capa- 
bility of picking up even the weakest 'tem- 
pest" signal, which is the type given off by 
a fax machine or an electric typewriter 
which, when deciphered, will give the con- 
tents of whatever is being typed or faxed. 
Lourdes remains a dagger in the heart of 
the United States. There is absolutely no 
reason for its continued existence. If the 
U.S. and the USSR are truly at peace with 
each other, why the continued need for so 
massive a spy operation? The simple truth 
is that, rather than retrenching personnel 
as we are led to believe, the KGB has taken 
on additional recruits during 1990 and 
1991. 

Bernard Levin is probably not a name 
that is well-known in the United States. 
Unlike decadent 'pop stars" or Hollywood's 
latest miserable 'discovery", academics sel- 
dom if ever come before the public eye. Of 
the hundreds of academics in the United 
States working under the Control of the 
Club of Rome, Levin is worthy of special 
mention if for no reason other than his 
role in undermining Iran, the Philippines, 
South Africa, Nicaragua and South Ko- 
rea. The demise of the Shah of Iran was 
run to a plan devised by Bernard Levin 
and Richard Falk, and supervised by 

Robert Anderson's Aspen Institute. with our big cities ghastly cesspools of 
Levin was the author of a work entitled every imaginable crime, with a murder rate 

Time Perspective And Morale which is a almost three times higher than any other 
Club of Rome publication concerning how country, with 4 million homeless, with 
to break down the morale of nations and corruption in government reaching endemic 
individual leaders. Here is an extract of the proportions, who will gainsay that the 
document: United States is ready to collapse from 

within, into the waiting arms of the New 
'One of the main techniques for Dark Age One World Government? 

breaking morale through a strategy The-Club of Rome has succeeded in 
of terror consists in exactly this tac- splitting the Christian churches; it has 
tic: keep the person hazy as to where succeeded in building up an  army of 
he stands and just what he may charismatics, fundamentalists and 
expect. In addition, if frequent vac- evangelicals who will fight for the Zionist 
illations between severe disciplinq State of Israel. During the Gulf War  of 
measures and promise of good treat- genocide I received scores of letters asking 
ment together with the spreading of me how I could oppose "a just Christian 
contradictory news make the struc- war against Iraq". How could I doubt that 
ture of the situation unclear, then Christian fundamentalist support for the 
the individual may cease to know Committee of 300's war against Iraq was 
whether aparticular plan would lead not Biblical-after all didn't Billy Graham 
toward or away from his goal. Under pray with President Bush just before the 
these conditions, even those indi- shooting started? Doesn't the Bible speak 
viduals who have definite goals and of "wars and rumors of wars"? 
are ready to take risks are paralyzed These letters give an insight into just 
by the severe inner conflict in regard how well the Tavistock Institute has done 
to what to do." [H: READ IT AGAIN!] its work. The Christian fundamentalists 

will be a formidable force behind the State 
This Club of Rome blueprint applies to of Israel, exactly as planned. How sad that 

COUNTRIES as well as to individuals, par- these fine people do not realize that they 
ticularly the government leaders of those have been GROSSLY MISUSED by the 
countries. We in the U.S. need not think Club of Rome and that their opinions and 
that 'Oh well, this is America, and those beliefs are NOT THEIR OWN, but those 
kinds of things just do not happen here." created for them by the hundreds of Com- 
Let me assure you that they ARE happen- mittee of 300 'think tanks" that dot the 
ing in the U.S., and perhaps more so than American landscape. In other words, like 
in any other country. any other segment of the United States 

The Levin-Club of Rome plan is de- population, the Christian fundamentalists 
signed to demoralize us  all so that in the and evangelicals have been thoroughly 
end we feel we should follow whatever it is brainwashed. 
that is planned for us. We WILL follow Club We as a nation are ready to accept the 
of Rome orders like sheep. Any seemingly demise of the United States of America and 
strong leader who SUDDENLY APPEARS to the American way of life, once the envy of 
"rescue" the nation must be regarded with the entire world. Do not think this has 
the utmost suspicion. Remember that happened on its own-the old "times are 
Khomeini was groomed for years by changing" syndrome. Time does not change 
British Intelligence, especially during anything, PEOPLE do. It is a mistake to 
his time in Paris, before he suddenly think of the Committee of 300 and the Club 
appeared as the savior of Iran. BORIS of Rome as European institutions. The 
YELTSIN IS FROM THE SAME M16-SIS Club of Rome exercises great influence and 
STABLE! power in the United States, and has its own 

The Club of Rome feels confident that it chapter based in Washington D.C. 
has carried out its Committee of 300 man- Senator Claiborne Pell is its leader, 
date to "soften up" the United States. After and one of its members is Frank M. Potter, 
45 years ofwaging war on the people of this a one-time staff director of the House Sub- 
nation, who will doubt that it has indeed committee on Energy. It is not difficult to 
accomplished its task? Look around and see how the Club of Rome has maintained 
see how we have been demoralized. Drugs, its grip on U.S. energy policies and where 
pornography, rock and roll 'music", free 'environmentalist" opposition to nuclear 
sex, the family unit all but totally under- energy is coming from. Perhaps the Club's 
mined, lesbianism, homosexuality and fi- greatest success story is its hold over Con- 
nally the ghastly murder of millions of gress in regard to nuclear energy which 
innocent babies by their own mothers. Has has had the effect of preventing the U.S. 
there ever been a crime so vile as mass from entering the 2 1st century as a strong 
abortion? industrial nation. The effect of the anti- 

With the U.S. spiritually, morally bank- nuclear policy of the Club of Rome can be 
rupted, with our industrial base destroyed measured in terms of silent blast furnaces, 
throwing 30 million people out of work, derelict railroad yards, rusting steel mills, 
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shipyards long since closed down and a 
valuable trained work force scattered across 
the United States, which may never again 
be assembled. 

Other Club of Rome members in the 
U.S. are Walter A. Hahn of the Congres- 
sional Research Service, Ann Cheatham 
and Douglas Ross, both senior econo- 
mists. Ross's task, in his own words, was 
to "translate Club of Rome perspectives 
into legislation to help the country get 
away from the illusion of plenty." Ann 
Cheatham was the director of an organiza- 
tion called 'Congressional Clearing House 
For The Futuren. 

Her task was to profile members of 
Congress who would be susceptible to as- 
trology and New Age mumbo-jumbo. At 
one stage she had in excess of 100 Con- 
gressmen in her classes. Daily session 
were held in which a variety of astrological 
"forecasts" were made based on her "occult 
perceptions". Besides Congressmen, other 
prominent people who attended her ses- 
sions were Michael Walsh, Thornton 
Bradshaw-A LEADING MEMBER OFTHE 
COMMITTEE OF 300-and David 
Sternlight, a senior vice-president of 
Allstate Insurance Company. 

Some of the more important members 
of the Committee of 300 are also members 
of NATO, a fact which we ought to remem- 
ber. These Committee of 300 members 
often hold several offices. Among the 
NATO-Club of Rome membership are 
found Harland Cleveland, a former am- 
bassador to NATO, Joseph Slater, a di- 
rector of the Aspen Institute, Donald 
Lesh, a former staffer in the U.S. Na- 
tional Security Agency, George McGhee 
and Claiborne Pell, to name a few ex- 
amples. [H: Further, why don't you go 
check out the University of Science and 
Philosophy and note the connections!] 

It is important that we remember these 
names, make a list of them if you wish, so 
as to recall who they are and what they 
stand for when their names come up in 
television programs and news services. 
Following intelligence modus vivendi, lead- 
ers of the Committee often appear on tele- 
vision, usually in the most innocent of 
guises. We ought to be awhre that nothing 
they do is innocent. 

END OF QUOTING; TO BE CONTINUED 

I believe it would be noteworthy to "high- 
light" important names as they appear 
[donelj. Dharrna doesn't have time nor 
thought transference to do s-nor does 
E. J. in the first scanning for typos, etc. But 
I believe it worthy of someone's time to help 
isolate these names and HANGTHEM HIGH 
IN THE OPEN SCRUTINY OF THE PUBLIC 
EYE. 

Dharma, we must close this as I needa 
you elsewhere today. Thank you for your 

service and, you readers, for your interest. sive to purchase--WHEN YOU CAN GET 
IT-and must be utilized as "whole" grain 

9/4/93 #1 HATONN product to be suitable. 
Our own crop of Spelt was very low-yield 

CREDIT DUE this season because of constraints on the 
AND project funds tied up by George Green and 

ONGOING PROJECTS his cohorts-your brothers who claimed 
Godly intent and actually served quite 

I cannot give enough credit to "John effectively-the "other". It is fine, we will 
Coleman" for this inclusive piece of re- continue in spite of such challenge. Our 
search (mostly from hard experience) for ability to supply may be a bit limited at  first 
he has done the best work of any around in but we intend to have pre-packaged "loaf" 
gatheringfromvarious sources this compi- capability by October. Please know that as 
lation of players and in the New World we have offered in the past-as prices and 
Order and connections to the British Is- quantity are available, you WILL get price 
raeli-New World Order Elite Bankster col- cuts-as you are about to witness with 
lusion. ["Dr. John Coleman", World Intelli- Gaiandriana and the other "Living" life 
gence Review, 2533 North Carson Street, products. 
Carson City, NV 89706.1 We are NOT in competition with any- 

Other "original" firsters are, of course, one-but we will offer what we have (and 
also honored-such as Eustace Mullins- we KNOW to be perfection) at  that pricing 
always, for his work was that which gave which allows many to HAVE. Dharma 
unto these others the information to vali- laughed and suggested we accept "food 
date their own work in historical player stamps" which, in the long-run, may be 
defining. [Eustace Mullins, Ezra Pound well worthy of consideration in view of the 
Institute Of Civilization, P.O. Box 1105, fact that it seems nearly AL& of God's 
Staunton, VA 24401.1 It is not enough to people have been reduced to poverty or 
simply know the "today" player-you must assistance for one reason or another. I 
ultimately know who got you to here! We suggest it be looked into by GaiaSpelt. 
will just go along as time allows. I feel that today, however, it is more 

Please, readers, understand that this is important to continue with the information 
NOT Dharrna's only task-writing for me or on your nasty One World Order Govern- 
my compatriots-I have her actually put- ment players. If you don't do something 
ting together the life substance resource of about these political things-survival is all 
Gaiandrianathatyou might have that which you will have left and we need a lot more 
WE know to be necessary and correct for all Spelt before that happens! 
purposes of good health. Someone has to Let's move right along now with the 
do the actual measuring and testing and subject of "300". 
she is NOT a chemist or scientist any more 
than she is an author. She must also CONTINUED QUOTING (CONSPIRA- 
perfect the required product of SPELTA TORS' HIERARCHY: THE STORY OF THE 
(Triticum Spelta) and not Triticum Aestivum COMMITTEE OF 300, by 'Dr. J o h n  
or T. Sativum, which is the grain of what Coleman") : 
you call WHEAT. This is done so that YOU 
will be able to utilize the product in some AGENTS WITHIN THE U.S. 
measure of success since the grain seems 
to be highly "hiddenn (because it is a most The Committee of 300 has planted its 
wondrous product sent to you from God). agents in the muscle and sinew of the 
It has the most delicate of flavor, surpass- United States, in its Government, in Con- 
ing wheat in its flavor and unmatched in its gress, and in its advisory posts around the 
health-positive perfection. President as ambassadors and as Secre- 

She is working to perfect right propor- taries of State. [H: Warren Christopher is 
tions for what I demand as well as a prod- a PRIME EXAMPLE!] From time to time 
uct that you can utilize in your bread the Club of Rome holds gatherings and 
machines, by hand, or in cooking. "We" are conferences which, although they appear 
'there" with the bread leave-it is just the under innocuous titles, break up  into ac- 
final product testing, daily, and the prob- tion committees, each of which is assigned 
lems of packaging which confront her now a specific task and a specific target date by 
and, here, she has help so it should move which time their assignments must be 
right along. We have a typical 'team" in completed. If it does nothing else, the 
working here--she takes credit for the Committee of 300 is working to a very 
'good" baking and causes 'me" to look specific time-table. 
bad with the 'hockey pucks"! Ah, a The first Club of Rome conference in the 
ghost gets no respect! Worse yet-there United States was called by the Committee 
have been lots more "hockey pucks* than of 300 in 1969 under the title: The Associa- 
soft, fine loaves of manna. She plans to tion of the Club of Rome. The next meeting 
offer you some other recipes as the flour was held in 1970 under the title Riverdale 
becomes more available. It is very expen- Center of Religious Research and was di- 
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rected by Thomas Burney. Then followed lowed this long-established pattern. Sec- appearance of agreat man who promises to 
The Woodlands Conference held in Hous- retary of State George Shultz was the solve every problem and guarantee a well- 
ton, Texas, starting in 197 1. Thereafter, perfect choice of the Committee of 300 for ordered society in which people are fully 
regular conferences have been held in The the office of Secretary of State. Shultz was employed and domestic strife is minimal. 
Woodlands every year. [Editor's note:As an always a creature of Henry Kissinger, the Their dictator, for that is who it will be, will 
aside, George Bush's new home is being ruling order-giver for the CFR. Moreover, be welcomed with open arms. 
built in this suburb-ofHouston area of Texas his position with Bechtel, a key Committee Knowing WHO the enemy is, is of vital 
called The Woodlands.] of 300 company of global dimensions, gave necessity. No one can fight and win against 

Also in 197 1, at  alater date, the Mitchell him access to countries that might other- an unidentified enemy. This book could be 
Energy and Development Corporation held wise have been suspicious of his Kissinger used as a military field manual. Study its 
its energy strategy meeting for the Club of connection. The Carter Administration content and memorize all names. I have 
Rome: The recurring theme: LIMIT THE accelerated the process of key pro-con- mentioned profiling techniques quite fre- 
GROWTH OF THE U.S.A. Then to crown it spiracy personnel in key positions. Before quently in this chapter. A full explanation 
all, the First Global Conference on the Carter was elected, his key campaign strat- of "profiling" is contained in the next chap- 
Future was held in July of 1980, attended egist, Hamilton Jordan, said that if Cyrus ter. One of the most profound pieces of 
by 4000 social engineers and members of VanceorBrzednskireceivedappointments information to come out of the science of 
think tanks, all of whom were members of in the Carter cabinet, he, Jordan, would profiling is the relative ease with which this 
or affiliated with various institutions oper- resign. They did. Jordan did not resign. can be accomplished in individuals, party 
ating under Club of Rome umbrella or- Carter's choice of Paul Volcker (in fact groups, political entities and so on, right on 
ganizations. he was told to appoint Volcker by David down the line. Once we wake up as to how 

The First Global Conference on the Fu- Rockefeller) started the collapse of the easy this is to do, the conspiracy will no 
ture had the blessing of the White House U.S. economy according to the plan laid longer be more than we can comprehend. 
Commissionon the 1980sandOFFICIALLY down by the Club of Rome. We are up The assassination of President Kennedy 
recommended the policies of the Club of against powerful forces who are dedicated and the attempt on the life of President 
Rome "as a guide to future U.S. policies" to the goal of a One World Government. We Reagan become easy to understand. 
and even went so f a r  as to say that the have been engaged in adevastatingly crip- 
United States economy is moving out of the pling war for the past 45 years, only it is not INSTITUTIONS THROUGH WHICH 
industrial phase. This echoed the theme of perceived as such. We are brainwashed, CONTROL IS EXERCISED 
Sir Peter Vickers Hall and Zbigniew methodically and systematically, without 
Brzezinski and provides further proof of ever being aware of it. The Tavistock [H: Please pay close attention to this 
the control exercised by the Committee of Institute provided the system for this to next segment because it becomes more 
300 over U.S. affairs, both domestic and take place, and then set it in motion. a working part of your lives than do the 
foreign. The only way we can fight back is by people you will forget.] 

A s  I said in 198 1, we are set up, politi- exposing the conspirators and their multi- Profiling is a technique developed in 
cally, socially and economically so that we plicity of front organizations. We need men 1922 on command of the Royal Institute for 
remain locked into the Club of Rome's with experience who can formulate strat- International Affairs (RIIA). Major John 
plans. Everything is RIGGED against us. If egy to defend our priceless heritage which, Rawlings Reese, a British Army techni- 
we are to survive, then we must break the once lost, will never again reappear. We cian, was instructed to set up the largest 
stranglehold the Committee of 300 has on need to learn the methods the conspirators brainwashing facility in t h e  world at 
our government. In every election since use-learn them and adopt counter-mea- TAVISTOCK INSTITUTE FOR HUMAN 
Calvin Coolidge ran for the White House, sures. Only a crash program will stop the RELATIONS as a part of Sussex Univer- 
the Committee of 300 has been able to rot which is consuming our nation. sity. This became the core of Britain's 
plant its agents in key positions in govern- Some may have difficulty in accepting Psychological Warfare Bureau. When I 
ment so that it matters not who gets the the idea of global conspiracy because so first introduced the names of Reese and 
White House post. For example, every one many writers have made financial gain Tavistock into the United States in 1970, 
of the candidates who ran for the Presi- from it. Others doubt that activity on a verylittleinterest wasshown. But over the 
dency, from the time of Franklin D. global scale can be successfully advanced. years, as I revealed more and more about 
Roosevelt, were selected, some like to call They see the huge bureaucracy of our Tavistock and its vital role in the con- 
it "hand-picked", by the Council on Foreign government and then say, "Well, how are spiracy, it has become popular to imitate 
Relations acting on the instructions of the we supposed to believe that private people my earlier research. 
RIIA (Royal Institute for International Af- can do more than the government does?" Britain's Psychological Warfare Bureau 
fairs). This overlooks the fact that government is made extensive use of the work done by 

Especially in the 1980 election, every part of the conspiracy. Hard evidence is Reese on his 80,000 British Army guinea 
candidate for the highest office in the United what they want and hard evidence is diffi- pigs, captive soldiers who underwent many 
States was run by the CFR. Therefore, it cult to come by. forms of testing. It wasTavistock-designed 
was of no consequence to the conspirators Others say, 'So what? What do I care methods that got the United States into the 
who won the presidential race. Through about a conspiracy, I donZ even bother to Second World W a r  and which, under the 
such Trojan Horses as the Heritage Foun- vote." That is exactly the way the general guidance of Dr. Kurt. Lewin, established 
dation and the CFR, ALL key policy making population of America was profiled to re- the OSS, the forerunner of the CIA. Lewin 
positions in the new administrations were act. Our people have become discouraged became the director of the Strategic Bomb- 
filled by the Council on Foreign Relations and confused, the results of 45 years of ing Survey, which was a plan for the Roval 
nominees, and before that, since the 1960s, warfare conducted against us. How this is Air Force to concentrate on bombing Ger- 
by NATO-Club of Rome yes-men, thereby done is explained in Bernard Lewin's book, man worker housing while leaving militan! 
ensuring that key policy decisions bore the but how many people would bother to read targets. such as munition plants. alone. 
indelible stamp of the Club of Rome and an academic's non-fiction book? We are The munition ~ l a n t s  on both sides be- 
the CFR, acting as the executive arms of reacting exactly as we were profiled to act. longed to the international bankers who 
the Committee of 300. Demoralized and confused people will be had no wish to see their assets destroved. 

Both the 1984 and 1988 elections fol- far  more ready to welcome the sudden Later, after the war was over, NATO 
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ordered Sussex University to establish a run against the nuclear power station at 
very special brainwashing center which Three Mile Island, Harrisburg, Pennsylva- 
became part of Britain's Psychological nia. Termed 'an accident" by the hysterical 
Warfare Bureau; only now, its research media, this was not an accident but a 
was directed toward civilian rather than deliberately designed crisis test for FEMA. 
military applications. We shall return to An additional benefit was the fear and 
that super-secret unit which was called hysteria created by the news media which 
Science Policy Research Institute (SPRI) had people fleeing the area when in fact 
under our chapters on drugs. they were never in any danger. 

The idea behind saturation bombing of It was considered a success by FEMA 
civilian worker housing was to break the and it scored a lot of points for the anti- 
morale of the German worker. It was not nuclear forces. TMI became the rallying 
designed to affect the war effort against the point for the anti-nuclear forces and for the 
German military machine. Lewin and his so-called 'environmentalists", a highly fi- 
team of actuaries reached a target figure, nanced and controlled group run out of the 
that if 65% of German worker housing was Aspen Institute on behalf of the Club of 
destroyed by nightly RAF bombing, the Rome. Coverage was provided free of charge 
morale of the civilian population would by William Paley, head of CBS television, 
collapse. The actual document was pre- a former British Intelligence agent. 
pared by the Prudential Assurance Com- FEMA is a natural successor to the 
PanY. Strategic Bombing Survey of WW 11. Dr. 

The RAF, under the command of Kurt Lewin, theoretician for what the 
UBomber* Harris, carried out Lewin's Tavistock conspirators called crisis man- 
plans, culminating in the terror firestorm agement, was deeply involved in the study. 
bombing of Dresden, inwhich over 125,000, There is an unbroken chain between Lewin 
mainly old men, women and children, were andTavistock that stretches back for thirty- 
killed. The truth of UBombern Harris's seven years. Lewin incorporated the Stra- 
horror raids on German civilians was awe11 tegic Bombing Survey into FEMA, with 
kept secret until long after the end of WW only a few adjustments proving necessary, 
11. one of the changes being the target, WHICH 

Tavistock provided most of the detailed WAS NO LONGER GERMANY, BUT THE 
programs that led to the establishing of the UNITED STATES OF AMERICA. Forty-five 
Oficeof NavalIntelligence (ONI), the num- years after the end of WW I1 it is still 
ber one intelligence service in the United Tavistock that has its hands on the trigger, 
States, one which dwarfs the CIA in size and the weapon is pointed at the United 
and scope. Contracts worth billions of States. 
dollarswere given toTavistock by the United The late Margaret Mead conducted an 
States Government and Tavistock's strate- intensive study of the German and Japa- 
gic planners provide most of what the nese population, under the aegis of 
Pentagon uses for our Defense establish- Tavistock, and how they reacted to stress 
ment, even today. Here again is illustrated caused by aerial bombardment. Irving 
the grip the Committee of 300 has on the Janus was an associate professor on the 
United States, and the majority of our project which was supervised by Dr. John 
institutions. Tavistock runs wer 30 Rawlings Reese, promoted to Brigadier- 
research institutions IN THE UNITED General in the British Army. The test 
STATES, all of which we will name in our results were given to FEMA. The Irving 
charts at the end of the book. Janus report was of great value in formu- 

These Tavistock-U.S. institutions have lating FEMA policies. Janus used it in a 
in many cases grown into gargantuan bookwhich he later wrote entitled AIR WAR 
monsters, penetrating every aspect of our AND STRESS. The ideas in his book were 
government agencies and taking command followed TO THE LETTER BY FEMA DUR- 
of all policy making. One of Tavistock's ING THE THREE MILE ISLAND 'CRISIS". 
chief wreckers of our way of life was Dr. Janus had a really simple idea: Simulate a 
Alexander King, a founding member of succession of crises and manipulate the 
NATO and a favorite with the Committee of population following the Lewin terror tac- 
300, as well as an outstanding member of tics and they will do exactly as required. 
the Club of Rome. Dr. King was assigned [H: Does anyone note a current (today) 
by the Club of Rome to destroy America's operation going on in Somalia? It is the 
education system by taking control of the self-same idea of terror in the air and 
National Teachers Association and work- boggled entries with death and strewn 
ing in close conjunction with certain law- debris which is the worst kind of terror. 
makers and judges. If it was not generally This indicates that "you" may well be 
known how all-pervading is the influence NEXT and always causes untold confu- 
of the Committee of 300, this book should sion in the middle of the nights.] 
dispel every vestige of that doubt. In canying out this exercise, Lewin 

The trial run for the Federal Emer- discovered something new, that social con- 
gency Management Agency ( F E M A b  trol on a wide scale can be achieved by 
Club of Rome creation--came in a test using the news media to bring home the 

horrors of a nuclear war via the television 
media. It was discovered that women's 
magazines were very effective in dramatiz- 
ing the terrors of a nuclear war. A trial run 
conducted by Janus had Betty Bumpers, 
wife of Senator Dale Bumpers of Arkan- 
sas [H: 11??11], "writing" for McCalls maga- - 
zinc on that subject. 

The article appeared in McCQlls Janu- 
ary 1983 issue. Actually, Mrs. Bumpers 
did not write the article; it was created for 
her by a group of writers at Tavistock 
whose speciality is such subject matters. 
It was a collection of untruths, non-facts, 
innuendoes and conjectures based entirely 
upon false premises. The Bumpers article 
was typical of the kind of psychological 
manipulation at which Tavistock is so very 
good. Not one of the ladies who read 
McCalls could have failed to be impressed 
by the terror-horror story ofwhat a nuclear 
war looks like. 

The Committee of 300 has a major 
bureaucracy at its disposal made up of 
hundreds of think tanks and front organi- 
zations that run the whole gamut of private 
business and government leaders. I will 
mention as many as I can fit in, starting 
with the German Marshall Fund. Its 
members, and remember they are also 
members of NATO and the Club of Rome, 
consist of David Rockefeller of Chase 
Manhattan Bank; Gabriel Hague of the 
prestigious Manufacturers Hanover Trust 
and Finance Corporation; Milton Katz of 
the Ford Foundation; Willy Brandt, leader 
of Socialist International, KGB agent and 
member of the Committee of 300; Irving 
Bluestone, chairman of the United Auto 
Workers Executive Board; Russell Train, 
U.S. president of the Club of Rome and 
Prince Philip's World Wildlife Fund; Eliza- 
beth Midgely, CBS programs producer; 
B.R. Gifford, director of the Russell Sage 
Foundation; Gtiido Goldman of the Aspen 
Institute; the late Averill Harriman, Com- 
mittee of 300 extraordinary member; Tho- 
mas L. Hughes of the Carnegie Endow- 
ment Fund; Dennis Meadows and Jay 
Forrestor of MIT "world dynamics". 

The Committee of 300, although in ex- 
istence for over 150 years, did not take on 
its present form until around 1897. It was 
always given to issuing orders through 
other fronts, such as the Royal Institute for 
International Affairs. When it was decided 
that a super-body would control European 
affairs, the MIA founded the Tavistock 
Institute, which in turn created NATO. For 
five years NATO was financed by the Ger- 
man Marshall Fund. Perhaps the most 
important member of the Bilderbergers, a 
foreign policy body of the Committee, was 
Joseph Rettinger, said to have been its 
founder and organizer, whose annual meet- 
ings have delighted conspiracy hunters for 
several decades. 

Rettinger was a well-trained Jesuit 
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priest and a 33rd Degree Freemason. Not mentioned in the foregoing line-up on with the University of Science and Phi- 
Mrs. Katherine Meyer Graham, who is is Richard Gardner who, although an early losophy and my own scribe-that the US&P 
suspected of having murdered her hus- member of the Committee of 300, was sent is funded by the Brookings Institute (atop- 
band in order to get control of the Washing- to Rome on a special assignment. Gardner level Tavistock branch) and run by MI-6 
ton Post, was another ranking member of married into one of the oldest Black Nobil- British Intelligence. Now why do you sup- 
the Club of Rome, as was PaulG. Hoffman ity families of Venice, thus providing the pose "big" them wants to cause "little old 
of the New York Life Insurance Company, Venetian aristocracy a direct line to the usn trouble?? Do you think it be for the 
one of the largest insurance companies in White House. The late Averill Harriman wondrous work of beloved Walter Russell 
the United States and a leading Rank com- was another of the Committee's direct links in science of Light waves and universal 
pany, with ties directly to Queen Eliz- with the Kremlin and the White House, a goodness? It is f inehow else would you 
abeth of England's immediate family. John position which Kissing- inherited after get first-hand participation just by reading 
J. McCloy, the man who attempted to wipe the death of Harrimm. our work? I wonder if those who opened 
post-World War I1 Germany off the map The Club of Rome is indeed a formidable this can af worms in Pandora's Box had 
and last but not least, James A. Perkins of agency of the Committee of 300. Although any idea the magnitude of that which they 
the Carnegie Corporation, were also found- ostensibly working on American affairs, were doing? I wonder, too, if George Green 
ing members of the Bilderbergers and the the group overlaps other Committee of 300 REALLY knew WHY he 'switchedn sides on 
Club of Rome. agencies and its United States members the fence? Good luck all you nice people 

What astar-studded cast! Yet, strangely are often found working with 'problemsn in who struggle AGAINST US-for our ONLY 
enough, few if any outside of genuine intel- Japan and Germany. Some of the front THRUST is to show our people the way 
ligence agencies had ever heard of this organizations operated by the above com- home, offer THE TRUTH of the strength of 
organization until recent times. The power mittee include the following, although not these 'controllersn and tell you about 
exercised by these important personages limited to them: - - - Gaiandriana and Spelt and how to get your 
and the corporations, television stations, Spiritual Life in some semblance of order- 
newspapers, insurance companies and END OF QUOTING; TO BE CONTIN- IN TIME! We do not fight anyone and are 
banks they represent matches the power UED! certainly in NO WAY SUBVERSNE. The 
and prestige of at least two European coun- deeds are done and it is none of our doing. 
tries, and still this is only the tip of The 1 do not wish to belabor any ONE orga- So be it. 
Committee of 300's enormous cross- nization in example here OTHER than to I need you elsewhere now, Dharma. 
%;ridding and interfaced interests. remind you-who know of the hassle going Thank you. 

How Will Ye Make Use 
3 Of Each Gifted Day. 

9/4/93 ESU UJESUS* SANANDA would be, for each. There were no dis- tomorrow comes, but do not cease in 
putes in the matters of great import and thine preparations for tomorrow this day. 

Greetings Thomas, I Am Esu Sananda each served well, then as now. Contradiction? Nay, reread that which 
in Radiance. I come in Service unto God. There are those among you who remain has been said. Ye must always keep 

Blessings rest with mine workers this unnamed and yet who are truly allies. Ye thine vision upon where it is ye wish to 
day for ye ones give of thineselves in the ones are protected from all sides. True, the go, otherwise the destination will ever 
manner which is Godly. Ye ones are most enemy resides within, as well, but when he elude thee. 
critical with selves-be of good cheer lest is given no quarter, there is nothing to fear. So, too, focus thine attention fully 
the burdensome weight of thine experi- In the clear Light of day all actions pass within the moment of each day and be 
ence crush you beneath it. scrutiny and life moves on. about thine business of thine work. 

Look about the-look to the lily, ye Ye are moving into the next phase and This day is sufficient to thine needs. 
know the rest ofit. Beautysurrounds thee. many roles shall change, for much shall How will ye make use of it? Will this 
Each day is a blessed gift of Creator. Give be required of each and not in a manner day make the difference? Will what ye 
thanks that each new day comes into be- currently perceived. New ones will be do this day have an impact upon the 
ing-for with each new day comes the brought in and it shall be most expan- whole? How will The Creation be a 
ability to serve still further toward thine sive. Yet the growth shall take place better place for your Presence in this 
fellow man and toward thine goal. under the umbrella of corporate protec- day? Or shall this day be a day as  any 

Yes, it is true, the disciples in olden tion, in separation, and the right hand other which shall simply pass through 
times argued and had disagreements. shall not know what the left hand does. the hourglass of time? Ye can make a 
These differences were very often their In this lies the protection ye shall require difference! Will ye? It is up to each 
strength. Each was chosen most care- in the difficult times afore thee. what their works shall be-and upon 
fully indeed, for I was able to see that Focus thine attention on day, for this shall ye be judged. 
which they were. I was able to see beyond this day is all ye have with which to work. What shall your judgement be at the 
the moment of the hour into that which Think of the matters of tomorrow when final hour? Salu. 
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Understand that Corporate Advisors are 
not CPAs and are not in the business ofTax Nevada Corporations ~onsu~ting~~isarticleiswritten~oryour 
general information. Any specific tax ques- - 
tions you may have should be brought to 

CORPORATE BUSINESS EXPENSES deductible business trip and take in a bit of the attention of a Tax Professional who is 
tax deductible entertainment while you are competent in Corporate Taxation. 

In managing an active corporation it is at it. 
important to be familiar with all the as- EVERYONE WHO HAS ANY 
pects of a corporation's functioning. Part Education Expenses: A business can INTEREST IN NEVADA CORPO- 
of those management responsibilities in- fully deduct educational expenses for em- RATIONS SHOULD ATTEND 
clude being familiar with business ex- ployees as long as the education is job THIS WORKSHOP. "THE NE- 
penses. This means understanding which related. This would include College courses, VADA CORPORATION WORK- 
expenses are deductible to a corporation business programs and any related semi- SHOP" IS OCTOBER 6TH, 
and which are not. By familiarizing your- nars. Why not hire a son or daughter about 7TH, & 8TH IN LAS VEGAS, 
self with all legal business expenses, you to enter College and have your business NEVADA. FOR MORE INFOR- 
can dramatically reduce your corporate pay for their schooling (as long as that MATION ABOUT THIS EDUCA- 
taxes and utilize more personal tax-free education would benefit the business). TIONAL GATHERING, PLEASE 
perks. Below we will be listing business CALL CORPORATE ADVISORS 
expenses that we feel are noteworthy, and * Employee Health Insurance. AT (702) 896-7002. 
those expenses that would be considered 
perks or fringe benefits. * Employee Dental Insurance. FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT 

Before we begin, we would like to rec- NEVADA CORPORATIONS 86 CORPORATE 
ommend to each corporate manager, that * Monies Given to Qualified Non-Profit RESIDENT AGENT SERVICES, CALL COR- 
they receive IRS Publications 535-Busi- businesses: This use of funds is how the PORATE ADVISORS CORPORATION AT 
ness Expenses, 529-Miscellaneous Ex- Rockefeller Corporations support their own (702) 896-7002 OR WRITE TO THEM AT 
penses, 542-Tax Information, and Package Non-Profit Organizations, which in turn do POST OFFICE BOX 27740, LAS VEGAS, 
1 120-U.S. Corporation Income Tax Pack- business with the Rockefeller Corpora- NV 89 126. ASK FOR CORT CHRISTIE. 
age. All of these publications can be picked tions. This allows them to float profits FORGENERAL BACKGROUND INFOR- 
up at  your local IRS ofice or mailed free to through these organizations year after year MATION ABOUT PRIVACY, THE VALUE OF 
you by calling 1 -800-TAX-FORM. without paying taxes on those profits. NEVADA CORPORATIONS, THE MASSIVE 

DECEPTION OF THE FEDERAL RESERVE 
Selected Business Expenses: * State Income Tax: If a corporation has AND ITS IRS EXTORTION RACKET, AND 

to pay State IncomeTax this is adeductible THE GENERALTRUTH BEHIND OUR MOD- 
* Start-Up Costs: No deductions are item; however if the business is a Nevada ERN ECONOMIC MALAISE, SEE THE 

allowed for start-up expenses unless the Corporation there is no State Income Tax. PHOENIX JOURNALS: SPIRAL TO ECO- 
corporation chooses to treat those expenses NOMIC DISASTER (#4), PRIVACY INA FISH- 
as deferred expenses and to amortize them * Child Care: You can pay up to $5000 BOWL (# lo), YOU CAN SLAY THE DRAGON 
equally over a period of no less than 60 annually for an employee's child care with- (# 16), AND THE NAKED PHOENIX (# 17). 
months; for example, fees paid to start a out considering it income to the employee. [See back page for ordering information] 
corporation. 

* Employee Achievement Awards: These 
are non-cash awards and their value can- 
not exceed $400. Choices Of The 

Car Mileage: 28 cents per mile is the 
current rate that a business can reimburse 
an individual for using their car for busi- 
ness purposes. This is not considered 
income to the individual. (Note: an alter- 
native to this is to rent a car to a corpora- 

Final Hours 
tion. This is a way of drawing funds out of 
a corporation. There are no employee taxes 9/5/93 ESU "JESUS" SANANDA true from the false-how may we know the 
paid on rental income.) ones who deceive?" I tell thee that most are 

Esu present in Light, which I AM. the deceivers, for the Bringers of Truth are 
* Automobile Lease Program: This is for I come with the Hosts of God. very few and far between. And so it has 

vehicles leased by the corporation. Many are the false prophets and many always been. Ye must measure the words 
are the deceivers. It was written that in the spoken AS TRUTH, presented as GODLY, 

Meals and Lodging: Generally you can End rimes many would come saying they against the very LAWS OF GOD which have 
deduct the costs of these as long as the are me. If one says to thee, 'I have seen been given unto thee. 
expense isan ordinary and necessary busi- him; he is here" or 'He is there", believe not Ye may ignore them 'if ye choose but 
ness expense. that one for they speak falsely. I am NOT each souled being is birthed with the KNOW-. 

upon thine place at this time. Ones may ING within of that which is right and @at 
* Entertainment: 80% of an entertain- have visions and, indeed, this is a different which is wrong. No amount of debate or 

merit expense is deductible to a corpora- matter entirely. I dwell NOT upon your argument or discussion or marching or 
tion. This expense must be somehow planet at  this time. stamping of feet will change one title, one 
related to business. why not plan a tax 'But Master, how may we KNOW the word, one meaning therein. Ye have been 
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given these LAWS OF CONDUCT to serve 
as thine Infinite Guide for Balanced Living 
Within The Creation. 

Pain and suffering have been man's 
plight for lo the eons of time. Thine Elder 
Brothers have come forth at this time to 
cause the awakening, to cause you to 
remember who ye are and from whenst ye 
come. 

Ye are Godly beings. Ye are LIGHT 
BEINGS-fraaments of Creator-Godly 
within each (souled) be ine the  very spark 
of life itself. And the LIGHT KNOWS. 

Ye may cheat, steal, pass new laws and 
continue to wallow in the gutter of sexual 
gratification and ye shall only have SELF 
TO ANSWER TO. Will thy willful ways 
prove to be worth it in the final analysis? 
Why cast ye aside the very words of Truth 
which are sent forth that man may know 
the consequences of his actions? 

How think ye that I, Esu, Jmmanuel 
died on across for your sins? I did not die- 
for there is no death. And further, each 
individual soul is responsible for each and 
every thought, word and deed. How could 
it be othemise from a God of Infinite Wis- 
dom? 

Ye continually seek to limit the very God 
ye profess to follow. Ye plead and beg for 
answers and when the answers shower 

over thee, ye cast them aside as false. 
Would God of LIGHT-THINE FATHER- 
not answer your calls for help? Would He 
leave His children in darkness when they 
scream out for LIGHT? God has heard 
thine calls and the answers are before thee. 
RETURN TO THE LAWS OF GOD WHILE 
THERE IS YET TIME, FOR THE HOUR OF 
MY RETURN DRAWS NIGH. 

Even I do not know the exact hour of my 
return, but I may tell thee, with assurity, 
that in these years before thee ye shall see 
the Celestial Sons of God-and they are 
LIGHT BEINGS. They have come as thine 
great benefactors in answer to that which 
ye seek. Cast not aside the life ring for 
there may not be another. 

The choices before man are his alone to 
make, but the hour grows most critical 
indeed and it would behoove each to care- 
fully be about the business of putting thine 
affairs in order and walking the Godly path 
in Light-for the adversarial path in oppo- 
sition to God's LAWS will only bring ruin 
upon thine heads. 

Man is free to choose as he will. Ye are 
in the infant stages of development. The 
teachers sent of God await thine decisions 
that the greater learning may proceed. 

Will ye heed the call? We shall see. 
Salu. I AM Sananda. 

s 
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Guevara. It also exposes how and 
why many institutions were set 
up by Tavistock to undermine our 
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Mass MIND CONTROL By 
The Committee Of 300 

LaRouche Group TRUTH 
Editor's note: In conjunction with the Internatiom1 Caucus of -Labor Com- regarding my person or perceived 'reality" 

outlay of information on the main players mfttee, was already operating in high of such communications. Ask only in 
in the New World Order plan for world gear in the 1960s. This was written guidance and contact with God and so 
control from "Dr. John Coleman's" book, BEFORE 1980, based on the group's shall ye come into the cover of our shield. 
called CONSPIRATORS'HIERARCHY: THE three decades of work. Imagine where I request that he accept that for the present 
STORY OF THE COMMITTEE OF 300, we are NOW with the progress of this time for he is already very seriously failing. 
Commander Hatonn has suggested that diabolical plan run by the satanic Elite! Truth shall come forth as in this manner 
we include this following most interesting This outlay presents an almost mind- and so shall the comfort of realization of my 
material originally published in both the bogglingpanomma of the aduersary'spup- presence and mission. Spiritual Truth is 
3/ 10/ 92 PHOENIX LIBERATOR and pets at work for complete world contml- NOT A RELIGION OF MAN DOCTRINE-- 
JOURNAL #45, called THE MOTHER OF and guess what the common underlying SPIRITUAL ATTENDINGTO THE GODNESS 
ALL WEBS, Vol. m inthe superbTANGLED thread is that runs throughout the entire PATH OF LIGHT IS THE POINT AND THAT 
WEBS series. (See ad on previous page.) mnge of disgusting endeavors? How about WHICH WE ARE SENT FORTHTO SERVE- 

You wil l  see from Commander's intro- our old theme of MIND CONTROL. But, as YE AS WELL AS MYSELF. WE SHALL 
ductory comments that the material ar- Commander Hatonn has so often taught, BECOME QUITEaREAL"VERY SOON NOW. 
rived by one of those circuitous routes that once you KNOW what's going on, the mind Friends have no national boundaries, 
only he can arrange, from New Zealand, control doesn't have much chance of work- creeds nor color-you are on the same 
and from a different person than the au- ing. In other words, the antidote to mind mission unto this globe and therefore, ye  
thors. It just "happened" to am've and be contml is THE TRUTH. So read on! too, are 'brother". And I thank my old 
presented back when editorial work was friend and comrade for loyally sharing so 
being completed on "Dr. Coleman's" book, 2 /24 /92  #3 HATONN generously in this dangerous time fraught 
some 19 months ago now. with terror. Know that none can pierce the 

There is great correlation between a lot We shall be moving from that which was shield set forth from God come again to 
of this following material (written years planned for this writing due to that which reclaim and return balance to a blind and 
before "Coleman") and that which "Dr. has been brought unto us this day for ignorant humanity-brought down by hei- 
Coleman" presented, with updated data urgent attention. nous conspiracies. 
of course, on who is filling which position I have awaited your receiving this mate- 
on the New World Order playing field. rial in point for it is extremely important. I CONFIRMATIONS UNTO 
Commander meant the parallelism to act desire that we work on reproduction until YOU-THE-PEOPLE 
as a source of independent confirmation we have completed the material sent to us. 
of the New World Orderplans. We cannot do it all this day but we can get A s  we walk through this journey, know 

However, "Coleman" wasn't too happy a good beginning. that there are ones in every nation--every 
when those of the local team, doing the I ask that the first portion of this be sent corner with the same intent as you of 
editorial work on his book, noticed that quietly to the sender of the documents so Light-to uncover the dark betrayals and 
some (sometimes page-long) passages in that those ones, so distant, know we have move your planet into Light and allow Man 
his book were ... ahem ... word-for-word the the material and WILL PRINT IT ALL AS vision into Truth before it is too late. Can 
same as this following material. WELL AS PUBLISH IT IN A JOURNAL. We it be done? Indeed-IF man will attend his 

We will leave it to you readers to discen, have not utilized the material sent some business. 
with whatever degree of amusement you time past because I felt it dangerous to the I wish you to realize, dear friends, that 
care to inject, (1) what midure of ego and writer. I, too, see that the writer is already we are making progress--our material is 
"got-chaw caused *Coleman's" feathers to under heavy assault and I honor him for being denounced via expensive television 
get mightily m#kd bythediscoveryofwhere his relentless effort to bring Truth to a and radio episodes set forth to destroy our 
some of his material was 'bomwed"fmm, dying world and people. work. It destroys not-it is wondrous news 
and (2) what manner of inzpeccuble timing Ones in the United States sleep on as to hear that the adversary fears God's 
and orchestmtion by Commander Hatonn they cannot believe their nation is in trouble. Truth enough to take such measures to 
caused this following material to arriue on I, too, know not how to get their attention silence the word. We shall cover this 
the scene here when it did! Hmmmm. but we shall work at it together and per- subject after we handle the information 

This superb work, as you will learn, haps the alarm shall be heard. herein from ones in New Zealand. Yes, 
comes from a highly credentialed group I ask that the writer of the documents America4 said New Zealand. 
pulled together and trained by Lyndon H. take a moment and allow my communion. You tend to live in compartments never 
LaRouche, Sr. This group, called the It matters not that which he 'thinks" about looking to right no; left but only at thine 
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disinformation programming vidiot boxes You will note that as we move along My own country's politicians turned a 
set forth for your mental destruction. through the "thesis" and then in the reprint blind eye because we do millions of dollars 

I am grateful to have this informa- of articles that KISSINGER is always in- in trade every year and it is the same with 
tion and to be allowed the printing of it volved-to and over his eyes-in EVERY- Australia. Is it not an example of what is 
for I have not dowed Dharma time to THING in EVERY PART OF THE WORLD. happening in Israel with the Palestine 
read any of the segments of John people? 
Coleman's book and I believe that as you LETTER FROM NEW ZEALAND NOW YOU, THE AMERICAN PEOPLE, 
reproduce the document hand-written HAVE THE CHOICE!! YOU M V E  NOT 
by one now residing (under full surveil- The following letter was written by a MUCH Tl3ZE-I CAN SMELL THE SMOKE 
lance and terror) in New Zealand-- friend of mine in New Zealand on Feb. 17, AND SEE THE FIR4: BUR-. WHO 
will make the similarities and confirma- 1992. You must recognize, readers, that W D Z  PUT OUT THE FIRE BEFORE IT 
tions. He has asked hearing for he has ones in countries such as South Africa, ENGULFS YOU? 
done all he can and is so oppressed that he Australia and New Zealand are suffering IF YOU &?AXE THE RIGHT CHOICE 
can do no more from where he is. This is a greatly as  rights and economy are already YOU W I U  BE THE GREATEST NATION 
brave man, chelas, who would risk his own destroyed!!! ON EARTSLOVED AND RESPECTED 
very life for your enlightenment. He knows, BY ALL. IP YOU DOAPT YOU WILL BE 
as does the sender of the information, that QUOTING: M T E D  BY TWlE PEOPLE BECAUSE YOU 
if America fails to awaken and CHANGE-- HRD THE CiWNCE TO GIC?E FREEDOM 
there is no chance for the rest of the world. Hello Commander Hatonn and welcome. BACK TO THE PEOPLE OF THE WORLD 

The person who has forwarded the ma- It is your old friend from New Zealand. AND DID NOT T m  IT. YOU ARE TIYE 
terial is doing so because he has come into A s  I pen this letter to you I have the ONLY ONE NATION WITH THE 
it and feels it important for me to receive it newspaper in front of me and the headline STRENGTH T O  DO IT. RISE UP, 
in this manner. The author of the material reads: Bush Plunges into Campaign. The AMERICA, AND T m  THE LEAD-= 
knows me not and did not send the docu- article reads that the President will tout his W I U  FOLLOW! I PLEAD WTW YOCLDO 
ments. Much of the material has been foreign policy strengths that under his THIS FOR THE FREEDOM OF THIS 
received from me long prior to this but we stewardship the Berlin wall fell, the Cold WORLD AND NEW ZlMLMD. 
are going to start #out of order" because Dr. War thawed out and the chances of nuclear I now ask Commander Hatonn if you 
Coleman's book is now in printing and one holocaust have dipped as low as they have think this letter is good enough to publish 
wil l  confirm the other as well as giving ever been. [H: Remember-this isa paper along with the Economic Betrayal of N a u  
Dharma peace over the unknown which in New Zealand so why would it make Zealand and the Reserve Bank Paper sent 
she is required to write. h e a d l i n d o  YOU know who is Presi- last year, at a time when you know is right 

First, let me reproduce a letter received dent of New Zealand? I thought not. to do so. Hatonn, if you publish the papers 
from this sender from New Zealand and At'ter all, New Zealurd t r colony of the author asks me to tell you he desires 
that is suffcient information. E n g l a n d d S T  LIKE YOU IN AMERICA!! his name published with the articles. He 

IfAmericacannot hearthe pleaofbroth- A COLONY RUN BY THE BRITISH-IS- believes people will not believe what is 
ers of other places crying out for you to 'do RAELI ZIONISTS AND THE COMMITTEE written otherwise and he is quite prepared 
something", then I see no way to reach OF 300 CONSPIRATORS HEADED BY to answer any questions people have and 
through. THE CROWN OF ENGLAND.] wish to ask him. His mail is stopped and 

sorted (censored) except for bills. He is 
ROBOTOIDS REMEMBERED WHAT KIND OF PATRIOTISM? watched all the time. N& newspaper in New 

Zealand will dare publish the papers for 
Before we do that however, Iwill harken Having used the U.S. flag to his benefit they are too frightkned. If you decide to 

you back to that which I have recently in 1988, he will also appeal to American publish them please give him protection. 
presented on material from Dr. Coleman patriotism in the Gulf War, etc. I have May I please ask a few questions? In 
and on writings by Zbigniew Bnezinski never heard so much BS in my life. How 1972 we had a Labour government in 
called THE TECHNOTRONK: ERA commis- can he appeal to American patriotism when power. N. Kirk was the Prime Minister. He 
sioned by the Club of Rome for the Corn- he still has prisoners of the Korean War onlylasted just overayearbefore he'died". 
mittee of 300. The book deals with the open and Vietnam War STILL I10 PRISON WITH He went into the hospital for an operation 
announcement of the manner and meth- NO HOPE AT EVER GETTING OUT, AND on the veins in his le-d died. At the 
ods to be used to control the U.S. in the DOESN'T WANT THEM OUT? He won't time hewasprime Ministe~,~they"were 
future-and thus, the world. It also gave allow them out because he KHOWS THEY drilling for oil off Stewart IBnnd in the 
notice of cloningand 'robotoids", i-e., people WILL TALK AND TELL THE TRUTH, and Great South Basin. There was an Ameri- 
who acted like people and who seemed to he will be in big, big trouble. He talks can Company drilling. Now the rumours 
be people, but who were not. about the Gulf War-what about the sanc- are that they struck oil and Kirk was going 

Brzezinski, speaking for the Committee tions on that poor country-no food or to Nationalize it for the benefit of the New 
of 300, said the United States was moving medical help. Bush only went into Iraq Zealand people. The rumour was that he 
'into an eraunlike any of its predecessors"; BECAUSE THEY WOULD HOT JOIN THE was killed because of what his actions were 
you would be moving toward a'technotronic NEW WORLD ORDER! going to be regarding the oil. At the time 
eras that could easily become a dictator- Last night I watched, on teleirision, a the oil prices rocketed with the trouble in 
ship. I do not wish to get sidetracked here documentary on East Timor where the the Middle East. They" certainly would 
for the outlay is forthcoming. I only ask Indonesians have overrun the place. They not have wanted a big oil strike at that time. 
that you readers recall the subject for it will have killed and tortured the Timor people, I have read enough to wonder if he was 
become easier to relate to information al- brought their own people in and taken over murdered? jH: Yes. It  was a cwert 
ready given. Readers, please understand the East Timor people's business and jobs, operation set up and orchestrated as a 
how hard this task become-you are kicked them out of their lands and taken all joint effort of British Intelligence and 
shocked at the reading and these ones their property. If Bush is so concerned Special Operations of the U.S. Govern- 
must work blindly and still have to face about human rights WHY doesn't he do ment and in connection with the mas- 
THE TRUTH of the lies as do you. something about this? sive installations, both surface and un- 
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derground, in Australia and New Zealand. share with you. The author in point is ranging from homosexuality and oriental 
The biggest benefactor, of course, was 'making a lot of wavesn in New Zealand and mysticism to 'cosmic consciousness" and 
British Petroleum owned by the Crown that is a most dangerous activity. I can 'religious fundamentalismw has been given 
of England. There is far more to the only offer services which we have available thecollectivecode-nameUAge ofAquarius", 
clandestine causes than simply na- and we are most happy to share informa- 'New Age", or The  Aquarian Conspiracy. 
tionAlttion4ut Kirk thought he could tion-perhaps the words will strike a heart The purpose of this report is to mobilize 
bring pressure to bear to stopthe insane wherein they not hear me. Thank you, son, the average American citizen to take the 
drain on the economy. You will-aote for your love and car ink i t  is a tired old specific types ofmeasures required to stamp 
that wen the changes of currency took world who is very sick. She must now be out this monstrosity. Without our special 
place right according to the Elite plans- nurtured if she is to survive. Thank you for kind of coaching in this matter, you will 
you have wen sent some articlem regard- caring. tend to fmd this situation too overwhelming, 
ing that very subject. Oh, indeed-the It is a bit hard to determine which too emotionally wrenching, and in the end, 
United States IS NEXT!!! Note how document to share in which order but I too demoralizing. The kind of information 
clwerly they handled the money dtua- think you will find the 'Intelligence Report" we are puttingat your disposal, information 
tion--changed it to "dollars" so you the most timely in view of our recent writ- otherwise deliberately kept secret, will give 
wouldn't realize your own "mother" was ings so we will dive right off into that one. you the ability and the instruments by 
kiJling you! Lessons are indeed hard to I will do as usual in my commentary- means of which you, together and in coor- 
learn and worse "to bearn in Truth.] my comments will be in brackets: (H: 1. I dination with us, can stamp out the brain- 

effort to follow another author's intent en- washing project code-named the Aquarian 
LAUNCHING AREAS tirely if possible. If I disagree greatly, I will Conspiracy. 

make comment. If the issue is not urgent, 
Also, can you tell me where in New I do not change opinion nor output. You EVIL 'MAD SCIENTISTSw 

Zealand they are f h g  those rockets--with will note that the presentation is only an 
satellites on them? Are they from the bases Appendix of an original paper. This report is not the ordinary type of 
on Stewart Island or the one on the West book or pamphlet you pick up for leisure 
Coast? If it is better I should not know, I QUOTING: reading. It was written by a group of 
will accept whatever you say. Hatonn, if scientists and politicians who-from their 
you print my letter-please don't let harm I.C.L.C. INTELLIGENCE REPORT headquarters-have been watching another 
come to me--I want b be hem to hc* my group of evil scientists and evil politicians 
country a d  do my- for the Plane t .  This was first reproduced and pub- attempting to carry out the largest scale 
(H: They ut ibe  a launch* facility on lished in New Zealand in 1984 by the: brainwashing project ever. 
the main island (South Island). There is We, the undersigned group of scientists 
also r lot of a d d *  wound the Bay of CULDIAN REVIVAL TRUST and politicians who are attempting to res- 
Plenty as well as uound A u c k d .  I a m  P.O. BOX 288 cue you from this nightmare, are distin- 
sure you will recall the "Cheenpeace" THAMES guished from our enemies, the evil scien- 
flagship, the Rainbow Warriot, which NEW ZEALAND tists and politicians who are trying to brain- 
was sunk by bomb by the French in wash you, by the fact that we estimate that 
1985. Yes, there are French in the Now, in 199 1, this report has a seven brainwashing will fail if the victim of brain- 
corupkrcy4ts of them. Mere im- year history of proven accuracy. washing is given adequate knowledge of 
portant to your interests might well be who is doing it, who are the brainwashers 
the area of R o u  Dependency, adminis- BRZEZINSKI'S 'ONE WORLDw and why it is done. [H: Absolutely TRUE!] 
tered by New Z e a l ~ d  kr the Antarctic. VISION Our evil enemies also know that this 
It comprises some 160,000 square mites kind of knowledge is sure to disrupt and 
of the Antarctic and is very active h- We ask you to read and study carefully derail the brainwashing process. For this 
deed, with massive underground f a d -  the portion regarding who planned the reason, our resourceful opponents have 
tier. I believe it not wise to hrther bringing down of the Berlin Wall and Why. maintained over the past 14 years a mas- 
disctau the matter.] New Zealand is now being economically sive containment and harassment opera- 

I s  there any sign of awakening in sabotaged by the same organization. You tion aimed at preventing us from reaching 
America? I do not like what is coming to will also find the source of this Iielligence you with this information. 
this Planet. Report. This pamphlet is designed to help you 

I thank the: INTERNATIONAL CAUCUS help us break through this containment 
END OF QUOTING OF LABOR COMMITTEES (I.C.L.C.). operation so that the largest possible num- 

ber of American citizens can gain full ac- 
Dharma, keep going, you are doing E.J. HART cess to the information they need if they are 

great-we must ever remember: a boxer (BROTHER EDWARD) to be effective in weathering the massive 
can win the fight in the last round. p: 28th August 1991 social and national crisis imposed on the 
Dhuma responds that, actudly-it is United States by our internal enemies, the 
ALWAYS IN THE LAST ROUND THAT A APPENDIX B social engineers we are about to introduce 
BOXER WINS! YOU have managed to to you here. Therefor, you are a very 
waggle a weary smile out of this scribe. The traditional values of this nation are important factor in the 'de-brainwashing" 
She has a nifty cartoon which we shall meant to be extirpated from our people's process that this report is designed to 
effort to share: there is a whole herd of souls by means of a large variety of meth- commence. Your deeper, innermost intel- 
dozing sheep and one far into the middle ods knownin the trade as'psychosynthesis" lectual and emotional response to the facts 
raises up and says to the hundreds of and 'psychotechnics". They are to be presented to you will determine the out- 
others, "We don't have to act Ute sheep, replaced by another set of values devel- come. 
you know!" No, you don't!] oped in psychology and brain research Many of you average, patriotic Ameri- 

There is more to the letter but it deals laboratories under government and foun- cans have for a long time puzzled over 
only with the information which I shall now dation funding. This other set of values, various 'conspiracy theories*, trying to 
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understand what are the underlying hid- computer; you may have seen, with silent dals, environmentalism and the slow and 
den causes of the alarming moral, social, tears in your eyes, your once-gifted, bright, deliberate destruction of American tech- 
political and economical decay of your agile child gradually turn into awithdrawn, nology were also preplanned social-engi- 
nation. But you had no access to the facts. passive zombie listening endlessly to rock- neering projects. 
Some of you, lacking the facts and reluc- and-roll, all the fire gone out, all the aspi- 
tant to 'subscribe to conspiracy theories", rations deadened, all interest in the future END OF QUOTING 
have been so discouraged by the dismal extinguished. And you sit there, bitterly, 
state ofyour national affairs that you have quietly, impotently weeping for the poster- We need to take a rest break. We will 
turned cynical and reverted to the suicidal ity that you have lost. And having lost your then take up the International Caucus of 
path of withdrawing from politics-some of posterity, you reckon, you have also lost all Labor Committees. You are going to find 
you have not seen the inside of a voting meaning for the life that you have lived out the truth about WHVthe Elite saw to 
booth for many years. Everyone of you, until this dreadful moment. 'If it all ends it that Lvndon H. LaRouche. Jr. was 
however, regardless of how you have been like this, all my struggles and all my sacri- REALLY locked away into prison. I t  wil l  
interpreting what is going on in the coun- fices, even my modest achievements will also make more sense to you WHY THE 
try, regardless of how much knowledge you have meant nothing!" REST OF THE WORLD PAYS MORE AT- 
lack respecting the facts of the matter, are TENTION AND EFFORTS TO GET HIM 
all unanimous that somehow, somewhere, BRAINWASHING FOR YOU. TOO RELEASED THAN DOES ANY IN 
'the game is rigged" in your national politi- AMERICA. The farce called 'trial" of 
cal affairs. This is a correct estimation, but Life becomes empty of significance, you LaRouche is as ugly and horrendous as 
it is too abstract and too vague to be a.rediscouraged,demomlized,withdrawn- anything done politically to any citizen- 
effective. and not surprisingly. You have been AND YOU HAVE ALLOWED IT, SANC- 

preprogrammed to react in this way. A s  we TIONED IT-AND MOST OF YOU DONT 
PERTINENT INPUT shall inform you, the evil people and insti- EVEN KNOW OF WHOM I SPEAK!!-EX- 

tutions that have snatched your child away ACTLY AS THE 'BIG BOYSw WANT IT! 
This report has been written for the from you have been counting on you to We shall see, won't we? Will 

purpose of giving you an exact idea of who react with dejection and withdrawal. On America sit still for blatant disregard 
has rigged the game, how it is rigged and the basis of this reaction-formation, they for Cor_stitutional Law? I think NOT- 
what can be done to put an end to this plan to brainwash you, too, as they did 'IF" THEY KNOW IT. WE INTEND THAT 
national destruction. Therefore, you must your child. THE WHOLE WORLD KNOW IT. 
read this report in the way a combat-unit Therefore, you must not react in this Go take rest, chela. Our work is very 
commander reads and masters his Army predictable way. You must resist being critically important for several reasonsi t  
F'ield Manual. This report will give you a selfish in your private agony. You must brings protection to both writers in point. 
description of a) the enemy forces, b) en- now grow greater than your private agony Publicity is that which will bring safety-in 
emy deployments, c) enemy strategic ob- and concern yourself with the agony of numbers. Let us be grateful for our oppor- 
jectives, d) weapons used by the enemy, e) your nation. tunity to serve this magnificent 'cause" for 
enemy strategic and tactical doctrine-his In the late 1940's and early 1950's, the it is blessed indeed. Adonai. 
method. This report will also supply you very same group of powerful interests who Hatonn to stand-by and cleared. 
with the basic weapons you will require for today command the evil forces of social 
the purpose of demolishing the enemy. engineering, then launched an irrational 2/25/92#1 HATONN 

The outcome depends on how you, the Cold War and a McCarthyite witch-hunt. 
reader, shall conduct yourself. Suddenly, rational argument in policy for- INTERNATIONAL CAUCUS OF 

mulation disappeared from national life. LABOR COMMITTEES 
ABSTRACT OF THE THESIS The traditional debate that American citi- 

zens historically conducted to determine LYNDON H. LAROUCHE. JR.  
The central conclusion that you will their foreign policy, the special moral and 

reach upon finishing the examination of practical weight of this nation among the HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 
the facts in this report is that the moral, nations of the world-all that was aban- 
material, cultural and intellectual decay doned, to be replaced by the unchallenged, Before we proceed to give you a stun- 
that you are witnessing every day in our axiomatic, pervasive irrationality of the mary identification of these networks, 
cities and towns is not accidental, not a Cold War. The result was that the moor- you ought to know a few vital facts about 
'sociological phenomenon", not an 'act of ings of national moral purpose collapsed, the group of people who have assembled 
god", but a deliberately induced social the citizens who make up the nation and the information we are presenting in 
crisis. share its moral purpose surrendered to a this pamphlet. We, a mouv of scien- 

All this brutal experimenting has caused morally indifferent irrationality. tists, mathematicians, vh~sicists, bi- 
tremendous agony-both private agony, Disarmed by this moral indifference olopists, historians, economists, philos- 
such as the deep agony dying souls experi- and irrationality, young adults entered the ovhv and music specialists. in North 
ence, and the public agony of dying na- decade of the 1950's in pursuit of private America, WesternEumve, Latin America 
tions. goals and petty career concerns. And the and India. known bv the name of &tar- 

You as a parent may have only tasted a children of this generation began growing national Oaucus of Labor Committee, 
few drops of the cup of agony our nation is up without clear moral moorings. What now numbering over one thousand, have 
forced to drench. You may have witnessed followed was the notorious'generation gap" been engaged in a continuous nu of 
your son becoming a drug addict-the and the large-scale manipulations of the ideas against the Stanford Research In- 
policy papers that caused his destruction social-engineeringestablishment, the Rand stitute and related networks of brain- 
were written a few years earlier by social- Corporation, the Stanford Research Insti- washers since the 1964-68 period. This 
psychology laboratories; you may have si- tute, and other institutions we shall meet scientific organization was pulled to- 
lently watched your daughter become a presently. The New Left, the Vietnam War gether and trained by Lvndon H. 
lesbian-before that she had become a and the antiwar movement were all social- LaRouche, Jr., considered by many to 
prediscounted statistic in a social policy engineering projects. The Watergate scan- be the greatest scientific mind that 
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America has so far produced and proba- rations. who darins that time were burv We countered that offensive by a mobi- 
bly the most advanced thinker since underminim the NASA space promam lization which had as its purpose to place 
Gottfried Wilhelm Leibnitz (1646- 1716). and be*ninn to put a firm straitiacket in the hands of appropriate oficials the 

LaRouche founded this scientific or- over the nation's advanced phwics and appropriate sort of intelligence. In the 
ganization upon certain important dis- natural science research and de- course of that effort, we beat our oppo- 
coveries he made in economic science velopment centers. nents by educating a significant number of 
in the 1950s when he began to apply From that moment on, an uneven con- law enforcement and intelligence officers 
the advanced topological conceptions test began between two rival scientific ten- in the subject of 'who controls interna- 
of Riemannian geometry to economics. dencies: LaRouche's ICLC, armed with the tional terrorism", among other matters. 
The result of that breakthrough was a most devastating and effective sort of sci- But within the United States, tht  di- 
t hermohydrodynamic theory of econom- entific conceptual weapons, and the crude, mension of containment against the ICLC 
ics which treats the rate of growth of ad- plodding, amoral crowd of social engineers and LaRouche grew by leaps and bounds 
vances in science and technology as the and social psychologists following orders once Dr. Zbigniew Brzezinski assumed 
primary invariant of economic systems, from this particular coalition of powerful office as National S d w  Advisor to 
and which views creative mental activity, patrons. The ICLC forces were inferior in Resident Carter. In Januaq  1977, the 
the principle of causality behind advances material resources; their opponents re- new NSC coordinated various elements of 
in science and technology, as the episte- solved on a strategy of 'containment of anumber of government agencies to launch 
mological equivalent of the ontological ex- influence". Over the years, this contain- a sustained, ongoing operation called 'FIST 
istent of negentropy-in physical processes, ment has assumed various forms, ranging and SWEEP". Subsequent investigations 
that primitive substance which accounts from rumor campaigns and slander opera- by the ICLC turned up the fact that the real 
for the evolution of higher orderings of the tions to financial warfare and even assas- controllers of 'FIST and SWEEP" went be- 
organization of 'energy" and 'matter" from sination attempts. yond the National Security Council to in- 
lower orderings. In the course of the conflict, the ICLC clude a powerful elite above and outside 

[Editor's note: I f l (E.  Y.) may take a crack developed formidable security, counterin- the United States government proper. The 
at jumping in here and reducing all this telligenceandstrategicintelligencecapabili- NSC functions as an arm of a powerful 
super fancy technical language, I w a s  pain- ties, which enabled it to survive and begin extragovernmental group. It turns out this 
filly used to from all my years in the higher exerting a significant and rapidly growing same group controls and deploys all the 
academic realms, into I think: the influence in elite policymaking circles in social engineering and social psychology 
point being made here was to create an Western Europe, theThird World and North outfits in the country, including Stanford 
economic model that is REALISTIC by tahing America. During the 1960s and early Research and its Aquaxian Conspiracy. 
into account that (1 )  thoughts and ideas are 1970s, the ICLC deployed against the New Our researches identified this powerful 
needed to precede Yhingsn-you need the Left and developed the evidence demon- p u p  with certain old aristocratic families 
IDEA of the hammer before you can invent strating that 'the movement" was a thor- in England, the United States and Canada 
one--and then (2) the economy perks up oughly controlled social-engineering pro- witch control, for purposes of social ma- 
once the item-the hammer, for instance-is ject. Similar thrusts were developed against nipulation, the world's $200 billion drug 
"born" as then variouspeople manufacture, various 'community control" and 'radical traffic. Those findings were published in 
sell and buy them Thus, the economy minority" social engineering projects such the best-selling book, DOPE, WC., which 
bQsically runs on ideas4 as the Kawaida project of Imamu Baraka, caused quite a stir among the law enforce- 

LaRouche's scientific breakthrough, his built around the same ideology which pro- ment agencies of numerous nations, and 
identification of the equivalence between duced the Symbionese Liberation Army; threw the governors of the U.S. Federal 
primary epistemological and the primary against terrorism, which is also a con- Reserve System in Washington into tur- 
ontological transinvariant, happens to have trolled social-engineering project; and moil for a protracted period. 
massive implications in advanced research against the emerging zero-growth move- 
currently being conducted in every branch ment. TAVISTOCK 
of science, from high-energy physics to During the 1972-73 period, our ability 
biology, physiology, psychology, and ap- to demolish the New Left, Kawaida sce- Our first systematic study of our oppo- 
plied social sciences including political sci- narios and our embarrassing exposes of nents' techniques and methods in psycho- 
ence, economics and military-strategic Law Enforcement Assistance Administra- logical social control were published in 
studies. tion complicity with terrorism plus the April and May of 1974 in the magazine The 

In the 1966-68 period, LaRouche's semi- international uproar we caused against Campaigners as a series of research papers 
nal breakthrough had a twofold intitial zero-growth, caused considerable con- under the joint title The Tavistock Grin. 
impact. First, it generated great stimula- sternation at  the headquarters of the We identified the Tavistock Clinic in 
tion among more gifted university layers, 'mother" institution of our rivals, the London, England as the world's center 
especially among graduate and advanced Tavistock Clinic in England. In the late for mass brainwashing, sodal engineer- 
undergraduate students who attended his monthsof 1973, Barbara Ward (Lady Jack- ing programs and activities in the post- 
lecture on the East Coast; this led to the son) wrote a secret memorandum on the warperiod. DuringWorldWarI1,Tavistock 
coagulation of that group of scientists and need to curb ICLC deployments and influ- was the headquarters of the British Army's 
future scientists who came together to ence. Shortly thereafter, a group of in- Psychological Warfare Bureau which, 
form the International Caucus of Labor telligence officers from Great Britain, through the arrangements of the British 
Committees. Second, LaRouche's con- headed by Messrs. Schroeder and Walsh Special Operations Executive, also dic- 
ceptions caused enormous alarm and of MI-6 and coordinating with elements of tated policy to the United States Armed 
consternation in those circles of the the FBI and individuals from the New York Forces in matters of psychological warfare. 
countxv's scientific establishment most Police Department (under LEAA juris- Toward the end of the war, Tavistock 
closelv associated with the principal diction) launched a major assault against personnel took over the World Federation 
institutions of social ~s~cholonv.  social the ICLC leadership, including numerous of Mental Health and the Psychological 
eapineerinn, and among their p o w d  assassination attempt scenarios, Warfare Division of the Supreme Head- 
patrons, a cluster of sixty or so mdor kidnappings and the administration of quarters, Allied Expeditionary Force 
financial and mmufactarinn corpo- psychotropic drugs. (SHAEF) in Europe. Tavistock's chief 
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theoretician, Dr. Kurt Lewin, organized sonnel and networks grew and penetrated taking the CONTACT or reading the 
the Harvard Psychological Clinic, the MIT deeply into every nook and cranny of fed- JOURNALS, such papers as the World 
Research Center for Group Dynamics, The eral, state and local governments. The in- Intelligence Review, Insider's Report, 
Institute of Social Research at the Univer- house specialists and graduates were called New Fedemlist, Spotlight and several 
sity of Michigan. Lewin also played a in to develop policies for welfare depart- other daring publications-then you are 
pivotal policy role at the psychological de- ments, labor, mediation boards, trade aware, frustrated at the blind populace 
partment of the Office of Strategic Services unions, the Air Force, the Navy, the Army, and possibly quite bored by this presenta- 
(OSS), at the Office of Naval Research, the the National Education Association, and tion.] It has swallowed up all the other 
U.S Strategic Bombing Survey and the psychiatric clinics. "power groups" of earlier U.S. history, the 
Coi-~mittee on National Morale. Moreover, Morgan Group, Rockefeller group, Cabot- 
a large number of influential people at the CLOSE RELATIONS BETWEEN Lodge group, etc. In the deeper recesses of 
top policy level were trained in Dr. Lewin's THINK TANKS, the intelligence establishment in Washing- 
theory of topological psychology, which is POLLING GROUPS 8b MEDIA ton, veteran intelligence officers refer to 
to this day the world's most advanced this awesome group, in hushed tones and 
method of behavior modification brain- Close cooperative relations were devel- mysterious language as the " CO-EE 
washing. [H: Please, you regular readers oped between these think-tanks and the OF THREE-HUNDRED". THE GROUP 
who think you have heard this ALL from U.S.A's key polling organizations and the PREFERS TO BE CALLED "THE OLYM- 
me before--READ IT AGAIN. Until you major media. Gallup Polls, the Yankelovich- PIANS". THESE ARE THE REAL POWER 
are totally convinced that you have CBS- New York Times polls, the National IN THE LAND, THE DEPLOYERS OF OUR 
been duped and played the fool--you Opinion Research Center and others are SOCIAL ENGINEERS AND SOCIAL-PSY- 
cannot, for you WILL not, act. This IS incessantly conducting psychological pro- CHOLOGISTS. 
the most gigantic mass cover-up and files of the entire population, sharing them [H: I cannot urge you strongly enough 
brainwarshing-programming in the his- for evaluation and processing with the to get Dr. Coleman's book on this COM- 
tory of your planet. It IS the time ubiquitous social psychologists. What the MITTEE and related matters. Informa- 
spoken of in the prophecies of all seers. public sees printed in the newspapers as tion will be somewhere in this docu- 
How could it be thus? Because the plan opinion polls is only an infinitesimal por- ment for its ordering. You who have had 
was written and orchestrated by EVIL tion of the work that the pollsters do. great difficulty with my being and 
itself and YOU WERE SOLD A POISON- Above this closely cooperating grouping Dharma's receiving-must have this in- 
OUS, DESTRUCTIVE BILL OF GOODS. of social psychologists, pollsters and me- formation in what you perceive as "real- 
WE ARE GOING TO GIVE THIS PUBLIC- dia manipulators, presides an elite of pow- ity". Do not be put off, in this instance, 
ITY INSEVERAL DIFFERENT WAYS AND, erful patrons, "the gods of Olympus" [H: by that which is unseen for we will deal 
YES, I HAVE ALREADY GIVEN IT IN OUR Olympians! The Committee of 3001 with that matter later when you come to 
MATERIAL-BUT SUCH A TINY POR- branched out as Club of Rome, then realize TRUTH.] 
TION OF MANKIND HAS HAD ACCESS. Bilderbergers, etc., as priorly given.], as 
IT IS NOW UP TO YOU.] they delight in being called. These are a WHAT IS AOUARIUS? 

Other important colleagues of Kurt cluster of corporations and families on top 
Lewin, including Eric Trist and John of the electronics, communications and We now come to a summary presenta- 
Rawlings Rees of Tavistock, as well as H. related sophisticated-technology indus- tion of what is meant by the Aquarian 
V. Dicks, W. R. Bion, and Richard tries, etc. The core cluster consists of the Conspiracy and the New Age or Age of 
Crossman, took the personnel from the following: International Telephone & Tele- Aquarius, which the entire social psychol- 
Strategic Bombing Suxvey, the Committee graph, American Telephone &s Telegraph, ogy establishment is now mobilized to im- 
on National Morale and the National De- Xerox, Rank Organization, Bendix, pose upon our society. 
fense Resources Council, and from this Raytheon, Arthur D. Little, Eagle Star First, let us survey the terrain of physi- 
pool founded the Rand ~oborrrtion, the Group, RCA, Bechtel, Textron, Reliance cal evidence, what our eyes see and ears 
Stanford Research Institute, the Sloan Group, Prudential Insurance, American hear every hour of the day and night over 
School of Management at  the Massacha- Express, Lazard Brothers, Kuhn Loeb, at least the last fifteen years. You have 
setts Institute of Technology, the Blyth-Eastman Dillon, Petro-Canada, Stan- heard about sex education programs in 
Whuton School a t  the University of dardTelephonesandCablesand their sub- which grammar school children are in- 
Pennsylvania, the National Training sidiaries, and interlocking corpo- structed in masturbation and 'alternate 
Laboratories, the National Institute of rations. All in all, it is estimated that this life stylesa such as homosexuality, 
Mental Health and others. group, which on matters of long-term strat- transvestitism, lesbianism, prostitution, 

egy tends to act in a very disciplined and and so forth. [H: N m  it in "ufe sex" and 
GOVERNMENT FUNDING FOR EVIL unified way, commands over 60 of the condomuseinthevsryloaest gradesof 

Fortune 500 companies in the USA. p: It grammu school and free condoms far 
The United States government started is far worse than this projection for you older children and babies. You will learn 

contracting multimillion-dollar projects will take note and harken back to the how and why AIDS was introduced and 
with all these outfits. Over a period of past few years when companies merged why you don't have an antidote avail- 
thirty years, tens of billions of dollars have and were bought and sold and taken- able (there t one)-please go back and 
been allocated by the federal government over willingly or not-to the extent that read our JOURNAL 18, AIDS. THE LAST 
to fund the work of these groups; other tens there are NO major corporations owned GREAT PLAGUE {which has been updated 
of billions of dollars found their way into by the "general" citizens of the United mmntly as JOURNAL #65}.] You have 
these institutions from private foundations. States. And-this very writingwas done heard, or seen, or lost relatives to the Hare 

Over the years, these institutions grew long before 1984. It was simply re- Krishna, the Moonies, and numerous other 
and the scope of projects they contracted published 3n 1984and now brought again exotic religious cults; you have seen or 
grew. Every aspect of the mental and in this particular format in 199 1 but was heard about the charismatic movements, 
psychological life of the American people not updated for this late publicizing. It liberation theology, the new religious 
was profiled, recorded, and stored into is far worse today, chela., than your fundamentalism, the PTL ('Praise the Lorda) 
computermemories. Theinstitutions,per- wildest estimater;. If you have been shows on television, and of course you 
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have Islamic fundamentalism coming out Toronto. not existB. And if the motivation does not 
of your ears; you are well aware that this The peril this nation is imminently con- exist, then the action that derives from it 
country right now is going through the fronted with, in fact the peril to the whole does not exist; therefore The Aquaria 
worst drug epidemic in its history. human species, is nothing less than com- Conspiracy". 

Fewer among you have noticed that in plete elimination of what mankind has But the Aquarian Conspiracy itself 
the 1970s adrastic shift occurred in school historically regarded as its SOUL. Our proclaims that it exists! 
curricula at all levels, to the point that brainwashers are proposing the complete Therefore, you should sit down to rea- 
youngsters are now rewarded school credit extirpation of mankind's inner sense of son out what its motivation might possibly 
for such courses as W soap opera", identity, and the placement, in the vacant be. Identifying its history, both before and 
USocially Relevant Basket Weaving", and space, of an artificial, synthetic pseudo- after the events of World War  11, the social 
various environmentalist subjects with lit- soul. experiments of H. a. Wells, AIdous and 
tle or no content. An epidemic of cultism, Before you howl Uincrediblem, you Julian Huxley, TeUard de Chardin, and 
kookery and Sodom and Gomorrah sexual ought to review the technical study that others will give you some added basis for 
behavior has overwhelmed the country, was prepared in May 1974 by the Stan- understanding the motivation. Identifjring 
accompanied by pseudo-science, charla- ford Research Institute, whose contents the recent history of the matter, from the 
tanism and superstition in our educational were later used in popularized form in 1960s on, will give you a further basis. On 
institutions. Marilyn Ferguson's book. that basis you can project into the more 

This picture is only the raw empirical The study is entitled CIiUVWNG ldb- distant past history of this school of thought 
side of the story, the surface impression AGES OF MAN, Contract Number that our brainwashers represent, into the 
that every citizen gets by merely observing URH(489)-2 150. Policy Research Re- period of Aristotle. 
what is going on. A slightly closer exarni- port No. 4/4.74, prepared by SRI Center Meanwhile, with respect to the more 
nation of the matter, statistical for the Study of Social Policy, W i W  recent history: the strategic foundations 
compiliations and so forth, indicate the Harmon, Director. Dr. Harmon later for the current form of the Aquarian Con- 
following: approximately 15 million of personally coached Marilyn Ferguson in spiracy were laid down during the 1966-67 
oar citizens are participating in one writing her popularized version, T peiod in a series of high-level NATO confer- 
active form or another in the outfits of AQUARIAN CONSPIRACP. The 3 19-page ences which at the time involved, among 
this organized insanity. mimeographed SRI report was prepared by others, a famous NATO official, Aurelio 

There are literally thousands of counter- a team of 14 researchers and supervised by Peccei, the then little-known Dr. Zbipniew 
culture newspapers and magazines which supervisory panel of 23 controllers, Brzezinski [H: You wil l  note that all of 
proclaim the coming of the New Age, the cludinn anthropolodst Margaret Mead, these "leaders" in the movement have 
Age of Aquarius. psycholodst B. F. Skinner, Ervin Laszlo changed names, i.e., Kiuinger and ALL 

To top all this, in July 1980, a major of the United Nations, Sir Geoffrev Vick- of the Communist Party foundation lead- 
international conference is being held in ers of British Intelliolence and others. ers-including Lenin. All members of 
Toronto, Canada, under the title First Glo- [H: Now does it become a bit easier to see the Communist Party government set- 
bal Conference on the Future [H: Note that British Intelligence actually set up up were so-called "Jewsn. Actually, as 
reference to Uupcomingn year of 1980 the Anti-Defamation League (ADL) who we have said over and wer and wer 
and shiver a bit at  the years gone by in is working day and night to stop this again-they were and are Khazarian Zi- 
which this was available and you DIDN'T information from reaching you-the- onist Talmudists and have nothing to do 
KNOW!], to be attended by over 4,000 people and actually HAS NOTHING TO with "Jewry" as later defined when the 
social engineers, cybernetics experts and DO WITH JEWS?] word was developed. Note these ones 
futurologists from all the think tanks. The When this was published in May 1974, develop and change words to have any 
purpose of the conference, in the words of the authors were careful not to fully reveal meaning they desire and YOU ALL BUY 
its chairman, aThe time has come to their direct involvement in artXuAallymanu- INTO THE LIE.] in his capacity as a staff 
move fmm thinkiw and d i a l m e  to facturingall these hideous, inhuman forms member of the State Department's Policy 
action. Thisconfemnce willbecome the of countercultural zombie-ism. Six years Planning Group, and most of the leaders of 
launching pad for that important ac- later, however, in February 1980, Dr. Willis those multinational corporations we men- 
tion to occur in the 1980s." [H: Please Harmon, the project director of the report, tioned earlier. [H: You Americans must 
go back and read that statement over a after lengthy collaboration with Marilyn understand that ones such as Breeeinsld 
couple of times!] So says the billionaire Ferguson, induced her to come out into and Kissinger are NOT natural citizens 
Maurice Strong, chairman of Petro- the open to boast that all this was, from the of the United States-they do not wen 
Canada, high-ranking British Intelligence beginning, the work of a deliberate con- function under their real names. They 
officer during World War 11, one of the chief spiracy. are planted in your highest government 
executives of Dope, Inc., and former direc- A leaderless but powerful network is policy-making positions and as public 
tor of the United Nations Environmental working to bring about radical change in spokesmen and authorities to RUNYOUR 
Program. One of the chief speakers will be the United States. Its members have bro- GOVERNMENT-FOR A PRESIDENT, 
Dr. Aurdo Peccei, chairman of the Club ken with certain key elements of Western SENATOR, ETC., MUST BE A CITIZEN. 
of Rome, a NATO THINK TANK about thought ... The great shuddering irrevo- THE EFFORT, IN FACT, IS TO CHANGE 
which we will say more later. cable shift overtaking us is not a new YOUR CONSTlTUTIONSO THAT THESE 

Close investigation of the prepara- political, religious or philosophical system. "ACTUAL FOREIGN CITIZENSm CAN BE 
tory activities of the conference partid- It is a new mind--the ascendance of a YOUR PRESIDENT. THAT IS ONE MA- 
pants and the in-house studies of the startling worldview.... We concede that JOR THING WHICH WOULD BE 
social-engineering think tanka that will one of the things that causes people to be CHANGED AT A CONSTITUTIONAL CON- 
participate, has confirmed conclusively incredulous when this picture is presented VENTION--ALONGWITH BURYINGYOUR 
that theudecisive actionm Maurice Strong is that they do not comprehend what kinds ENTIRE CONsTfiUTION AS WRITTEIo] 
is speaking about is the brainwashing of of motivation our brainwasher social-psy- The final decisions of those NATO delib- 
the entire human species. All the kooks chologists could possibly have for doing erations were to avvlv a series of low 
of the word u e  comiag out in the most this to us. If the motivation cannot be term policies thrcm&out the Western 
impresmive Witch- Sabbath yet in comprehended, then the motivation 'does World for the mqmsa of induIPI! a 
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transition to a technolo~cal l~  "steady- about to be LOST FOREVER T O  HU- permanent, like altering the deeper struc- 
state", "zero-mowth", Upost-industrial MANITY. tures of human personalities. Thus, brain- 
societv". [H: Go back and read that Hatonn to stand-by. washing moved from the era of 'behavior 
again!] The Soviet bloc was supposed to be modification" to the era of 'identity change". 
skillfully induced to gradually evolve to- 2/25/92 #2 HATONN The theory for this type of activity again 
ward a similar type of 'steady-state" equi- relied upon the original formulations of two 
librium system. Dr. Bmezinski, in the INTERNATIONAL CAUCUS OF Tavistock theoreticians, Dr. William 
aftermath of those NATO meetings, wrote LABOR COMMITTEE $argent's theory in his BATTLE FOR THE 
his famous essay, THE TECHNOTRONIC MIND, and Kurt Letwin's own work on 
ERA and Aurelio Peccei [H: Interesting?] CONTINUE QUOTING: personality regression. 
his famous book, THE CHASM AHEAD. KURT LEWIN AND Lewinobserved that the inner self of the 
Following that, McGeorge Bundy and the 'CRISIS MANAGEMENT" individual displays certain reactions when 
Council on Foreign Relations attempted under tension from the environment. When 
to start the 'inducement process" with the The technique derives from the 'topo- there is no tension, then the normal inner 
Soviets by jointly establishing the Vienna logical psychology" doctrine of Dr. Kurt self of a person is well differentiated, bal- 
International Institute of Applied Systems Lewin, the seminal theoretical influence in anced, multifaceted, versative. When a 
Analysis. The SALT arms control negotia- the entire field of social-psychology, the reasonable amount of tension is applied, 
tion and nuclear non-proliferation pro- patron-saint of all the Tavistock-related then this geometry collapses into blinded, 
cesses got underway. The NASA space think-tanks and the man upon whose theo- undifferentiated soup; a primitivization, a 
program was gradually terminated. A ries the psychological warfare battles of regression of the personality occurs. The 
massive increase in world drug trmc ap- World War I1 were fought. person is reduced to an animal, and the 
peared. Aruelio Peccei went to the Tavis- To summarize the matter of Lewin's highly differentiated and versatile abilities 
tock Institute in England and there he doctrine in chunks manageable by the disappear. The controlled environment 
launched the notorious Club of Rome layman: all psychological phenomena takes over the personality. 
jointly with Tavistock. occur in a domain defined as “psycho- Or, as Marilyn Ferguson puts it, 'Stress 

The brainwashing specialists of the logical phase space" or "life space". andtmnsfomtio n... thesepairedideasare 
Tavistock network internationally went to This space is composed of tao interde- a theme, a litany in the literature of the 
work. The era of government by "crisis pendent "fields", theuenvironment" and Aquarian Conspiracy." 
management" had arrived. Some basic the "self"'. Life space is the domain in From this bit of nastiness emerged the 
things ought to be said now about the which human behavior occurs. Behav- theory of government by "crisis manage- 
social-engineering technique of 'crisis ior depends on both environment and ment". The social psychologists reasoned, 
raanagement". self or B = F (E. P.) (Behavior is a function more or less, in the following fashion: 

of Environment and Person.) This is 'Since we are already in control of a 'con- 
END OF QUOTING FOR THIS SEG- accompanied by a tremendous amount trolled environment', what will happen to 

MENT of misplaced emphasis on mathematical- the P (person) entrapped inside it when we 
topological interpretations of psycho- introduce 'social environmental turbu- 

A s  we move into this subject, let u s  logical relations, none of which makes lence'? The deliberately directed turbu- 
take a brief look a t  other things which any contribution to scientific knowl- lence will create tensions for the P (person) 
were utilized to bring people into compli- edge, but is admirably suited for trans- and under those conditions we shall exam- 
ance. At that time as the populations forming psychological problems into ine the effects of directed tension upon the 
were being hyped through brainwash- computer-prog;rammable problems. This personality and character structure of large 
ing, came the age of 'Channels" and was promptly done. populations." 
everyone began to get into the act of The concept of'controlled environment" A senior psychiatrist of the Tavistock 
'talking with extraterrestrials and other arose from the common-sensical observa- clinic, Dr. Fred Emery, now at the Na- 
disembodied entities" and the 'New Age tion that ifyou have a fuced personality (one tional University of Australia and formerly 
Cults" were founded. susceptible to being predictably profiled), a member of President Johnson's Kerner 

When I am asked about this Channel and if you want to elicit from this person- Commission, describes the followingsymp- 
or that one, I am stymied a t  the gullibil- ality a particular type of behavior, then all toms that large populations display under 
ity of the masses to fall into unreason- you have to do is control the third variable conditions of this sort of 'social envi- 
able expectations. It seems that the of the equation [the entn'ronment] and thus ronmental turbulencen-the social crises 
New Age touters offer all for nothing, produce the desired behavior. This was the that crisis management causes: 
total irresponsibility and fortune-tell- standard social-psychology formula used There are three phases of reaction to 
ing and the populations of the world for years in every type of situation from social crisis. 
flow like honey across a biscuit trying labor negotiations to army The first isUSuperficiality", in which the 
to sop it up. It seems all God-given counterinsurgency operations, to impor- threatened population will react by adopt- 
reason flew the coop with the last of the tant diplomatic maneuvers, until appar- ing some shallow sloganeering ideals to 
chickens so that you are left with NOTH- ently sometime in the 1960s. From that which, however, it will not attach any seri- 
ING. point on the greater emphasis of social- ous 'ego investment". This is a passive 

I CAN OFFER YOU ONLY GOD- psychology practice and theory was placed 'maladaptive" response, maladaptive be- 
WHO SENDS US, THE HOSTS, TO on the problem of using the technique of cause it fails to identify the causes of the 
OFFER TO SHOW YOU TRUTH AND controlled environment to produce not the crisis and therefore the crisis (tension) will 
"THE WAY". YOU HAVE BECOME desired B (behavior) but the desired P persist. 
C O N T R O L L E D ,  MA NIP ULA T E D  (personality) in the equation. It can be The second phase of reaction, since the 
PEOPLE OF THE LIE. speculated that our brainwashers found it crisis continues, is 'fragmentation", in 

May you open your eyes and ears very frustrating to merely modify the be- which panic begins to strike, social cohe- 
and see and hear for the days are havior of the victim case-by-case and once- sion breaks down, and small social goups 
short in the timing upon your place at-a-time, and started puzzling over how to try to protect themselves from the crisis at 
in ability to  recover that which is accomplish something more drastic and the expense of other small, fragmented 
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social groups. This is also a "passive be to get to the nearest copying machine Kissinger Associates Inc. which gives po- 
maladaptive" reaction and, failing to iden- and make copies of this report for literally litical advice to governments." 
tify the cause of the crisis, it degenerates every citizen you know. In 1984 Mr. Kissinger gave his expert 
further into a third phase: "dissociation". If you do not succeed in producing help in political affairs and economics to 

In the third phase, the victim turns anything but maladaptive responses, you Brazil and Argentina. I believe that you will 
away from the source of tension, from the will no longer be the same person you are note both are in very, very bad circum- 
induced crisis, and goes into a fantasy trip now. stances with Brazil totally devastated 
of internal migration, introspection, ob- The body-snatchers of the Aquarian economically. Where the man, Kissinger, 
session with self. This is the so-called "self- Conspiracy are after you. goes, there follow sell-outs, collapse, wars 
realization" process of the Stanford Re- END OF QUOTING FOR THIS SEG- and disasters. I find it interesting. 
search Institute's report. MENT Good evening, 

Subsequently, Dr. Emery adds that Hatonn to clear. 
these three "passive" maladaptive re- When we write again we will discuss the 
sponses are each accompanied by an "ac- Psychiatric Shock Troops-the enemy's 2/26/92 #l HATONN 
tive", but equally maladaptiue response. main army. 
"Superficiality" is thus paired with "synop- I find it most interesting and I hope so MARCHING TOWARD THE GOAL 
tic idealism" as its opposite; "fragmenta- will you that E. J. Hart, as far back as May, CAN YOU RECOGNIZE THAT;, 
tion" with 'authoritarianism", "dissocia- 199 1, said that Mr. Gorbachev would be- 
tion"withUevangelicism". Thereportthen come active with the "hardliners" of Whathappenswhenamassiveill-work- 
goes on to summarize the results of the last Kissinger Associates Incorporrotted just ing experiment fails? Actually, it usually 
thirty years (H: Thirty years? Stop and as has come to pass. You who underesti- means that the Elite Psychotics have made 
think a moment-this means that your mate the intentions of one Henry Kissinger it WORK. Remember the "rule of thumb" 
enemy NOW has had over half a century err greatly. and the Theory of the Bureaucracy"-- 
to perfect & deadly plans!] of combined Also you will find as we move along and Whatewer they say thg( infend tm ac- 
applied social psychology and crisis man- confirm by news releases that Kissinger, complish, they d l l  accmpZbh di- 
agement . kaser (Malcolm fiaser: former Aus- mct opposite. Let me remind you that the 

In the decade of the 1960s we had the tralian Prime Minister) and BrzeziPski adversary ALWAYS WORKS IN THIS MAN- 
"superficiality" of the new Left movement are the founders of a think-tank called NER AND IF HE TELLS YOU A THING AND 
paired with the "synoptic idealism" of the UAnzusn. This was a major thrust in New YOU WORK ON THE ASSUMPTION OF 
Great Society. Zealand and Australia in 1984-85. It was THE DIRECT OPPOSITSYOU WILL BE 

In the decade of the 1970s we had the set up and would be directed by one Ray CORRECT. 
"fragmentation" of "community control" Cline. ..ex CIA and Reagan adviser. Cline 
movements paired with the "authori- was later Director of Intelligence in the U.S. DRUG WAR BEING "FOUGHT" 
tarianism" of the Nixon era. State Department and later Deputy-Direc- BY DRUG DEALERS 

In the decade of the 1980s we have the tor of Foreign Intelligence at the Central 
'dissociation" of "self-realization", 'tran- Intelligence Agency. The facts are, chelas, Let me example. While drugs were 
scendental meditation", paired with the that no matter what we write about in this being introduced and addictions were be- 
"evangelicisrn" of all forms of mass reli- TANGLED WEB OF DECEIT, we come ing set forth so you could have aworld "war 
gious fundamentalism. back to the same groups of participants on drugsw-the very persons "fighting the 

So all these scenarios are in the com- who hold the power and control the intel- war" were the ones selling and dealing 
puters of our pervasive social engineer- ligence community-except the major drugs--worldwide. In Switzerland where 
ing think-tanks. The scenarios are in dealer is the British Intelligence. the major drug money would flow and be 
operation at the present time. What is This must have been a severe blow to hidden, the most cruel of all tortures was 
supposed to emerge out of the pair of the people "down under" for the project set up--right under the public's noses. A 
Udisassociationn and "evangelicism" of would be controlled by the Center for whole park, right behind the massive bank- 
the present national crisis is the Age of Strategic and International Studies, an ing houses of the world and Elite, was set 
Aquarius. independent unit which was attached to up where drugs were wholesale, needles 

The snag in the whole project is that the the Georgetown University in Washing- were provided freely and over 10,000 injec- 
brainwashers of our society are counting ton, D.C. tions were done in a given day on average. 
on the populations responding with exclu- Also, I wonder how many of you know Now they say, as casually as they will 
sively maladaptive responses-responses that Henry Kissinger joined the "Add- tell you that the "we were mistaken about 
to the crisis which fail to identifu the causes sory Board" of Banca Nazionale del the economy-there IS a massive depres- 
of the crisis or "environmental turbulence". Lavoro in late summer of 1985. Perhaps sion and the economy has collapsed-SO 

Should the population, or wen s4z- you would enjoy seeing how he is written EXECUTIVE ORDER THROUGH EMER- 
nificant minorities of the population, be up in international circles: GENCY MUST BE INSTIGATED"-"...and 
able to identify what the causes of the "London: Wednesday, August 2 1,1985, the park idea didn't work out and we must 
crisis are, the whole social endneering International Herald Tribune: "Banca now put those addicts into the neighbor- 
operation of the last thirty years will Nazionale del Lavoro [H: yes, this is a hoods and clean up the park." Go look at 
collapse. biggie doing the same kind of criminal your special reports on CNN this day! This 

The reason we of the ICLC are putting activity as BCCIJ, the state-controlled in- is also aclue of the intent to bring the world 
this report in your hands is to enable you stitution that is Italy's biggest bank (H: up short and within control-ALL THE 
to identify the causes of the crisis. If you Mafia run], has appointed Henry A. SIGNS ARE PRESENT!! ' 

successfully do so, then your reaction will Kissinger to its international advisory board. 
not likely be maladaptive, because you will "Formed in 1984, the board advises the CONVERT THE RUSSIANS? 
know the causes. If your mental abilities bank on economic and social conditions in 
are within the range of the national aver- countries where it operates. Another major clue to the madness of 
age, you will know without being told that "Mr. Kissinger, a former U.S. Secretary confusion: Schuller and TBN are going 
your best 'active" "adaptive" response will of State, is Chairman of the Board of into Russia and, weekly, the NEW ideas of 
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religion will be blasted out to all of the BRAINWASHING INSTALLATIONS IN AGGREGATE EFFECT 
Soviet bloc people. In other words, give 
them hopelessness in 'hopen while you (AVERAGE SUPPORT COST: $45,00O/YR/MAN in 1979) 
depress and kill them physically. If you are 
not terrified-get with the program for it is 
SERIOUS time. The Russians in opposi- Funding 
tion to the New World Order are onto Installations Employees (8 mill's) 
you, however, and it is poing to plet very 
aglv as you try to spread evil under the Stanford Research Institute 
guise of aoodness and 'allowinan. They Rand Corporation 
don't want loose morals and they have had Hudson Institute 
their bellies full to overflow of abortions National Training Laboratories 
with sanction and irresponsibility and lazy Center for Advanced Study in the 
counterfeits. Behavioral Sciences 

Yes, our New Zealand friend is correct- Institute for Social Research 
if America can't pull out of this pit of vipers Esalen 
then the world is LOST. I can speak from (Esalen subdivisions nationally) 
authority, precious ones, for I see both MIT Sc. School Total: 
ends of the path. Systems Dynamics Group 

Industrial Relations Section 
CONTINUE QUOTING: University of Pennsylvania Wharton 

School Total: 
THE PSYCHIATRIC SHOCK TROOPS Management and Behavior Research 

Wharton Econometrics 
THE ENEMY'S MAIN ARMY 

Secondary Lewinite Installations - 
INVISIBLE ARMY NOW IN PLACE 

Total of Significant Installations 
Over the course of the last 35 years, an in u.s., estimated: 400 

invisible army has been deployed into place Life Sciences 8a Social Psychology: 350 
in nearly every corner of the globe. It is an Mental Health Institutions: 50 
army of ~rofessionals, buried deep in Total Number of Employees 16,000 
the universities and think-tanks, whose Life Sciences 86 Social Psychology 14,000 
names and faces are unfamiliar to most Mental Health Institutions 2,000 
citizens until thev are utilized as special Total Funding Revenues* $720 
'experts" to farther deceive you. They Life Sciences & Social Psychology 630 
are dedicated to one purpose--TO RE- Mental Health Institutions 90 
DUCE MANKIND, THROUGH THE USE 
OF ADVANCED TECHNIQUES OF PSY- * Based on the average support level for these staffings which obtain in the major 
CHOLOGICAL,CREATEDDISEASESAND installations of $45,000 per man per year in 1979. 
OTHER VARIOUS METHODS OF 
DESTRUCTION TO TAME. EASILY CON- National Education Association: NTL 
TROLLED BEASTS, YOU-THE-PEOPLE, NATIONAL is an official unit of the NEA, the 
WHO WILL SERVE THE SATANIC ELITE TRAINING LABORATORIES: largest Teachers Association in 
MASTERS. most of the Leadership Training 

INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR Programs. 
THE TAVISTOCK NETWORK APPLIED BEHAVIORAL SCIENCE 

NTL's clients include the following corpo- 
In this section, we summarize the net- Rosslyn Station, Va. rations: h a ,  American Cyanamid, Belt 

work, indicating its evolution, its general Tel. 703-527- 1500 Telephone, B.F. Goodrich, Eli Lilly, Dow 
character and its leaders. In the United Founded: 1947 Chemical, U.S. Steel, Westinghouse, 
States, this network, which we shall call Director: Leeland Bradford Lockheed, DuPont, Eastman Kodak and 
the Tavistock Network, has ten major in- Number of Employees: 500 (including re- all major oil companies. memember: 
stallations, an estimated four hundred gional NTL branches) 1979 in point of numbers. That is wer 
medium sized installations and probably Gross Expenditures Per Year (1979): $23 a decade past.] 
about two to three thousand mini-sized million. 
spin-off groups deployed around the Percentage of Total Research Devoted to 
major ones. The total number of pro- Futurology: 10% INSTITUTE FOR SOCIAL RESEARCH 
fessionals employed in these institu- Major Clients and 'l)rpes of Contracts: NTL 
tions is  a n  estimated 35,000-40,000 runs T-Groups" (Training Groups") on 426 Thompson St., Ann Arbor, Michigan 
persons. [H: Count those years since Lewinite Group Behavior, including jH: This one is completely controlled 
this  document was written and you 'role-playing" involving plunging the and integrated within the Naval In- 
will realize how understated this is, participants into 'artificial stress situa- telligence Trnfnfnq Rogmm.] 
especially a s  ones are @laid off" now tions". NTL annually runs these T- Tel: 313-764-8363 
tha t  installations and underground Groups programs for the entire man- Founded: 1946 (oficially) 
tschnfcal facilities have been completed agements of the following: Director: F.T. Juster 
and ueready for use.] The annual budget U.S. Department of State Director Emeritus: Rensis Like 
was running at over $5-6 billion. - U. S. Civil Service Commision Survey Research Center: Director, Stephen 
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Withey psychological, sociologicaland political leaders were the epitome of cor- 
Group Dynamics: Director Emeritus, factors affecting the utilization of tech- ruption of both financial and moral 

Dorwin Cartwright nology products for public policy forma- attitudes of self and as practiced 
Center for Research on Utilization of Scien- tion and planning. (taught). You who have been brain- 

tific Knowledge: Director Emeritus, U.S. Department of Labor, Manpower Ad- washed through Esalen need com- 
Ronald Lippitt ministration: An analytical comparison passion for if you are Uscrewed-upn, 

Center for Political Studies: Director War- of systems for R&D diffusion and uti- you now know the source and where 
ren Miller lization in four federal agencies. the problems REALLY began. This 

Number of Employees: 500 Government of PERU: ISR has helped Pe- was among the most evil intentional 
Total Revenue (1978): $14 million ruvian Government establish a survey brainshange programs eker produced 

research facility. [H: And my, my- against the citizenry to gain control 
Major Clients and Types of Contracts: have you EVER HELPED PERU INTO and mind-warp.] 

DESTRUCTION! !I 
UNESCO: 'International Study on the Or- Grants and contracts have also been re- 

ganization and Performance of Research ceived from: U.S. Department of Agri- MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE 
Units", an international study on the culture, U.S. Deprtment of Defense, OF TECHNOLOGY 
conditions that constitute a productive U.S. Department of etustice, U.S. De- 
organizational climate for scientific R&D. partment of Interior, Fonl Founda- ALFRED P. SLOAN SCHOOL 

Russell Sage Foundation: "The Human tion, International Labor Organiza- OF MANAGEMENT 
Meaning of Social Change", the current tion, U.S. Postal Seruice, Electric 
state of research on subjective well- Power Reseamh Institute. [H: Please harken back to the infor- 
being, followed by a national survey mation given on "The Profits of Cancer" 
supported by Russell Sage which sought ESALEN INSTITUTE because from herein comes the same 
to conceptualize and measure people's group of Elite Conspkators.] 
feelings of well-being. Big Sur, California 

National Science Foundation: Continua- Tel: 408-667-2335 Cambridge, Massachusetts 
tion of above, with emphasis on both Founded: 1962 Tel: 6 17-253-7 166 
individual and group change in per- Director: Richard Price Senior Professor of Contemporary Tech- 
ceived well-being over 197 1-78 period. Co-Director: Michael Murphy nology: Carol1 L. Wilson 

OECD: 'Social Accounting System", re- Number of Employees: Over 100 with spin- Systems Dynamics Group Director: Jay 
lates various data on the production of off institutes in the U.S. numbering Forrester, 6 17-253- 1550. 
goods, household use of time, and prod- over 1,000, with a total staff in 1979 of Industrial Relations Section Director: Dr. 
ucts of household production, and indi- over 10,000. Charles A. Myers, 6 17-253-267 1. 
vidual and societal welfare, to establish Gross Volume of Sales Turnover Per Year Major Clients and Types of Contracts: The 
the significance that various areas of ( 1979): $4 million; $400 million esti- Sloan School's professorial and maga- 
life have for people's evaluations of their mated for total national spin-offs. zine staff for Sloan ddcrncrgement Re- 
well-being and how rapidly these states Major Clients and Types of Contracts: view, are almost all trained Opera- 
can be disrupted. Esalen is the popular version of Na-  tions Research and Lewinite Group 

Department of Health, Education and Wel- tional Training Labs, and like NTL con- Psychologists specializing in restruc- 
fare, U.S. Office of Education: "Youth ducts essentially the same seminars for turing of corporate and labor union 
in Transition". What are the major all its clients: T-Group ego-stripping management. The Sloan School has 
causes and consequences of dropping sessions, Group Therapy including done personnel training and organiza- 
out of high school? Are some high group sexual therapy as a form of tional restructuring for GTE, Sylvania, 
schools more effective than others and 'couples counseling", mind-expansion TRW, and major medical administrative 
why? Various controlled studies on with and without psychedelic drugs, units. 
disruptions as introduced into the set- and religious cult experiences such as U.S. Navy, Ofice of Naval Research, Group 
tings. the chanting of Yoga mantras and Zen Psychology Branch: Edgar H. Schein, 

National Institute on Drug Abuse: 'Moni- meditation. More than 2.5 million indi- Study on Increasing Organization Effec- 
toring the Future", an assessment of viduals have been brainwashed through tivenessThmugh Better Human Resource 
personal lifestyles, drug use, attitudes Esalen group techniques since 1962. Planning and Development, 1977, and 
about drugs, intergroup and interper- Organizations who have used Esalen psycho1ogical'fortification"ofIntelligence 
sonal attitudes, and other ethical and for their membership in institutional groups. 
social issues-and, hpw quickly groups training include: Episcopal Chumh of American Management Association: 'Man- 
respond to introductions of substance CcPl~omIa, San hrmcisco State Col- agement Decisions for the Next Decade 
and activities within those groups and kge, S a n ~ i s c o  Gruce Episcopal (1980's and into the 90's)" by Charles 
concerning those issues. Cathedral, Brandeis University, A. Myers. Improvement of Management 

National Institute of Mental Health: 'How UCLR, American P~hoZogicalAsso- productivity through better utilization 
Americans View Their Mental Health" ciation, Plugboy Magcuine, q o r d  of human resources in labor force com- 
and 'Effects of Introduction of Added Research Institute, Journal of puter systems, urban crises (natural 
Stress and Disease upon Populations". Tmnspersonal Psychology, Jsumal and constructed), and 

National Chicano Suwey: 'Chicano Re- of HunuznCdic Psychology, Western multinationalization of international 
search and Training". Behadom1 Sciences Institute (La BUSINESS. 

U.S. Congress Oflice ofTechnology Assess- &l*, WorW Council of Chumhes, U.S. Department of State 
ment: 'On Learning to Plan-and Plan- Mendocino State Hospital, Stanforrl NATIONAL COUNCIL OF CHURCHES 
ning to Learn", the use of technology UniversiQ, Santa Cmz I h r i v s d w  NASA-ERC Computer Research Lab: Prof. 
assessment as a tool to guide public and the list goes on so long as to Avery R. Johnson, Consultant, Social 
policy and planning, as witnessed by pmc2uds re-publishing i t  (H: I t  has Science Research council. 
the establishment of the OTA. Identify been proven and re-proven that the MIT Sloan School Systems Dynamics Group 
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wrote the Club of Rome's Limits to GmuRh then to groups, Rees eventually proposed to invoke law." [H: NERVOUS YET??] 
by Jay Forrester and Dennis Meadows. that this 'retrogressive psychology" be ap- Starting in the mid-19308, Rees began 
The methods of group dynamics, com- plied to large numbers of individuals . It is to systematically build his invisible army. 
bined with computer analysis of eco- on this premisethat large numbers of [H: THEY HAVE NOW HAD OVER HALF A 
nomic pararnetersdeliberatelyrestricted individuals can be driven neurotic or psy- CENTURY TO PERFECT THEIR DAS- 
to limited resources over which cor- chotic and therefore controlled-that the TARDLY TRICKS AND PROVE THEIR 
porate management are told to com- entire Tavistock method rests. [H: It cer- THESIS TO BE CORRECT-YOU HAVE 
pete, are used to convince major U.S. tainly works for as with the Holocaust PLAYED YOUR PART TO PERFECTION 
industries and the U.S. government of circumstance in Germany during World AND PULLEDTHEENTIREWORLD DOWN 
the psychological necessity of the Club War 11--whole massive groups of people WITH YOU.] 
of Rome's program for the shutdown of were made to believe in something that He recruited W. R. Bion, who developed 
U.S. industry. [H: Remember!!-+till simply did not transpire as given forth the concept of the 'leaderless group", to the 
in the 197Os.l publicly. It also allows for ones to Tavistock staff. Eric Trist, now at the 

Major Sponsors of the Systems Dynamics increase those numbers of atrocities Wharton School of the University of Penn- 
Group "World 1, 2, 3" (Club of Rome) annually to quantities beyond original sylvania near Philadelphia and the effec- 
model: The Club of Rome, The numbers of even possible participants tive head of the Tavistock operations in the 
Volkswagen Foundation, The Na- and NO-ONE EVEN NOTICES, BUT PRO- U.S.A., was recruited in 1940 while doing 
~nalSdeneeFoundation, TheNa- CLAIMS THE LIE AS ACTUALLY THE experiments on hypnosis-reduced 
tional Academy of Sciences, The FACT-AND WORSE--BELIEVES IT TO abreaction at an English hospital. H. V. 
American Gas Association. BE TRUTH!] D i c k ,  who became Tavistock's assistant 

Systems Dynamics Group 'National Dy- director, was brought on board in 1940. 
namics -project":   he- S k n  School HOW TO PROFILE AND 
SDGalso carried out fmm 1972-77a CONTROL A SOCIETY REES COMMANDS BRITISH ARMY 
National Dynamics Ptqject Qto better 
understand the behavior of the so- 
doeconomic system of the U.S. and 
to p&e testing alternate public 
policies centemd around a computer 
simulation model of socioeconomic 
change to be test m n  in the 1980s on 
Tive s u b j e e .  

THE TAVISTOCK "MOTHER" 

The 'mother" institution for this net- 
work of psychological warriors is the 
Tavistock Institute of Human Relations 
located in London, England. While the 
name of the institute is unknown to all but 
certain members of this psychological pro- 
fession and their students, it is no exaggera- 
tion to say that the techniques for psycho- 
logical control of 'target populationsn, the 
key planning for their implementation, and 
the training of most of the 'controllersn are 
the Institute's handiwork. 

JOHN RAWLINGS REES 

Tavistock was founded as a clinic in 
192 1, to serve as a psychological think 
tank for the British Intelli.wnce Ser- 
vices. The man who shaped Tavistock and 
who developed what is sometimes referred 
to as the 'Tavistock method" was Brigadier 
General John Rawlings Rees, an intimate 
of Margaret Mead, Gregory Bateson and 
Kurt  Lewin who became the clinic's di- 
rector in 1932. Rees's contribution to 
psychology, to put it crudely but accu- 
rately, was that he recognized that the 

The tool for driving a society mad--or But it was the War that gave Tavistock 
neurotic-was repeated 'psychological its biggest boost. It is absolutely no exag- 
shocks" or'stressful eventsn. Rees and his geration to say that Rees, from 1938-42, 
cothinkers reasoned that if populations proceeded to take over the effective com- 
could be put through 'stress testsw it was mand of the British Army. The military, 
possible to first predict a response and according to Rees, was the ideal place to 
then, through altering the range of per- test out his theories. "The army and 
ceived choices, to direct responses in an other fighting services form rather 
intended direction. In that way whole unique experimental groups since they 
societies could be 'profiled" and controlled. are complete communitier and it is 
In his published works and private conver- possible to arrange experiments that 
sations, Rees reasoned that it was possible would be very difncult to do in civilian 
to induce a population to believe almost life." 
anything, provided that the dissemination Rees eventually became the consulting 
of information, and therefore the psychiatrist to the Army at Home and later 
population's perceived choices, were rigor- effectively ran the directorate of Army psy- 
ously controlled. This is the essence of chiatry. From this position, Rees was able 
what is called a "controlled psychologi- to recruit from all over the British Com- 
cal environment". monwealth to fill out his "first teamn. Rees 

While some of Rees's more timid col- demanded that his 'teamn meet regularly 
leagues claimed that this could only occur in informal sessions, dubbing the meet- 
under laboratory conditions, Rees boldly ings the 'invisible college". Rees managed 
asserted that the entire 'society, or parts of to get his personnel assigned to the staff 
it, could be turned into a laboratory. [H: of every British Army unit and the Allied 
America and the Western World were Command itself, especially SHAEF (Su- 
turned into that laboratory in the Gulf preme Headquarters, Allied Expedition- 
War against Iraq and caused to act and ary Force). 
believe exactly as programmed. More- The Tavistock crew worked closely with 
over, you were treated to another dose the Special Operations Executive, the Brit- 
of it with the so-called collapse of Soviet ish Intelligence Service section in charge of 
nations. Nothing has changed except clandestine operations. Rees's top assis- 
the level OF CONTROL and the intensity tant, H. V. Dicks, was seconded to the 
and absurdity of the lies-to which you Directorate of Military Intelligence on a 
prove to fall for, over and over and over semipermanent basis. Tavistockpersonnel 
again.] were responsible for training the American 

Office of Strategic Services (the forerunner 
PEOPLE 'TREATMENT"? of the CIA) and the allied Psychological 

same techniques used inpswhotherrapy Warfare Division. 
to cure an tndiuidualof his neumsesor The goal, according to Rees, is to use It would require pages to provide full 
pwchosis could be applied to make him psychological shock troops to build a soci- details ofTavistock's wartime exploits. The 
sicker. Rees proposed to delibemtely ety 'where it is possible for people of point to be made here is that Tavistock, 
induce contmlled forms of neumsis, or every social group to have treatment under Rees's direction, used the War to 
even psychotic behavior. when they need it, even when they do both expand its staff and influence; more - - 

First applying this to single individuals, not wish it, without it being nece&ary import&tly it became impossible to sepa- 
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rate Tavistock and its personnel from the pain of the input but it MUST BE DONE On the other side of the Atlantic, the 
Allied Military Command structure. It was AND GIVEN. Tavistock network had as its core group the 
this structure which was to evolve in the FURTHER EXPLANATIONS WILL BE circle around Kurt L e a ,  the German 
immediate postwar period into the NATO PRESENTED BY 'DR. COLEMAN" BUTTHIS emigri: psychiatrist who developed the field 
Command. IS A NECESSARY STEP IN HIS PROTEC- theory of psychiatry and its corollary, the 

TION SHIELD AND TO REACH TO THE concept of group dynamics. 
POSTWAR NETWORK MASSES MORE QUICKLY. UNDER AT- It was these credentials of the Lewin 

TACK? INDEED, SO YOU WHO WOULD group that identified them as the key Ameri- 
At the close of the Second World War, THROW STONES--I SUGGESTYOU BACK can collaborator of the Tavistock crowd. 

John Rawlings Rees outlined his postwar OFF FOR I SHALL STAND BETWEEN THE Like Rees, their concern was the use of 
plans to a group of U.S. Army psychia- ENEMY AND MY PEOPLE AND I AM VERY wartime psychological warfare techniques 
trists. Said Rees, 'If we propose to come LARGE INDEED. REST IN GOD'S KNOW- for peacetime 'mihd control". 
out in the open and to attack the national ING, BROTHERS, AND IT SHALL BE FINE. Even before the war ended, Lewin's 
and social problems of our day, then we BLESSINGS UPON YOU WHO WILL SEE group began planning for postwar activity. 
must have shock troops and these cannot AND HEAR-FOR UPON YOU RESTS THE In 1944, Lewin established the Center for 
be provided by psychiatry based wholly on FUTURE OF YOUR PLANET. YOU HAVE Research in Group Dynamics (CRGD) at 
institutions. We must have mobile teams BEEN DUPED AND IT IS A WISE BEING WIT while simultaneously setting up the 
of psychiatrists who are free to move around WHO REALIZES A S  MUCH AND ACTS IN Commission on Community Intexrela- 
and make contacts with the local situation THAT NEW REALIZATION AND KNOWL- tions (CCI) for the American Jewish 
in a particular area." EDGE. SO BE IT: Congress (AJC). The former was to be a 

Rees proposed the creation of a psy- base of domestic operations for the Lewin 
chological conspiracy-modeled on his 2/28/92 #1 HATONN group similar to Tavistock. Its key person- 
wartime Uinvisible collegem4nd ex- nel, including Gordon Allport, Do* 
panded to include points of influence TAVISTOCK NETWORK Cartwright and Rensl. Lilrert, were seek- 
and control in wery major nation on ing to 'multiplf themselves-to create a 
Earth. In a world driven deliberately mad, Please, as we move along here you must new generation of controllers schooled in 
the only arbiter of sanity is psychiatry and pay close attention because as we switch Lewin's small-group brainwashing tech- 
this power can only be exercised by acabal: countries on you, you will get fully con- niques. The CCI, on the other hand, was 
'in every country, p u p s  of psychiatrists, fused if you have skipped and slipped one of the first sophisticated projects in 
linked to each other" capable of influencing through this outlay of information. Since racial and ethnic profiling dealing with the 
the 'political governmental field". we have spoken of London and Tavistock question of cultural assimilation. While 

and British and Tavistock it will be hard for the CCI received money from the AJC and 
END OF QUOTING FOR THIS SEG- you to grasp the next statement. similar funding conduits, the CRGD re- 

MENT ceived its funding from both MIT and pri- 
QUOTING CONTINUED: vate grants, including the U.S. Navy. 

Now are you getting nervous? Remem- In 1966 the Science Policy Research 
ber, we are still at only the Second World The Tavistock network is the EVOLVED Unit (SPRU) was set up at Sussex Univer- 
Warl NOW COMES THE MORE INTER- FORM OF THIS REESIAN CONSPIRACY- sity in England. The SPRU is cited in the 
ESTING MOVES. [H: THIS IS NOT 'RUSSIAN", HE SAID book The Handbook Of fihtre Research 

Let us take a little break here at this 'REESLAN". THIS NEEDS TO BE UNDER- (1978) as the mother institution for all 
point. I ask that each reader take this STOOD BECAUSE SUCH CLOSE PROX- comprehensive 'future oriented" research 
information within and ponder it most IMITY OFLABELSCANMISLEADYOU-IN in the postwar period. The SPRU in- 
carefully for no matter where you reside in THAT YOU WILL FIND THE SAME KIND OF corporated Tavistock'sgroup dynamics and 
the world-it impacts you, has brought POWER ALLOCATED TO 'RUSSIA" VIA related social manipulation techniques into 
down your nations and destroyed your 'SOVIET" 'COMMUNISM" WHICH IS AC- policy planning. It quickly established 
societal structures and along with it, your TUALLY 'FASCIST SOCIALISM"-MONAR- itself as a principal think tank and training 
eco-systems. The point is to take the world, CHY-DICTATORSHIP.] institution for other future-oriented plan- 
by year 2000-hook, line and YOU. At the center is theTavistock Institute of ning centers. A s  such, the SPRU was able 

Human Relations, founded in 1947 by to locate-or as referred to in military 
DO YOU DENY THIS? Rees to supersede the old clinic. Unlike the parlance "secondn-key Tavistock agents 

clinic, which has only informal relations into planning positions in major European 
You can deny this toyour dying breath- with other institutions and members of the centers. Significantly, such planners are 

but we bring Truth and if you hope to 'networK", the Institute, from its inception, aided in proliferating these techniques 
survive in any manner whatsoever-YOU moved to establish direct relations with among government and corporate layers 
WILL PAY ATTENTION. KNOWING is the like-minded individuals and institutions by Tavistock personnel who ran seminars 
only protection you have for countering in other countries, most notably in con- for SPRU. 
this heinous and insidious disease spread tinental Europe and especially in the United By the 1970s, no major center for long- 
upon you. KNOWING CAN GIVE YOU States. Funding for the project came from range planning, either private or public, 
FREEDOM--denial and remaining igno- the British Government and h m t h e  Rocke- had avoided the long arm of SPRU. It is 
rant will simply TAKE YOU OUT. feller Foundation, and a number of large important to note that the SPRU has done 

corporations such as Unilever. direct contract work for the NATO com- 
COLEMAN WILL PRESENT For the operation to be successful, it mand and that this relationship, while the 

SPECIFIC DETAILS was required that new institutions be cre- details may be classified, is nonetheless a 
ated to train social controllers in the widely acknowledged fact. 

Hatonn to move to stand-by. Summon Tavistock method". These controllers were The paralle1U.S. institution to the SPRU 
me, please, when your are ready to resume, to create yet another layer of institutes to is the Institute for SocialResearch at the 
Dharma. I am sorry to cause you the pain spread Tavistock's ideas throughout the University of Michigan. ISR is the prod- 
of this writinpi. Chela-and you readers the population. uct of the 1947 merger between the Sum- 
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Research Center founded in 1946 by "controllers". This was done through a Tavistock in 1960, after first heading 
Lewinite Rensis Likert and the Center series of "workshop seminars", some on Tavistock's management division and then 
For Research In Group Dynamics headed site at corporate headquarters, or at the its human resources center. 
by Dorwin C-ight which moved from NTL mansion at Bethel and later in Florida. Trist then proceeded to make some as- 
MIT following Lewin's death. The ISR, The hallmark of NTL 'training tech- signed rounds. In 1960-61 he headed for 
along the Tavistock model, is the most niques" was the so-called T-group ses- the Stanford Center For Advanced Study 
'Action-orientedw psychological institute in sions, which were more generally popular- In The Behavioral Sciences, where he 
the U.S.A., conducting a myriad of project ized towards the end of the 1960s. The joined fellowTavistockoperativesBetrtram 
studies in every aspect of social life. Of encounter groups stressed the develop- Gross, Fred Emery and Dorwin 
particular significance is Rensis Likert, ment of 'organizationalw identities, with C-ht in solidifying Tavistock's West 
who functions as director of the Survey NTL group leaders infusing values into the Coast operations; then he headed for Case 
Research Center, described as the pre- flaccid minds of the participants. Special Universie in Cleveland where he spent 
eminent social profiling institution in the emphasis is made on techniques for es- 1964 establishing a Tavistock manage- 
U.S.A. Likert and his staff, through their tablishing 'non-coercive" small group ses- ment program; from 1967-7 1, Trist was 
connections to other polling services, such sions for all levels of corporate management seconded to the Chairmanship of the gradu- 
as the Gallup Poll and Harris Poll, have and in using 'group dynamicsw as a basis ate business school at UCL& and fmally, 
the ability to get instant readings on the for planning 'new responsesw to 'discon- in 1971, Trist 'landedw the Chairmanship 
population's response to policy intitiatives, tinuous developments" in corporate exist- of the University of Pennsylvania's 
and to reshape response. More importantly, ence. Wharton School's Management and 
Likert has trained or supervised the train- From the mid- 1950s on NTL has run BehavioralScience Institute. The Whar- 
ing of market researchers for major corpora- similar sessions for the U.S. State Depart- ton School, one of the leading economic 
tions, including General Motors and Ford, ment, the U.S. Navy and the U.S. Civil think tanks in the country, is effectively a 
thereby playing a role in determining what Service Commission. Each ofthese semi- branch of Tavistock. 
products will be placed on the market and nars or consulting projects has involved Since 1965, Trist has been directly in- 
when. input from Tavistock, which has drafted volved in establishing a network of prima- 

The Institute for Social Research, set portions of the NTL program. rily corporate-linked psychological "prob- 
up with original funding from the National From 1964 onward, the NTL became a lem solving" operations that are grouped 
Institute of Mental Health, the direct part of the National Education As- under the heading of Organizational De- 
Rockefeller Foundation, and the De- rodation, the largest organization ofteach- velopment (OD). 
partment of Navy now does contract work ers in the United States with membership There are two levels to this operation. At 
for well over a hundred of the nation's of more than 2 million. The NTL institute one level, on the shop floor in as many as 
'Fortune 500" firms. In addition, the ISR is funded by the NEA as well as the U.S. 500 factories, schools, etc., OD is a sophis- 
has effectively taken over the 'education" Department of Health, Education and ticated small-group-oriented, brainwash- 
departments of several major unions, most Welfare, and drafts programs for the train- ing project. Throud the application of 
notably the United Auto Workers, draft- ing of the nation's primary and secondary controlled stressful situations, workers 
ing worker education plans and plans for school teachers. Under the NTL's supervi- and emplovees are "broken from their 
dealing with in-plant troublemakers, drug sion, the NEA has set up 'group sessions" individualismn and&enaUteam splritn. 
addicts, and alcoholics. for its affiliates and pushed such educa- They are then "allowed" in "consdta- 

ISR exists as a key American resource tional 'reformsn as the open classroom. tion with management" to set their own 
for the Tavistock cabal. Here, as in other NTL operations, Tavistock working rates, which Trist has found are 

At present the ISR command structure has had its input in a massive and major "hiahern than normal. In short, thev are 
is in the hands of former Lewin students: way. induced to speed themselves up. The 
the institute's director is Alvin Zander, the The NTL has spawned literally hun- program is coordinated directly with ISR 
CRGD is headed by Dorwin Cartwright, dreds of similar institutions around the and the NTL Institute. Wharton publi- 
while the Survey Research Center is still country, including the establishment of a cations speak highly of the way such meth- 
headed by Rensis Likert. [H: For more West Coast base of operations, the West- ods 'increase productivity". 
current update as to players in the lead ern Training Laboratories In Group De- On a second level, OD deals with train- 
roles, I suggest you refer to 4Dr. John velopment. The NTL Institute has no firm ing corporate management in using these 
Coleman's" book for I do not wish to take figure on the number of Americans who techniques. 
time herein to update information.] have gone through its "group dynamics" An NTL brochure describes a course in 

The third institution is the National program or spin-offs at satellite institu- the Tavistock model of group dynamics: 
Training Laboratories, founded in 1947, tions. All estimates place the figure at well "This model provides participants with 
by Ronald Lippett, Kenneth Danne, and over one million. opportunities for increasing their under- 
Leland Bradford, all students of Lewin, The Tavistock network does not stop standing and awareness ofgroup processes, 
with funding from the Omce of Naval here. In another location, we show the with particular emphasis on the covert 
Research, the Carnegie Corporation and development of a California nexus. The dynamics which occur in groups with re- 
with direct assistance from Tavistock. network goes even farther. The Center gard to the issues of authority, leadership 

Its staff comes from the Michigan ISR For Research In Group Dynamics was set and followership. 
and from Tavistock. From its inception, up as part of the Sloan School of Business The  learning focus is upon groups 
NTL had one mission-to put as many k e ~  Management at MIT; Lewin operatives rather than individual personalities. This 
leaders of societv as possible through such as Gordon Allport worked out the perspective is emphasized in order to facili- 
Lewinite small proup brainwashha: ses- School of Business and its Management tate a new understanding of institutions, 
sions and to marantee that these meth- Division at Harvard. organizations and communities. The focus 
ods were applied in educational systems The point is that Tavistock controls of the staff is upon the major problems of 
and in corporate environments. the kmr busin- schools and related group Methose  encountered in the exer- 

The NTL, which eventually became the think tanks around the country [H: cise of authority based upon competence, 
XTLbtitute ofApplied BehaoioralSci- world]. The case of Eric Trtt is exem- power or both. It is assumed that people 
en-, set out to train a new circle of plary. Trist came to this country from who understand something about the na- 
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ture and exercise of their own authority, as the twin dangers of fragmentation and split into rural-back-ward, urban-indus- 
well as  that of others, are thereby equipped social control ... The next phase may be one trial and technotronic ways of life" that will 
to deal more effectively with these issues as of sullen withdrawal from social and politi- 'only further divide man". 
encountered in any work setting." cal involvement, a flight from social and The 'implications of a truly new era" will 

political responsibility through inner emi- require a 'universal intellectual elite" and 
BRZEZINSKI'S 'ONE WORLD' gration. Political frustration could increase a 'world superculture" produced "inevita- 

VISION the difficulty of absorbing and internaliz- bly" by the 'the network of electronic com- 
ing rapid environmental changes, thereby munications". Brzezinski demanded 'cre- 

[H: This is an incredibly important prompting increasing psychic instability. ative interpreters of the new age" to develop 
section so please awend it closely.] UAt the same time, the capacity to a concept of "regionalism and due defer- 

When the first results of Tavistock's assert social and political control wer ence to the symbolic meaning of national 
profding of NASA were turned in, an alarmed the individual wil l  vastly increase... sovereignty". This could be best thrashed 
mobilization took place. In May 1967, the wil l  soon be mossible to assert almost out at "a special world congress, devoted to 
Scientific and Technological Committee of continuous surveillance over everv citi- the technotronic and philosophical prob- 
the North Atlantic Assembly and the Penn- een and to maintain up-to-date com- lems of the coming AGE." [H: If this 
sylvania-based Foreign Policy Research plete files, containinrt men most per- doesn't point out from where came all 
Institute (headed by NATO Ambassador sonal information about the health or yaarUchannelsnandfalserdgiousteach- 
Robert Strauu-Hupe) organized the Con- personal behavior of the citizen, in addi- srr; with BS for information, then I don't 
ference on Transatlantic Technological tion to more customam data. Them h o w  what will convince you. You are 
Imbalance and Collaboration in Deauville, Nes wiZl be subject to instantaneous direct victims of the LIE as it was con- 
France. Among the participants were Dr. retrieval by the authorities. strutted and thrust upon you step by 
Zbigniew BrzeAnsH, then on the staff of 'Moreover, the rapid pace ofchange will certain step.] 
the State Department Policy and Planning put a premium on anticipating events and 
Council, and Dr. Alvelio Pecceti, the cur- planning for them. Power will gravitate END OF QUOTING FOR THIS SEG- 
rent head of the Club of Rome and during into the hands of those who control the MENT 
that time the chairman of NATO's leading information, and can correlate it most rap- 
think-tank, the Economic Committee of idly. Our existing post-crisis management We need a break and this is quite enough 
the Atlantic Institute in Pai-is. institutions will probably be increasingly to digest at this sitting. We will work into 

That conference was one of many in that supplanted by pre-crisis management in- this scenario the connections between 
period in which a decision was shaped to stitutions, the task of which will be to Brzezinski and Peccei when we write next 
put an end to the scientific-technalogi- identify in advance likely social crises and but let us  consider a thing or two of the 
cal advances of the United States. Two to develop programs to cope with them. above message. 
books were produced out of those delibera- This could encourage tendencies during All changes have been directed at the 
tions. Brzezinski's TECHNOTRONIC ERA the next several decades towards a techno- original thrust of the adversary to pull you 
and Peccei's THE CHASM AHEAD. From cratic dictatorship, leaving less and less down into finite physical limitations by 
the ideas presented in these books, the room for political procedures as we now brain manipulation and LIES. TheTavistock 
Club of Rome was later formed. know them. Institute and all other such institutions 

In his piece, Brzezinski wrote that UFinallv, looMM ahead to the end of and organizations have simply been the 
America was moving into a society "in- this centurv, the possibilitvofbio-chemi- formal thrust in recognized format for the 
creasingly unlike its industrial predeces- cal mind-control and the genetic tinker- final devastating thrust for control. 
so?, a 'technotronic" society that could fnP: with man, including wentuallv the The mission has been aided and abetted 
easily become a'technocratic dictatorship". creation of beings that will famction like by thousands of others who either thought 
The society would be characterized by an men--and reason like them as well- they served peace and-or deliberately were 
'information revolution", 'Cybernetics", and could give rise to the most difllcult part and parcel of the overall plan. I have 
the replacement of 'achievement-orienta- questions. no intent to discern, for you, which is 
tion" by "amusement-focus" based on 'spec- 'This transformation means that which. If it is against God it is against me. 
tator spectacles (mass sports and TV) pro- America, having left the industrial phase, If you turn from God along the path and 
viding an opiate for increasingly purpose- is today entering a distinct historical era, a deny God, God will deny you1 
less masses." different one from that of Western Europe This brainwashing relationship is very 

'In the technotronic society," Brzezinski and Japan. This is prompting subtle and close with the workers of evil in the United 
announced, "industrial employment yields still indefinable changes in the American Nations as ones such as Dad Key- set 
to services, with automation and cybernet- psyche, providing the psycho-cultural un- you on a course whereby this very govern- 
ics replacing individual operation of ma- derpinnings for the more evident political mental unification against you could be 
chines." This will occur simultaneously disagreements between the two sides of the put into fmal motion for fulfillment. Inno- 
with athe incmadng availabillity of bio- Atlantic. .... Europe and America are no cent? NO-deliberate and orchestrated! 
chemical m- of human controln. In longer in the same historical era. What Are the followers in the 'New Agem inno- 
addition, 'new forms of social control may makes America unique in our time is that cent? No, for they have now had ample 
be needed to limit the indiscriminate ex- it is the first society to experience the opportunity to gain TRUTH and they 
ercise by individuals of their new powers. future . . . be it pop art or LSD. Today, refuse-incontinued attackonTruth-bring- 
The possibility of extensive chemical mind America is the creative society; the others, ers and further deliberate pulling of the 
control ... will call for a social definition of consciously and unconsciously, are emu- citizenry away from that Truth. 
common criteria of restraint as well as of lative." It is up to each that which you will do 
utilization." Thisw, Brzezinski continued, %ill have but if you do not come into responsible 

A brave new world? In a critical passage enormous international repercussions. The individual recognition of the shroud cast 
further in the text, Brzezinski laid out the instantaneous electronic intermeshing of upon you, soon, it shall be too late for 
following chilling description of the mankind will make for an intense confron- action for you can see from the projections 
'technotronic society": tation, straining social and international in planning that the end is nigh. So be it. 

The challenge in its essence involves peace." There could well be a 'three-way Hatonn to clear, thank you. 
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2/29/92 W 1  HATOM be launched very, very soon now. Tavistock Institute and players 
Ones are nervous living in this area of 

CONNECTIONS TO WATCH IN underground facilities some 40 levels into CONTINUE QUOTING: 
NEW WORLD ORDER FIGHTING the Earth and catacomb nght under this 

dwelling in which we work. MAKE MY DAY ENTER AURELIO PECCEI 
SADDAM HUSSEIN WAS GUILTY OF AND JUST 'TRY IT" BECAUSE IF YOU 

REFUSING TO JOW THE NEW WORLD EARTH BARONS OVERSTEP YOUR Bmezinski's line was echoed in various 
ORDER! NO MORE AND NO LESSI Your BOUNDARIES YOU SHALL FEEL THE NATO conferences of the period. In his 
New World Order thugs set up the entire WRATH OF THAT GOD WITH WHICH YOU book, THE CHASMAH&W, Aurelio Peccei 
scenario, sold it to you-the-people [infine EFFORTED TO TERRIFY MANKIND BY fully endorsed Bmezinski's 'technetronic 
bminwashing style] and went in to destroy LIES. age* perspective. In Peccei's words, America 
and torch a nation and kill thousands and YOU ARE NOW TINKERING WITH THE was entering the 'IBM age", while Europe 
thousands of innocent women and chil- SPACE COMMAND OF THE HOSTS OF was still in the 'GM agew. 
dren because that is where Saddam would GOD AND YOU SHALL NOT FARE WELL, Chaos would ensue unless the Atlantic 
be worst hurt and incensed. YOU- EARTH HUMAN. LYING TO YOUR alliance ruled world policy, Peccei argued. 
AMERICA! YOU!! IT WAS TO TEACH THE SHEEPLE WILL NOT HELPYOU ORTHEM. But that alliance was threatened by this 
OTHER NATIONSTHATTHEY COULD NOT HOSTAGES? YOU WILL HOLD MY PEOPLE 'gapw. Therefore, Europe must end its 
AND WOULD NOT STAND AGAINST THIS HOSTAGE? SURELY YOU JEST, LITTLE resistance to aligning itself with 'post- 
MASSIVE TECHNICAL MACHINERY. IT IS TOY SOLDIERS MARCHING TO DEATH. industrial" America, and redirect its poli- 
GOING TO HAPPEN TO YOU, AMERICA- YOU CANNOT HOLD MY PEOPLE HOS- cies toward the 'informational society", 
YOU!! IT WILL "TEACH YOU A LESSON" IT TAGE! AND IF MY PEOPLE ARE SUPPOS- and thereby re-create the Atlantic Alliance. 
WILL BE SAID AFTER MOST OF YOU ARE EDLY HOLDING YOU AND YOUR GOV- Peccei realized thiswould mean Malthu- 
DEAD OR DYING. ERNMENT HOSTAGE, HOW BE IT THAT sian triaging of industrial capital on a 

If you learned nothing from the Soviet YOU HAVE BUILT MASSIVE WAR MA- global scale. At some point, acollision with 
stupid fiasco pseudo-splitup than the fact CHINES BENEATH YOUR EARTH IN THE the scientific-technological-military appa- 
that the Russians do not want a New World RAT TUNNELS OF DARKNESS? WHO IS ratus of the Soviet Union and the Warsaw 
Order, either, you will have been a wise GOINGTO HOLDTHIS WAR? OURPEOPLE Pact would occur. So. Peccei sunnested, 
perceptor. The controllers want a New AGAINSTUS? COME, COMEYOU STUPID citing Bnezinski as his source. that the 
World Order-the 'people" are willing to LIARSDO YOU THINK THERE IS NO END Warsaw Pact be offered 'converrrence" with 
die to prevent that happenhethey have TO THE STUPIDITY OF YOUR BROTHER the Atlantic Alliance as the alternative to 
had ENOUGH of the New World Order. HUMANS? 'explosion". This 'convemenceW would lay 

But apparently YOU have not. You are ALL THESE SLEEPING MASSES HAVE the basis for what Peccei labeled 'One 
headed for the most massive time of TO DO IS WAKE UP AND SEE THE LIE AND World" novernment. to run dobal affairs on 
devrfvation of historical note since the VOUw ARE FINISHED! SO BE IT FORTHIS a e  twin foundations of Ucriris mamaze- 
blowing away of Atlantis and return to THAT IS PLANNED IS GOING TO BE THE ment" and "elobal plannix&'. 
the blackest of Dark Ages human of DOOMSDAY IDIOCY OF ALL HISTORY. 
Earth wer experienced. Look at your I SUGGEST YOU SURVEILLANCE A VISIT TO TAVISTOCK 
globe and you will see WHERE the most TEAMS PUTTHIS MOSTCAREFULLY INTO 
massive damage took place-look and see YOUR LITTLE PIPES AND PASS ON THE While this New World Strategy was 
where the resources of life are scarce and WORD-YOU HAVE MET YOUR MATCH being prepared in NATO, Peccei had a 
the deserts vast and the lands arid. Keep AND YOU SHALL FIND YOURSELVES TO series of consultations with key officials. 
going, humans, and you shall surely have BE BUT AS CHAFF IN THE WHIRLWINDS. One was M-e Bmdy, former Na- 
it again-nly this time it will be massive I SUGGESTYOU KEEPYOURGAMES LIM- tional Security Council chief during the 
and total. ITED UNTO PHYSICAL ENCOUNTERS OR Cuban missile crisis, another was the chief 

YOU SHALL FEEL THE WRATH BEYOND scientific administrator for NATO, Dr. 
MORE WAR STRATEGIES YOUR WILDEST IMAGININGS. WE DO Alaander King, the Director General of 

NOT COMETO INTERVENE NORTO PHYSI- Scientific Mairs for the OECD; a third was 
Your d t i o n  of Global masters pre- CALLY DO ANYTHING TO YOU SO I SUG- Dr. H01perPerlmutt41, editorofTavistock's 

pare for a war of w-they arc ready to GEST, STRONGLY,THATYOU LEAVE OUR magazine Human RelMotts . -' 
introduce unto you the terror of the Space MISSION TOTALLY ALONE. WE SHALL met er&ensiuely with Whae House ofFdals 
Aliens. Believe me, they have the replicas COUNTER EVERY LIE AS INVADES THE and with the Scde Department PbEicy Rim- 
in their hidden underground bases to PLACES OF GOD IN THE UNIVERSAL RingCound. 
'prove" it to you. Note, however, that these ORDER. YOU MIGHT BE AWARE, HOW- Finally, Feoae* traded to the he-- 
aliens are somehow predominantly in the EVER, THAT IT WILL ONLY REQUIRE ters of the Tauistock buditUte of H u m  
U.S. while the Cosmospheres and 'enemy" TRUTH" TO DEFEAT YOUR PURPOSE. Relations in England, where the decisions 
are from the Russias. They are about ready Thank you, readers, for allowing me to on how to p m e d  in tmnsfo-ng NATO 
to launch some pretty strange craft loose take a moment to give unequivocal an- pow w r e f i m  An would 
on you-the-people and call them 'alien nouncement to the surveillance groups bs made to indues Souktsto accept 
intrusion". They claim, and your UFOlogists who monitor all our machines in this place. mco-. b~ o f f d m  -disu.rma- 
tout and scream 'aliens are holding the You can consider this information and msnt wm-, and through< ideo- 
Government hostage". BS! You have rep- instruct ions 'RIGHT OUT 0 F THE logical-psychological manipulations cen- 
licated a bunch of clones which will do-in 'HORSE'S' MOUTH!"-ME BEING THE tered on the offer of 'Systems Analysis" 
your world because you plan to go to all out HORSE IN POINT. cooperation. McGeorge Bundy and 
war in space with the Cosmospheres and in Rest easy, Dharma, remember that ye Alexander King would offer the Soviets an 
turn the Hosts of God. We shall see how sit in the hollow of my hand along with my 'entry poinr through the International 
that turns out, won't we? You can'tlive off other brood of fledglings and thine ftathers Institute of AppW m w  APljg.t 
your orb-no way, no howl And yet, the shall not be singed, even if a bit ruflled. (IU8A) and the Interndad Fadem* 
seeds are now planted for a massive war to k t  us  return to our subject of the a C W t m t a e d ~ 8 ~ ~ ) .  
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The job of brainwashing the peoples of trial theorist Kurt Lewin and his versity Department of Psychology alum- 
the NATO countries,with specialemphasis Tavistock network of professional be- nus and former resident scholar at the 
on the American population, would be haoioral psychologists. Michael Murphy Stanford CASBS during the late 1950s. 
coordinated by a 'Club of Romen to be and Richard Price, the nominal founders Price was a Stanford University Medical 
founded by Aurelio Peccei and Alexander of Esalen, were guided by Lewin's student, Center behavioral psychologist who partici- 
King, with Tavistock Institute functioning Abraham Maslow, the respected Harvard pated in Dr. Rudolf Moos' experiments on 
as the evaluator-controller of the process. psychologist and head of the American patients at the Palo Alto Veterans Hospi- 
[H: IT HAPPENED IN 1990- 199 111 Psychiatric Association whose book TO- tal and worked with Murphy at the CASBS 

WARD A PSYCHOLOGY OF BEING served during the same period. 
TRANSITION TO BARBARISM as Esalen's bible. Maslow, who took con- 

trol of Esalen in 1965, had arranged for BEHIND THESE MEN WERE 
The Club of Rome has now concluded extended visits and lectures to the out-of- THE FOLLOWING INSTITUTIONS 

that the U.S.A. has been softened up the-way retreat hy Sir Arnold Toynbee, WHOSE LECTURERS 
enouch bv years of Aauarian brainwash- wartime head of British Intelligence Re- TRAVELED TO ESALEN: 
ina so that it is  already in transition search, and his Oxford student, AIdotu 
toward the New &e. They are therefore H d e y .  London Tavistock: R.D. Lainq and 
mobjlizhz their faithful to begin the A s  described in the Esalen Institute Aldous Huxley came to Esalen. They were 
next phase: creation of d t s  and mass Newsletter: accompanied on occasion by h o l d  Tovn- 
brainwashing of Americans into accep- - bee, the Oxford history professor whose 
tance of the death of the American Esalen started in the Fall of 1962 as work on the Western mind and its dissolu- 
dream. [H: I t  has happened!] a fomm to bring together a wide uaridy tion at the hands of primitive ("Third Worldw) 

A special bicentennial meeting of the of a p p m h e s  to enhanoement of the cultures laid the basis for the thought of 
Club of Rome was held in Philadelphia in httmanpotential .... induding experiential Mao Tse-tung and Franz Fanon. 
April 1976 on the theme, 'New Horizons for sessions inw2uin.g encounter groups, 
Mankindw. Preparations were advanced sensory awakening, gestalt awareness National Trainixuc Labs: Abraham 
for the 1977 opening of an office of a new tmining, and related disciplines. Our Maslow, author of TO WARD A PSYCHOL 
U.S. Association for the Club of Rome in latest step is to fan out into the cornmu- OGY OF BEING, which became Esalen's 
Washington, D.C. Donald Lesh, then of nity at large, running programs in co- bible, was a top group dynamics leader at  
Potomac Associates and formerly of the operation with many different in- NTL before he moved to Esalen in 1963 and 
National Security Council, became head of stitutions-churches, schools, hospitals, took over direction of Murphy and ?rice's 
the office. and government. work. In fact, NTL had established a Cali- 

Meanwhile, The Woodlands Confer- fornia division, Western Training Labs, 
ence near Houston, Texas, sponsored by Despite its ufar-outn "hippie* image, whose leadership began to teach group 
oilman George P. Mitchell, continued to M e n  boasted as its founders one of the therapy sessions at Esalen with regularity. 
put out the Club of Rome line as it had most distinguished international casts Among those included was Roner Tannen- 
since the early 1970s. From Oct. 28-3 1, of highly trained psychologists, psycho- baum, an NTL Fellow who was personally 
1979, The Woodlands Conference On analysts and neurophysiologists as- trained by Eric Trist during Trist's tenure 
Growth Policy featured presentations sembled by Tavistock since the World at UCLA during the 1950s. Tannenbaum, 
stressing that people could be induced to War I1 effort. Esalen was a massed described by the Esalen Newsletter as 'a 
accept 'limits to growth". redeployment of the entire forces of the top leader in the field of Sensitivity Train- 

The conference was co-sponsored by Tavistock network into California, Zed ing", ran Esalen T-groups while serving as 
the University of Houston System, the Ibu personnel directla from London a co-director of UCLA's 'Learning C o r n -  
Center Of Integrative Studies, the Aspen ToYisbck Lewin's National Training nity in Organization Development" designed 
Institute, and the Mitchell Energy And Lubs, and the Stanfod Center For Ad- by Trist. 
Development Corporation. lnrnced Studu In The BehatviotrrI Sci- 

The Club of Rome itself was founded in ences. Mass pomZartzation of the James F.T. Bunental, trained by 
late 1968 at  a meeting pulled together on Auuatian mind mnbrol process zuus Trist at UCLA, and a fellow of NTL from 
the basis of Peccei's call for a new one- undenuag~. 1963, became a major force at Esalen, 
world government. Esalen was set up to do what Lewin's while on assignment as a professor of 

National Training Labs could not, to be- Clinical Psychology at Stanford University 
ESALEN come the national laboratory for the Medical Center and the VA Hospital. He is 

indoctrination of the American people into currently a fellow at SRI. A s  indicated by 
A CASE STUDY IN CALIFORNIA Lewinite T-Group behavior modification. his book, THE SEARCH FORAUTHENT1%- 

NTL, the training center for the trainers, m, AN EXISTENTIAL-ANALYTIC AP- 
The Aquarian Conspiracy first surfaced with its top-level government and corporate PROA CH TO PSYCHOTHERAPY, 

in a public institution for mass populariza- clientele, was inappropriate for a popular Bugental is  one of Esalen's leading ego- 
tion at the Esalen Institute in Big Sur, mass marketing of the counterculture- strippers, a man who assassinates per- 
California, founded in 1962. When it took which would have cost NTL many of its sonalities. Bugental leads seminars in 
off in 1967, Esalen became the mecca of distinguished accounts. 'Getting Deeper Faster", which accord- 
hundreds of Americans who paid exorbi- Esalen's nominal founders were two ing to the Esalen Newsletter 'are de- 
tant fees for weekends of T-Groups, the transcendental meditation students, voted to the acting out of various tech- 
"Training Groups" modeled on behavioral Michael Murphy and Richard Price, who niques for accelerating the getting-ac- 
group therapy; for Zen, Hindu and Bud- had been through years of mind dissolu- quainted process between two peoplen, 
dhist transcendental meditation; and for tion a t  the Aurobindo Ashram in for the dissolution, that is, of the 
'out of body" experiences through simu- Pondicherry, India. 'Mike wants to turn on individual's sense of himself, into the 
lated and actual hallucinogenic drugs. the world," said a close friend, referring to group environment . 

But Esalen, in all its kookiness, was a the founding of Esalen. A closer look 
direct product of the "practical* indus- reveals that Murphy was a Stanford Uni- Stanford Medical Center-Palo Alto 
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Veterans Hospital: Grenorv Bateson not 
only taught seminars in consciousness 
raising at Esalen but trained Esalen's 
major in-house guru, Alan Watts, at the 
Palo Alto Veterans Memorial Hospital, 
where Bateson, Watt's psychiatrist, indoc- 
trinated him with LSD. Bateson also intro- 
duced Baba Ram Das, a leading guru of the 
LSD cult, into Esalen. Baba Ram Das' 
REAL name is RICHARD ALPERT, to- 
gether with fellow psychologist TIMOTHY 
LEARY. Alpert ran the MK-ULTRA Project 
at  Harvard University's Department of Psy- 
chology which launched the LSD move- 
ment on the U.S. East Coast in 1965. 

Today, Esalen acts as the center for the 
Aquarian Conspiracy through the Journal 
of Humanistic Psychology. Its board of 
editors includes Aldous Huxlev and 
Abraham Maslow (posthumously); Willis 
W. Harman, of Stanford Research, Hazel 
Henderson of the Club of Rome, Marilvn 
Fernuson, Robert Tannenbaum and James 
F.T. Bunental of Esalen. Carl Ropers and 
Warren Bennis of Tavistock. 

p: NOW SHUDDER; FOR IT IS COME 
UPON YOU:] 

THE ESALEN METHOD 

One of the main techniques for 
breaking m o d e  thtrougha stmtegy of 
terror consists in exuctly this tactic- 
keep the person hazy as to where he 
stands andjust what he may expect. 
In addition, if frequent vacillations 
between severe disciplinary mea- 
sures and promises of good treat- 
ment together with the spreading of 
mntmdictory news, make the aogni- 
tive structure of this situation utterly 
unclear, thenthe indiddual may cease 
even to know aparticularplan would 
lead toward or away from his goal. 
Under these conditions even those 
individuals who have definite goals 
and are ready to take risks are pam- 
lyzed by severe wnfict in regard to 
what to do ... - Kurt Lewin, T M ,  
PERSPECTNE AND MORALE, 1 941. 

The essende of the d e m t i c  ex- 
periment is tested in the labondory of 
California. Having tended our na- 
tional myth, CQlifornia, purveyor of 
our electronic and celluloid myths, 
tmnsmits to those lookingfor hope. If 
it can work in California, maybe it can 
be adapted and put to work else- 
where....- Marilyn Ferguson, THE 
AQUARUsN CONSPIRACY. 

THE REVOLUTION HAS BEGUN. HU- 
ddAN LIFE WILL BE TRANSFORMED. 
HOW IT WILL BE TRANSFORMED IS UP 
TO US. .. .- George B. Leonard, Senior 
Editor, took magazine; Board of Editors, 

Journal of Humanistic Psychology AT original 'Fight Training for Lovers" in which 
ESALEN, October 8, 1967. intimate partners can strengthen their love 

relationship by learning how to "fight" fairly 
in 1967, after Gregory Bateson, Ken and effectively. The weekend will end with 

Kesey, and Timothy L e q  had softened up a critique, integration and 'Lovefeast" on 
the American population for the counter- Sunday from 11 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
culture, Esalen began to assume a high Participants should bring fight-willing 
public profile. Lewinite T-Groups, reli- partners and be prepared to study as- 
giouscults, and hallucinogenic experiences signed sections in Dr. Bach's latest book, 
were henceforth to be merchandized like THE ATIMATE ENEMY, a copy of which will 
deodorant. Here is a catalog of Esalen's be supplied at the beginning of this week- 
products: end. 

George Bach, Ph.D., founder and direc- 
T-Groups: Esalen's use of T-Groups, tor ofThe Institute of Group Psychotherapy, 

also called Sensitivity Sessions, concen- is an innovator of the marathon experi- 
trates on "ego stripping", putting the indi- ences and couples therapy. He is the 
vidual in a group situation in which he is author of THE INTIMATE ENEMY. 
forced to dissolve his identity into the 
group. In the Esalen version, extensive Religious Cults: Whereas Platonic re- 
emphasis is placed on group physical con- ligions are based on the godliness of the 
tact; during Esalen's early years, this was creative human mind, Esalen religious cults 
restrained to group hand-holding, hug- are based on the destruction of the 
ging, and other forms of 'mothering". A s  individual's creativity under the pressure 
Esalen grew, together with the much-pub- of the group or in the face of 'meditation" 
licized 'free sex" of the 'love generation", upon man's "oneness with the environ- 
these T-Groups became increasingly por- ment"-the dissolution of the boundary 
nographic. Today, group sex is used at between the person and his 'life space". 
Esalen as a brainwashing tool: the indi- This includes the sort of 'out of body" 
vidual becomes totally psychologically experiences associated with Bishop Pike 
dependent on the 'loven of the group, and and his disciple, Elizabeth Kubler-Ross, 
intellectual regression is intense. the proponent of 'death with dignitf who 

regularly 'communes" with the dead. 
Recent T-Group sessions as described Esalen cult sessions as described in its 

in the Esalen Newsletter have included: newsletter include: 
Psychodrama Marathon: Weekend 

Marathon, with Husain Chung. LSD Experiences and the Great Reli- 
This psychodrama marathon, 40 hours gions of the World, Weekend Seminar 

long, will provide an intense confrontation with Stanislav Grof. 
with the meaning of being human. The A comparison of the experiences of sub- 
process of the marathon will be to provide jects in LSD research to those described 
an intensive encounter, breaking through within such religious traditions as 
defenses, and from this experience to re- Christianity, Judaism, Islam, Hinduism, 
awaken one's capacity for faith and trust Buddhism, Taoism and various primitive 
and to strengthen one's tolerance for anxi- and heretical traditions. Consideration 
ety, frustration, and ambiguity. will be given to the authenticity of chemi- 

Husain Chung was born in Shanghai cally induced religious experience. 
and educated in the United States. He has Stanislav Grof isa research psychiatrist 
practiced Subud intensively here and in currently on a fellowship at the Johns 
Indonesia and has studied psychodrama Hopkins Medical School in Baltimore. 
with J. L. Moreno. He has taught and During the past decade he has conducted 
counseled in California schools, clinics numerous studies with LSD subjects in 
and mental hospitals, and is now associ- Prague, Czechoslovakia. 
ated with the Human Institute, Menlo 
Park, which conducts psychodrama work- Are You Sound? Weekend Workshop 
shops and marathons. with Alan Watts. 

The double meaning of this question 
Fight Training for Lovers and Coupler: will be explored through both discussion 

Weekend Workshop with George R. Bach and experiment. We shall investigate the 
and Staff. amusical mysticism" of mantra-yoga in 

This workshop, beginning with a theory Hinduism, Buddhism, Christianity and 
and demonstration session, will include a Islam, considering the universe as an en- 
mini-marathon on Saturday in which par- ergy-pattern which is essentially musical 
ticipants will practice the fine art of inti- in its nature. 
mate communication. Verbal and nonver- Alan Watts, author of THE WAYOFZEN; 
bal, fighting and loving, autonomous and NATURE, MAN AND WOMAN; PSY- 
dyadic ways of deepening and stimulating CHOTHERAPY EAST AND WEIST, BEYOND 
the male-female bond will be explored. THEOLOGY; THE BOOK: ON THE TABOO 
Participants will be introduced to Dr. Bach's AGAINST KNOWING WHO YOU ARE; and 
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many other writings, has been-with D.T. I hope that as you read the above it AND SUBCO NSCIOUS-THE GOD 
Suzuki-the leading popularizer of Zen became a bit more clearly apparent why LEVEL OF BEING KNOWS TRUTH. 
Buddhism in the United States. In recent the orthodox religions would speak out I have rapidly ripped through this 
years Dr. Watts has worked to unify sci- against hypnosis, etc. Also, why the material and I can only ask that you 
ence, philosophy and religion into a totally very group promoting such would dis- move rapidly in obtaining the more de- 
modem view. allow legal practice of same-for if a tailed writings and updatings of "Dr. 

state is introduced into the subcon- Coleman". 
Creating New Forms of Worship: 3-Day scious mind through this above type of Yes, you readers who have studied 
Workshop with Bill McGaw and Wilson hypnotic programming-IT CAN IN-  this subject widely will recognize por- 
Van Dusen. STANTLY BE UNDONE BY RECLAR- tions already have been given over the 

Today religion is facing a crisis of far IFYING THE SUBCONSCIOUS MIND. past decades. I urgeyou to not get lazy 
reaching proportions. In many situations This is why ones who are onto the plan in your homework for you are going to 
a sense of community is almost non-exis- and know the methods being utilized get the details, updating and far more 
tent, and in many churches there is less are not subject to the program in point. information than I have given. 
and less participation from youth. A pos- You can fool and reprogram the sub- I have only rapidly run through the 
sible source of renewal may be the inclu- conscious mind-YOU CANNOT VOID facts so that misperceptions are not 
sion of encounter and awareness tech- OR REPROGRAM THE GOD-SOUL allowed to bring damage to any writers 
niques in Sunday morning worship and SUPRA-MIND. VALUES INBRED WILL or speakers. There is comfort and safety 
other rituals. NOT BE OVERCOME THROUGH THE in numbers and my mission is to get 

Workshop members will be introduced GIMMICKS AT THAT HIGHER LEVEL you the detailed information via the 
to a dynamic theory of ritual and symbol AND, WHEN REAWAKENED TO THE best and most accurate routing and 
which is open to creative change. Experi- MORALVALUES OF'RIGHTNESS", THE still give security to the daring partici- 
ential worship services will be presented CONSCIOUS WILL RESPOND WITH pants. 
and discussed. REASON AND INTELLIGENCE EVEN IF And toYOU, the readers, please remem- 

THE PROGRAMMING OF THE SUBCON- ber that information is only printed sym- 
HALLUCINOGENIC PSYCHOSIS SCIOUS IS STILL AT WARP SPEED. THIS bols ifyou heed it not and do not act on the 

IS WHAT CAUSES THE TREMENDOUS input. You may well experience over- 
Still the most powerful among the tools CLASH I N  EMOTIONAL RESPONSE AS whelming overload. Please, just rest a bit 

of the Esalen brainwashers, the induction CHAOS AND CONFUSION IMPACT THE and reread. Ignorance is your enemy- 
of psychotic experiences through admin- HIGHER BEING OF THE SOUL INDI- never Truth. Salu. 
istering hallucinogenic drugs is practiced VIDUAL. Hatonn to stand-by. Good-day. May 
openly. So-called 'Non-Drug Approaches IN OTHER WORDS, NO MATTER the peace and insight of God be given unto 
to Psychedelic Experiences", the various WHAT IS TAUGHT TO THE CONSCIOUS you through this time of awakening. 
methods of meditation and self-hypnosis 
have also been taught at Esalen in small- 
group tests, to see if they might not be 
taught to large populations, without nec- 
essary chemicals, over television or other 
electronic media. Such seminars at Esalen 

~ U E  C U ~ N  TAK PLAN U I T S ~  m... 
have included: 

Non-Drug Approaches to Psychedelic 
Experience, Weekend workshop with Ber- 
nard S. Aaronson and Steven A. Stroud. 

Psychedelic experiences can be pro- 
duced without drugs by methods involving 
the creation of hypnoidal states. Through 
the use of visualization and other proce- 
dures, including music, readings, and tech- 
niques for enhancing perception, partici- 
pants will experience and try to understand 
the nature of psychedelic experience. 

Bernard S. Aaronson, Ph.D., heads the 
experimental psychology section of the New 
Jersey Bureau of Research in Neurology 
and Psychiatry. He is interested in many 
techniques to promote human growth in- 
cluding hypnosis, elements of occult tradi- 
tions, meditation, and operant condition- 
ing. He has sixty publications to his credit, 
and has been professor at several universi- 
ties and is also engaged in the private 
practice of psychotherapy. With Humphrey 4 ChanLowe 
Osmond he is editor of PSYCHEDELICS: Fort L.ud.rdale NwsISun-Sentinel 

Tdbunr Media Srwkes 

THEIR USESAND WLICATIONS to be pub- 
lished by Doubleday. 

END OF QUOTING 
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3 Nothing Much Happening. 
(Continued from Front Page) 

Gritz stopped talking to this 'crocodile Department of Justice, Internal Security panies this story, proposed the meeting be 
reptilew! Section (which Spotlight claims to have), between Kiet and Clinton, the approach 

revealing attempts made by Prime Minister made to the outgoing Bush administration 
QUOTING (Spotlight, 9/6/93, page 3; Kiet to arrange, through an attorney, a is indicative of the desire of the Vietnamese 

by Mike Blair): meeting with either outgoing President to speed up the process of dropping the 
George Bush or President-elect Clinton to trade restrictions, and shows how seri- 

CLINTON WAD *BACK CHRNNELB TO discuss dropping the trade restrictions. ously they are affecting the Communist 
HANOI Well, I guess it would be obvious of country. 

intentions since port facilities--from Subic This morning," Le Mai wrote Robinson 
Bill Clinton's people were talking Bay (U.S. Navy Base), Philippines--had in the letter, 'we discussed at  the highest 

deals with the Vietnam Reds before already been taken to Vietnam to allow for level of the Vietnamese government re- 
the new Democmtic administmtion trade, etc. That was U.S. property, read- garding the possibility of you arranging for 
officially took over in Wmhington. ers. It is difficult to believe that there was a meeting between President-elect Bill 

NOT SOME ACTION IN THE WINGS! Clinton and Vietnamese Prime Minister Vo 
Documents have been obtained indi- The attorney, Irwin Jay Robinson, was Van Kiet. 

cating that late last year, designated na- connected with the prestigious New York "TheVietnamesehighlyvaluethefriend- 
tional security representatives of then- City law firm of Phillips, Nizer, Benjamin, ship of the U.S. side and confirms that 
President-elect Bill Clinton were conduct- Drim & Ballon. Prime Minister Kiet stands ready to meet 
ing secret 'back channel" business with The overture was flatly turned down by with President-elect Bill Clinton at any 
agents of the highest levels of the Commu- Brent Scowcroft, national security adviser time and place recommended," the mes- 
nist government of Vietnam. to Bush, on grounds that 'this administra- sage continued. 

The links involved efforts to get the U.S. tion is not prepared to go that far at this 'Upon receiving the acceptance signal 
government to drop the trade embargo, in time." Do not allow this statement to from the U.S. government, a Vietnamese 
place against Hanoi since the withdrawal 'throw" you into a false perception-Bush minister will be dispatched to the United 
of U.S. forces from Vietnam in 1975. was already in the throes of'throwing" the States to prepare the groundwork for the 

These contacts were taking place while, election and Brent Scowcroft was one of upcoming high-level meeting. 
according to Vietnamese businessman Ly the major Kissinger people orchestrating 'We hereby authorize you to proceed to 
Tranh Binh, Commerce Secretary-desig- HOW this should all come about and come arrange for the meeting." 
nate Ron Brown was consummating a lu- down. 
crative deal with Vietnamese Prime Minis- It is noteworthy that the 'sellout-buyout" APPROACHED SCOWCROFT 
ter Vo Van Kiet and other top Vietnamese was first broached to the Bush administra- 
officials to end U.S. objections that were tion PRIOR to Robinson and his law firm According to a letter from Robinson to 
holding up International Monetary Fund registering on December 14 under the Scowcroft, dated December 12, it is re- 
(IMF) loans sought by Hanoi, as well as to Foreign Agents Registration Act for the vealed that Bush's national security ad- 
end the trade embargo. purpose of representing the Vietnamese viser was approached by Arthur Krim, 

In return, Brown was allegedly to re- government. another member of the law firm, who urged 
ceive $700,000 from Vietnam and a share The firm's most famous partner, Louis Scowcroft to see Robinson to discuss a 
of any profits derived by Vietnam from U.S. Nizer, luars a Longtimi? lawyer for the Bush-Kiet meeting. 
businesses which would result from end- late A t m a n d  Hammer, chainnun of the The above is not in quotations because 
ing the trade restrictions. bocrrd of Occidental P e t m l e u m ,  who, I wanted to insert my own 'two centsw. 

d t h  the fall of the Sov te t  Union, unw Copies of the letters in point and the 'meat" 
ALLOWED IMF LOANS rwealed as SERVINiG AS AN AGENT OF of the article are in Spotlight, Sept. 6,1993, 

THE SOVIET STATE GOING BACK TO page 3. 
Clinton did, in fact, end U.S. efforts to THE DAYS OF VLADIMIR L E M .  

block the IMF loans on July 2. Hammer was a longtime friend, associ- HOW COULD GRITZ KNOW ALL 
[Editor's note: While continuing to quote ate and business partner ofALBERT GORE THIS? 

from the Spotlight article, Commander SR., father of Vice President A1 Gore. 
Hatonn is obviously pamphmsing in the Still believe things are not "fixed" in Well, I was telling him, for one reason. 
following:] advance? After the 'Kerry" show and do-not-tell I 

Mike Blair, in the Spotlight, was the first went even further and said that the POWs 
to break the news nationally of the reputed URGENT LETTER would be obliterated and that there Was 
Brown deal with Hanoi's leadership and evidence that could stop the atrocity if the 
the fact that it was under investigation by A s  an introduction to the fact he was public knew. All this was taking place long 
the FBI. This has since been repeated by representing the highest levels of the Viet- prior to December, chelas; you have to lay 
broadcast and wire service reports appear- namese government, Robinson was pro- massive groundwork before pulling off such 
ing across the country in the wake of vided a letter dated December 10, by Viet- a coup. 
affirmation of the stories regarding same. narnese Vice Minister for Foreign Affairs Le So be it-he who continues to focus on 

Now, there are other copies of docu- Mai. abductions, blood sucking and reptilian 
ments from the Criminal Division of the Since the letter, a copy of which accom- presence-MISSES GOD COMPLETELY IN 
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THE MEANWHILE! IF YOU WORK WITH Truth is Truth and this can ONLY give Brookings Institute and run by British 
THE ENEMY THROUGH IGNORANCE OR verification of validity of such writing. Intelligence! Why would he-especially in 
DELIBERATELY-IT WORKS OUT THE "Coleman's" book is still the best compiled acourt argument with George Green stimu- 
SAME, DOES IT NOT? ALL THE SIGNS document on the subject-is that not lated by "John Coleman". Note, however, 
WERE THERE PLUS I WAS TELLING THIS enough? A good historian HAS TO USE that George now works directly with them 
ALL THE WHILE AND YOU REGULAR THAT WHICH IS HISTORICALLY PRESENT and also continues his association with 
READERS WILL WELL REMEMBER IT! IF HE IS TO HAVE ANY CREDIBILITY AT "Colemann-so YOU add up the numbers. 

'But look how hard I tried ...." will sim- ALL! If this is defamation somehow or 'unfair 
ply not cut it, Sir. A trip to the mountain More piles of information were gleaned competition", then, readers, there is no 
top for Weaver is NOT a trip to the MOUN- on the subject by a paper entitled: "Chris- such thing as 'journalism" left in your 
TAIN TOP with God for your NATION, and tian Science Monitor Remains Silent A s  nation-which should scare the living day- 
the betrayed ones of your brothers in mili- Alien Philosophy ImperilsAmerica". They" lights out of youl 
tary brain-control. were NOT referring to 'little space aliens!". 

I would also have you NOTE that it was 
IMPORTANT REPRINTED MATERIAL claimed by Lao Russell and the University wa rm Tribute 

ON - of Science and Philosophy that Walter 
THE COMMITTEE OF 300 Russell was a humanist &d felt that M w  

FROM LYNDON H. LAROUCHE Baker ~ d d y  (founder of Christian science) TO G u nth e r 
GROUP was the ONLY correct presenter of Spiri- 

tual values. We shall not get into that 
You readers must play close attention today, however, for a "Contempt" charge Editor's note: Readers will recall 

to our continuing outlay on the "Commit- and Federal imprisonment await my scribe that both Gunther Russbacher and 
tee of 300". It is so important that the if we slip in our presentations of such Commander Hatonn, some weeks past, 
players be identified-along with some of information which 'could be" in any way asked that you remember one who 
the groups which are totally visible as considered defamatory. I would note, how- shares a prison cell with Gunther and 
being apart of the New World Elite Control- ever, that our paper is NO LONGER CON- was  feeling "down* from the conditions 
lers. SIDERED SO UNPROFESSIONAL as the of incarceration. 

I trust all of you are paying close atten- University wishes to insist for monitoring Just this week,  that man, Don 
tion and will note that we are re-running content. The CONTACT is legally (by the Phillips, has written a wonderful letter 
information from E. HART (Brother Ed- IRS and State of Nevada) considered a to CONTACT and asked us  to let you 
ward) who first shared a report with us  regular newspaper. Therefore, if we print readers know that he most deeply 
FROM NEW ZEALAND. It iscalledinterna- anything of "truth" it must be considered appreciates the warmth and generos- 
tional Caucus of Labor Committee INTEL- Journalism. Our problem is that we had ity-as well as the volume-of your 
LIGENCE REPORT and was reproduced incredibly BAD LEGAL REPRESENTA- correspondence. In typical "ground 
and published in New Zealand in 1984 by TION-WORSETHANNOTHINGATALL. IT crew" style, you haue rallied to this 
the CULDIAN REVIVAL TRUST, P.O. Box GOT US INTO THE MESS FROM WHICH brother in humble need of friendship. 
288, Thames, New Zealand. [Seepages 23 EXTRACTION SEEMS ALL BUT IMPOS- Not surprisingly, he is  looking 
- 41 for this incredibly well done research on SIBLE. forward to continued sharing. For those 
"Committee Of 300"puppets and their insti- of you who did not make a note of it 
tutions, carried out by the ICLC group that WARNING BY SWAT TEAM MEMBER the first time around, Don may be con- 
was pulled together and tmined by Lyndon CIRCLES BACK TO US&P tacted through the following address: 
H. LaRouche, Sr.] 

'John Coleman" was FURIOUS that I During the time that the "assumed" Don Phillips #165569, 2-A-1 0 
published this report at the same time his surveillance was going on (in December Missouri JhxStern Cormcthnnl Center 
book was being brought out (also by US!). last) of the Ekkers, et al.-with VERY DAN- 18701 Old Highway 66 
You will find that much of 'Coleman's" GEROUS attempts to terrify or damage Pacific? MO 63069-9799 
book, CONSPIRATDRS'HERARCHY: THE same, along with other workers in this 
STORY OF THE COMMITTEE OF 300, is vicinity, the following was noted: "A mem- Don has also requested that w e  share 
taken directly from this report. I feel this is ber of the SWAT team was 'golfing' with a with all of you something he has 
only validation of the man's work in gath- plumber in the neighborhood who men- especially wn'tten for Gunthec 
ering good evidence. tioned something about the 'Ekkers'. The 

"Coleman" took it that we were some- member of the SWAT team WARNED HIM To the readers of the CONTACT, I feel a 
how 'scooping" him and thus he prepared TO 'STAY AWAY FROM THE EKKER'S need to say a few words about a man I have 
a false warning supposedly from 'insider PLACE--BECAUSE IT IS A DANGEROUS become acquainted with here inside this 
security membersw suggesting that we were PLACE WITH THINGS GOING ON RIGHT prison - 
deliberately 'sabotaging" sales of his book. NOW!'" This has come back FIRST HAND * a man whom the Government has 
Such an accusation would hardly even be (MOUTH). At the time of the   surveillance^ deemed expendable; therefore, chewing him 
worthy of comment since OUR PEOPLE and happenings, it was determined up, then spitting him in among the very 
were rewriting, editing and publishing THROUGH THE POLICE DEPARTMENT type of individuals that he himself had 
'Coleman's" book for the man-with us that the surveillance people were working hunted for that very Government; 
absorbing all the costs, providing pay- FOR avirginia" group and the 'car used is * a man who has become my loyal 
ments ofvarious kinds, supplyingcomput- not stolen". This is ALL the information friend. This man cannot' be replaced, for a 
ers and equipment and other things of they would allow issued. Does it not now true Patriot cannot be replaced; added on, 
value to him-and we were also denounced make more sense that the University of perhaps, but never replaced. 
for stating that much of his information Science and Philosophy, at a level of Dr. So, for myself and, I hope I speak for 
came via LaRouche's organization and Binder, might not even know the signifi- many others as well: Gunther, my friend, 
Eustace Mullins. cance? I would guess HE doesn't even you are NOTexpendablel 

Why would this distress an author?? realize that the US&P is funded by the Thank you my friend. Salu. 
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Biotech tomato: Not m'm, m'm good enough for Campbell 

Biotech tomato bruise 
baclung away 
from Calgene's 
gene tically 
engineered food 
BY Sally Ldvman 
~ M ~ s r r n  

C 
AMPBELL SOUP 
Co., womed that bio- 
k h  tomatoes may not 
be "M'm! M'm! 
Good!," has no plans to 

sell the firetcver genetically engi- 
neered ayhole food, the Examiner 
has learned. 

Campbell paid for the dwelop- 
ment of the Flaw Saw tomato, a 
vine-ripend long shelf-life tomato 
being readied for the U.S. fresh 
market by Calgene Lnc. The multi- 
national food company kept some 
fresh market and all the processing 
r i~h l s  for itaclf - for use in tomato 
mup, sauce or other tomato prod- 
ucb. 

But CampbeD for now does not 
intend to sell the genetically cngi- 
netred tomato, tither alone or M 
an ingredient, CmpbeU told wn- 
Burner activista in a letter obtained 
by the Examiner lmt week. 

"We have no plans to market 
m y  penetically engineered product 
in the foreseeable future," con- 
firmed David hlacnair, vice presi- 
dent of ucience and technology at 
the m p  maker. "For us to put a 
ntw ingredient in our products, not 
only would it have to be a fully 
approved product that meets regu- 
latory requirements, but it hm to 
be bamething we clearly see con- 
Burners we as a benefit." 

Campbell'r statement that  it 
would wait before using the new 
ingr+d'enl could hurt the reputa- 
tion of biotech f d  at  an impor- 
tant moment ar well am harm the 

h d t h  of Calgene, industry observ- 
era mid. 

"In the near-term, It's going to 
hurt ue," said John Bedbrook, head 
of mearch at DNA Plant Technol- 
ogy Inc., which is developing bio- 
tach foods euch as tomatoes and 
cooking oils in its Oakland l a b .  

Industry observers say New Jer- 
rey-baed Campbell appear8 to be 
responding to the consumer uproar 
over the regulation of genetically 
engineered fooda and the threat of 
a boycott, not to mention a poten- 
tial smear to its image as a whole- 
some food fit for a place in achool 
lunches. Its action is one of aeveral 
recent moves by companies indi- 
cating a growing concern that ge- 
netically engineered foode may en- 
counter a hostile market, 

Laet week, a medintion team 
enlisted by the Industrial Biotech- 
nology Aseociation quietly visited 
environmentalist groups, asking 
whether they were willing to talk 
over their difference8 face-to-face 
with executives. 

"We were hoping that it night 
create a forum that would d o w  
discourse at  a slightly lower vol- 
ume, so that reason might creep 
in," said Richard Godown, presi- 
dent of the Industrial Biotechnolo- 
gy Association in Washington. 

And Calgene took the step of 
asking the Food and Drug Admin- 
istration to evaluate the new gene 
in its tbmato for its safety as a food 
additive, voluntarily adding an ex- 
tra level of outside scrutiny. 

"The drit-ing force is the public 
is confused." said Thomas Chur- 
chwell. chief executive of Calgene 
Fresh Inc. This Calgene subsidiary 
plans to sell the Flavr Savr tomato 
this summer in the fresh market. 
"They have got the impression 
that the government is not regulat- 
ing food biotechnology. This was 
an effort to demonstrate that the 
product, has been tested, that the 
FDA will look a t  it and that it will 
be labeled 'genetically engi- 
n t e d  " he said 

Environmentaliets and consum- 
er activists have been pressuring 
companies and regulators for mon- 
itoring, safety tests and labeling of 
the new biotech foods. The FDA 
has received 3,000 lettera on the 
subject, most of them concerning 
labeling. Thousands of chefs have 
pledged not to serve genetically-en- 
gineered foods, and Jeremy Rikfin, 
activist against biotechnology, says 
he has signed up thousands more 
farmers who will not grow them. 

Campbell's letter responded to a 
warning by Rif'kin's group, the 
Pure Food Campaign, that they 
had targeted Campbell and Cal- 
gene as the initial focus of a nation- 
al boycott campaign. The company 
said it would not move forward 
with a product that did not have 
government approval or clear con- 
sumer demand 

"They've got to be products that 
consumers embrace 100 percent," 
said Jim Moran, director of public 
relations at Campbell. He and oth- 
er Campbell officials did not d e  
out the use of genetically engi- 
neered ingredients in the htun, 
however. 

Calgene's Churchwell said that 
the tomato, which Campbell han 
invested several million dollan to- 
ward engineering, was not ready 
for its processing plants. The com- 
pany has been interested in im- 
proving texture to create chunki- 
ness and in increasing solids to 
save cooking costa when thicken- 
ing sauces. 

Rifkin said Campbell would re- 
main the subject of the boycott 
because the company still owned , 

the tomato and had not rded out 
the possibility of eventually using it 
in its soups. 

Industry analynts pointed out 
Campbell's vulnerability to con- 
sumer pressure as a big,, 
well-known company. They. 
praised Calgene's ability to re-. 
spond to consumen and act under. 
pressure, but said CampbeU'a posi- 
tion was likely to hurt the smaller 
company. 

The news comes on the eve of 
the industry's premiere investment 
conference, Hambrecht & Quist, 
this week. The event is expected to 
draw over 1.500 investon and vrn- 
ture capitalist9 to the St. Francis 
Hotel to listen to presentations by 
biotechnology companies: Calgrne 
speaks on h.londay. 

Campbell probably felt that the 
risk of the boycott w~sn ' t  worth 
the incremental benefit it would 
get from the tomatoes, industry 
executives and analysts said 

Its decision could have broader 
impact, however, they pointed out. 
"It gives the protesten, ammuni- 
tion," aaid Richard Beleson, vice 
president of Capital Research Co. 
in San Francisco. "Some people 
win try to create the perc'eption 
that if Campbell doesn't want to 
use genetically engineered toma- 
toes in its soup, would you really 
want to eat them?" 
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A Most Recent 

JOURNAL Arrivals 
AS THE BLOSSOM OPENS 

BY CYEORCOS CERES HATONN 
( J60 ) $7.95 241 pages 

T H E  WORD 
Tapes, Transcriptions & Videos 

In this JOURNAL Hatonn begins to unfold 
some very BIG stories: one called 
"Treasurygate" and the other "Cosmos". 
Additional topics covered are: John Lear- 
-Notice From The Central Conference of 
American Rabbis--Somalia--Kissinger, 
scowcroft and Eagleburger--POW/MIADis- 
arace--Nevada Incor~oration--Indian "Dan 

In addition to audio tapes of meetings with Commander Hatonn and written 
transcriptions of some taped topics, m € W m V  also offers other tapes and videos 
on selected topics. 

Donations to cover the costs of tapes are $4.00 for one tape, $6.00 for two tapes 
and $2.50 per tape for three Or more, except where otherwise noted. The 
transcri~tions are $3.00 each. (Mexico or Canada add 50.25 and other foreign 

tlanw--lncarceration' Camps Asians In 
Montana--Russian Gold--India--South Af- 
rica--FinCEN--Poems by Ken Coons--Earth 
~aults--Bush--The Bankers' Manifesto-- 
Constitution vs. Cod--The Ultimate 
Bureaucratic Coal. (INDEXED) 

ECSTASY T O  AGONY -- 
THROUGH THE PLAN ZOO0 

BY CYEORCOS CERES HATONN 
( ~ 6 8  ) $7.95 307 pages 

We the people of America gave oath and 
Our children and grandchildren 

to hold the Constitution of the United States 
of America as the Lamp of Freedom and 
Guidance to all the world, to Light the path 
to sovereignty of  "man" and freedom to the 
oppressed. Learn how we have failed our 
progeny, our selves and God--while we have 
sold our nation for a pittaoce. 
Other timely topics in this JOURNAL ARE: 
A NUCLEAR DEVICE used in World Trade 
Center bombing--Tr i laterals demand 
World Army--Destruction of American jobs- 
-An update on the BATF--A botched Waco, 
Texas mission and more. (INDEXED) 

TATTERED PACES 
BY CYEORCOS CERES HATONN 

( J69 ) $7.95 
There comes a t ime when a person must 
take a stand--but, there are ways to  make 
1 stand--AND WAYS TO MAKE A STAND!! 
To try to out-gun or out-run the adversary 
is not going to cut it, for BOTH those meth- 
ods are HIS BEST TRUMP CARDS! 'They 
have bigger guns and they know how find 
you i f  you try t o  outrun'them." 
We must stop thinking that ALL far-out pre- 
sentations are entertainment-produced and 
incredible. The movies The Philadelphia Ex- 
periment, The Manhattan Project, jacobt  
Ladder, D.A. R. Y. L. (There Once Was A Boy) 
AND COMA, ARE ACTUAL EXPERIENCES AND 
EXPERIMENTS. 
Some of the important topics discussed in 
this JQURNAC are: CESAR CHAVEZ WAS 
MURDERED--Janet Reno and "WacoW--Janet 
Reno t o  stamp out "groups"--Koresh: a 
KHAZARIAN ZIONIST & STILL ALIVE-- 
Russbacher's OPERATION CLYDESDALE-- 
Cosmos update--Warning t o  America's 
Christians!--Randy Weaver t r ia l  update-- 
Blood Sacrifices. (INDEXED) 

(See fiastpage for d r i n g  kfbrmation) 

countries add $0.50 per tape or transcription.) Postage is included in  tape and 
transcription prices. 

Please send check or money order to: Ttff WORV, P.O. Box 6 194, Tehachapi, 
CA 93582 o r  call 805-822-41 76 i f  you have questions or you wish to use your 
Visa, Discover or Master Card. 

If you desire to automatically receive tapes from future meetings, please send 
at least a $50 donation from which tape costs will be deducted. We will try to notify 
you as your balance reaches zero. 

Special Order tapes are noted below by * and are not automatically sent since 
this material is usually either already in print or will be soon. Available written 
transcriptions are noted by #. 

The following is a complete list of meeting dates with the number of tapes i n  
bold in parentheses and mentioning if the meeting has a special focus: 

2/22/92(4); 3/14/92(4); 8/8/92(2); 
3/21/92(2); 3/28/92(1); 4/4/92(3); 8/31 /92(2) Anti-Christ Banksters; 
4/12/92(2)atalkat localCommunity~hurch; 9/5/92(2); 
411 3/92(1) # "What is a SemiteT; 9/12/92(2) radio program, KTKK; 
4/17/92(1) # "Who Were the First Chris- 10/4/92(3); 10/10/92(2); 
t iansr 10/17/92(2) radio program, KTKK; 
4/25/92(2)* # "The Photon Belt"; 1 0/24/92(2); 1 1 /1/92(2); 
4/26/92(3); 5/1/92(1) "L.A. Riots and The 1 1 /1/92(1) radio program, New Mexico; 
Bigger Plan"; 1 1 /8/92(2); 1 1 /14/92(3); 1 1 /22/92(2); 

5/2/92(3); 1 1 /25/92(1) radio program, Gallup, NM; 
5/8/92(2) radio talk show; 1 1 /29/92(2);12/6/92(2); 

5/9/92(4); 1 2/6/92(2) Cosmos Patriot Croup-I; 
5/11 /92(3) *"Silent Weapons ForQuiet Wars"; 1 2/7/92(1) Cosmos Patriot Croup-11; 
5/13/92(3) meeting with European visitors 1 211 2/92(2) Cosmos Patriot G ~ ~ ~ P - I I I ;  
over lunch; 12/13/92(2); 12/20/92(2); 
5/16/92(3); 5/23/92(2); 1 2/3 1 /92(1)* Con~titutional Law Center; 
5/30/92(3)* "The Divine Plan and Places In 1/2/93(2); 
Betweenn tapes 1-3; 1 /I 4/93(2) Seminar speech by Retired 

6/1/92(3); 6/4/92(2); 6/6/92(4); Police Officer Jack McLamb; 
6/13/92(3); 6/21/92(3); 6/27/92(2); 1 /16/93(2); 1 /23/93(3); 1 /30/93(2); 
6/28/92(2) radio program, KTKK, Salt Lake 2/6/93(1); 2/13/93(2); 2/18/93(2); 
city, UT; 2/20/93(2) radio program on KTKK featur- 
6/30/92(3)* ''The Divine Plan and Places i n  ing Soltec with Hatonn; 
Beween" tapes 4-6; 4/4/93(3) including Soltec and Sananda; 
7/4/92(2) radio program, KTKK; 4/10/93(2) radio program KTKK; 
711 2/92(3); 
711 8/92(2) radio program, KTKK; 

4/24/93(3); 5/2/93(2); 5/16/93(2); 
5/.2 3/93(3), 6/20/93(2); 

7/26/92(3); 
6/20/93(1)*Mystery Virus i n  New Mexico 

8/3/92(2) radio program, KTKK; 7/2/93(2)* Rayelan Russbacher on KTKK; 
7/11 /93(3); 7/18/93(2); 7/30/93(3); 
7/31 /93(1) KTKK Little Crow; 
8/8/93(2); 8/2 1 /93(2); ' 

VISA, DISCOVER AND 8/22/93(3) Cunther Russbacher intewiew; 

MASTER CARD ACCEPTED 8/29/93(2); 9/5/93(3). 

# I 4 5  Corporation Lectures ($5 each tape) 

\ k 
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Hydrogen Peroxide Use For 
CC Purification Of Stuff 99 

Editor's note: We are re-running 16-ounce and 8-ounce product bottles. slimy goo in the bottom of the bottle of 
this important information on the The Gaiandriana or Aquagaia will con- Gaiandriana or Aquagaia if left out of 
purification uses of Hydrogen tinue to thrive and the unwanted bac- refrigeration? GOOD GOO! I suggest 
Peroxide not only because of its use- teria and-or any virus will be destroyed you now go get some FOOD-PRO- 
fulness in conjunction with the New and then actually removed by ingestion CESSED ALOE VERA LIQUID. Take a 
Gaia Products items (on the next-to- by the Gaiandriana or Aquagaia activ- half cup or so of it (some of it is even 
last pages), but also as  a general ity. orange or lemon-lime flavored, etc.) and 
'antidote' to the satanic Elite's water The 'tea" (Mo-Gu) is  a very different dump in the 'goow and last portion of a 
contamination and other "plague' matter. You are making a very sweet Gaiandriana or Aquagaia bottle. Or, 
introduction plans. growing medium for the membrane and strain the 'goo" out of its original bottle 

in addition you aregrowingit in awarm and place it into the new aloe Vera 
41 27193 W 1 HATONN condition (necessary) and further you *homew. Leave set for a couple of days 

are setting it for a couple ofweeks or so, and you will have a concentrated batch 
NECESSARY INSTRUCTIONS: give or take a bit. What do I suggest? of Gaiandriana or Aquagaia product 
GAIANDRIANA AND OTHER Well, I suggest that probably you won't which will be an addition to the original 

"PRODUCTS" want to ship much 'teaw during the hot bottle. 
months because of lack of refrigeration This is NOT a replacement for the 

As  we sit to pen this information I am at in route. But, you CAN purify the water original batch you get for it will not 
a loss as to how to keep you from thinking used in making the teawith the general contain all you need. However, in ones 
me idiot-material. However, you who al- rule-of-thumb water-purification for- who intake products which tend to kill 
ready have past information, say, regard- mula of 7-  10 drops of 35% food-grade off a portion of the Gaiandriana in the 
ing Hydrogen Peroxide and its antiseptic- H202 per gallon of water-which will body (like caffeine in coffee)-this will 
antibioticproperties, please bepatientwhile additionally help enhance the mem- enhance the potency-even if you just 
we offer information to those who have not brane growth. drink a little. Remember, Aloe Vera 
received same. Further, Summer isupon Then, later on, as you process or itself has a tendency to make some 
you and such as Gaiandriana and the Mo- 'harvest" the finished Mo-Gu tea prod- people feel 'queazy" so D 0 NOT 
Gu starters and-or tea need updated care uct, and store it in the refrigerator, add OVERDO how much of this you drink!! 
instructions. [See next--to-lastpages forthe another 7 to 10 drops (say, for a gallon However, a full-blown AIDS victim could 
New Guia Products being referred to here.] storage container of Mo-Gu, with scaled take ten times a 'normal" amount and 

We have gotten back from ONE who down number of drops for smaller stor- only improve-for perhaps 'feeling good" 
said he had the 'stuff tested and found a age containers) of the 35% food-grade is a very relative state of being. 
few bacteria, a virus or two and some E. H202. Again, first dilute the H202 in Some people are going to run fevers 
Coli in the test-run. If  it were the some water before adding to the Mo- and have 'crisis" symptoms as  healing 
Gaiandriana I question that result very, Gu. You will not taste it and neither takes place. If this goes on for very 
very much. I t  is important for you to will it hamper the value. long, look to other health problems for 
know that in the culture medium uti- I always suggest, in adding any 35% the cause. First, treat the 'liquid batch" 
W e d  there is a combination of items food-grade H202 to anything, that it be with hydrogen peroxide as above de- 
which CREATE UD PRODUCE HYDRO- DILUTED FIRST. Just as you must scribed. THEN start on aregimen of hydro- 
GEN PEROXIDE in the Gaiandriana trans- NEVER drop concentrated anything into gen peroxide according to the instructions 
formation. This will purify the liquid. This the mouth (for it would damage living given again herein [chart o n  following 
does not mean that you cannot contami- cellular structures), neither do you page at bottom]. 
nate the bottle in some manner. However, dump it full-strength into living cul- I happen to know that you do not 
since intake decreases, usually, let uscon- ture medium. Dilute it in a bit (say, an need to work up to any 25 drops as the 
sider the 'setting" bottle, etc. Of course it ounce) of water first and STIR rapidly instructions pllowing] claim UNLESS 
is recommended that you store the larger whatever it is you are dumping the you are suffering from flu, infection, or 
quantity in refrigeration facilities. diluted H202 into for purification pur- other maladies. If you are 'well" and 

HOWEVER, if you have no refrigeration poses. Naturally, if just purifying a 'anything" makes you feel bad--either stop 
facilities, etc. Place the equivalent of 10 gallon of water, there is no need for it or, certainly, decrease the amount. USE 
drops of food-grade (35%) hydrogen perox- active stirring, though a little closed- YOUR REASONING MINDI! Like any- 
ide (H202) in a small quantity (approxi- container agitation (a few shakes) won't thing of this nature-TOO MUCH WILL 
mately an ounce) of water (to first dilute the hurt. MAKE YOU SICK OR BE DETRIMEN- 
H202) and then add this diluted H202 to TAG-EXCEPT WITH GAIANDRIAIIA- 
the 32-ounce Gaiandriana or Aquagaia GETTING 'SLIMED" AND THEN EVEN THOUGH YOU MIGHT 
bottle. Remember to scale down the num- NOT FEEL GOOD (BECAUSE OF THE 
ber of H202 drops utilized for the smaller Another question: What about that OVERDOSE OF ALOE FROM THE CUL- 
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TURE MEDIUM), YOU WONT HURT various forms of poisons are released you I am, further, requesting that all further 
YOURSELF. will experience a cleansing effect as they product be receiving hydrogen peroxide for 

are released through the elimination or- purification purposes. Any that YOU ADD, 
HYDROGEN PEROXIDE -- H202 gans of the body: skin, lungs, kidneys and however, will only enhancenot damage. 

(35% Food Grade) bowels. 
Some reactions to the cleansina effect OTHER PRODUCTS 

Purchase a small eye dropper bottle could include skin eruptions, nausea, head- 
a t  the drug store. Fill your small drop- aches, sleepiness, unusual fatigue, dim- We have tried to make available other 
per bottle from the large bottle as rhea, head or chest cold, ear infections, products to use in conjunction with the 
needed. The large bottle may be stored boils or any other ways the body uses to Gaiandriana. USE YOUR REASON HERE 
in the refrigerator or in the freezer in- loosen toxins. This is a natural cleansing ALSO!! If something makes you feel bad- 
side another plastic container. The of the body and should be of a short don't use it!, cut back on amount or forget 
small eye dropper bottle should also be duration as you continue to maintain your it altogether. These are all natural sub- 
kept in the refrigerator. Always use program. stances so remember, if you are eating 
caution when handling 35% hydro- Formula to make a 3% solution of hv- anything that makes you feel bad-you 
gen peroxide! dronen ~eroxide. Put 1 oz. 6f 35% hydro- quit eating it, right? Just - continue the 

DO NOT use with carrot juice, car- gen peroxide in a pint jar. Add 1 1 oz. of Gaiandriana-I promise you-it is not 
bonated drinks or alcohol. For best distilled water. This will give you 12 oz. of making you ill. If you are reacting, then it 
results, take on a n  empty stomach 1 3% Hq02. Use also for brushing teeth and may be due to the 'base' or 'combining" 
hour before a meal or 3 hours after applylng to skin sores. substance in tableting, etc. 
meals. Do not use 35% H202 if you have had a 

Formula: Mix the number of drops transplant. CHLORELLA 
of 35% hydrogen peroxide into a t  least , .  

6 oz. of distilled water, juice or milk and TO THOSE OF YOU WAITING We get complaints about chlorella caus- 
stir vigorously, then drink the mixture. FOR NEW STRENGTH OF PRODUCT ing indigestion, etc. Chew the tablets or 
Some people eat 114 to 112 of a banana dissolve in a bit of liquid before intake. 
immediately after drinking the solu- Because I have mentioned that work is Now again, use reason. Are you still 
tion. You may prefer something else to being done on strengthening the eating in addition to the chlorella? Well, 
eat. Gaiandriana, some of you are backing off perhaps you will wish to reduce the intake. 

If your stomach gets upset a t  any and waiting. Please donY do that for re- It is better for you than food but you DONT 
level, stay a t  that level or go back one search is being done and it will be a while. NEED EVERYTHING. We are efforting to 
level. Then proceed to increase your In addition, one of the items in the medium show you what you could takewith NO food 
daily dosage again. is being removed in order to enhance the in s u ~ v a l  situation AND STILL BE ABUN- 

strength. This will mean that you can get DANTLY HEALTHY. Adjust your intake 
When free of complaints you may the same basic result by adding some food- accordingly. If you are caught in an emer- 

taper off by taking: processed aloe Vera to the initial product gency and need survival sustenance--now 
25 drops once every other day for 1 whichwillallowahigherlevelofGaiandriana you know what to take for health needs. 
week, presence. Gaiandriana will only grow to its You can subsist on chlorella and water 
25 drops once every 3rd day for 2 weeks, level of fuel (food) a v a i l a b l ~  just treat the alone. Add Mo-Gu tea, a bit of spelt bread 
25 drops once every 4th day for 3 weeks. product accordingly. and some lentils (preferably red) 

A good maintenance could be 5-15 
drops per week, or whatever makes you . 
feel good. 

If you get the 35% hydrogen perox- 
ide on your skin rinse it under running 
water for several minutes. 

Soak feet: 1- 112 oz. 35% to 1 gal. of 
water. 

Bath: 16 oz. 35% to a tub of water to - 
detoxify. 

Colonic: 112 pt. of 3% per 5 gal. of 
water. 

Douche: 6 tablespoons of 3% per qt. 
of water. 

Candidiasis: 1 drop of 35% 3 times 
a day; then increase schedule. 

For the more serious complaints, 
stay a t  25 drops 3 times per day for 1 to 
3 weeks. Then graduate down to 25 
drops two times per day until your 
problem is taken care of. This may be 
from 1 to 6 months. 

If you have a weak stomach you may 
experience nausea similar to that in 
pregnancy. Also as dead bacteria or 

* 
Adding 7  drop 35% ~20110  
1 gallon drinking water 
purifies it. Shake well. 

(%GOO Gh'ADE G ~ J - Y )  

. 
TIMES 
PER DAY 

DAY# NUMBER 
OF DROPS 

1 - 
2 - 
3 - 
4 - 
5 - 

3 - 
4 -  
5 - 
6 - 
7  - 

3 - 
3 - 
3 - 
3  - 
3 - 
3  - 
3 -  
3 - 
3- 
3 - 
3  - 
3 - 
3 - 
3 - 
3 - 
3 - 

6 - I 8 -  
7 -  
8  - 
9 - 
10 - 
11 - 
12 - 
13 - 
14 - 
15- 
16-22 

9 - 
10 - 
12 - 
14 - 
16 - 
18 - 
20 - 
22 - 
24 - 
25 - 
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and you can live healthily ever after-in toothbrush a couple of times a week- than a major business so we are per- 
other words, it would not be malnutri- or daily-whatever. You will have a haps remiss in full-range material. We 
tion that would "getcha". AND ALWAYS sterilized brush and stop spreading can do better when the full load eases a 
KEEP FOOD-GRADE HYDROGEN PER- germs and recontamination. bit. Thank you for your patience and 
OXIDE AVAILABLE TO PURIFY EVERY- loving support of the ones who have 
THING. REMEMBER, 7 DROPS OF 35% SPILLING taken this load on in addition to their 
FOOD GRADE HYDROGEN PEROXIDE other tasks-ever without complaint 
TO A GALLON OF WATER WILL PURIFY If you spill full strength (35%) and ever wishing to help and please. At 
IT A N Q  THE WATER WILL PICK UP A peroxide on your skin-it will burn you. present they are trying to build refrig- 
MUC-A IMPROVED "FLAVOR" OF Rinse immediately under water and it eration facilities to bring you excep- 
FRESHNESS-UNDER MOST CIRCUM- will be fine. It will bleach so rinse tional product as the months heat up 
STANCES NOT EVEN NOTED AT ALL. anything that gets spattered-in water. and yet do so with very, very limited 
THIS i s  why one of the first items con- It is simply one of those substances resources-so we do thank you for your 
fiscated from health food stores, labs, which needs to be handled properly. patience. With George Green's attack on 
and so on-IS HYDROGEN PEROXIDE Peroxide offers so many "cleaning" uses the Institute a lot of things have had to wait 
IN FOOD GRADE. I remind you readers that I won't even effort to list them-but or be actually closed down until the audits 
of long standing: the best treatment for you will find it about the most useful are over and the reclamation can begin. A s  
arthritis and other seemingly "incur- item around your kitchen, bath, etc. you might realize, the impact has been 
able" diseases is hydrogen peroxide You can find information a t  health food great on all entities in these projects. It is 
therapy in accompanying regimen of stores and vitamin supply outlets. fme-rewards will be in like measure to 
Gaiandriana which moves in and re- Our people may also be able to that which is given forth. 
stores the cellular restructuring of self. direct you or help you with product or I ask that this message be both run in 

information; I do not attend those things the paper and sent in addition to all 
CRYSTAL LIFE unless brought to my attention. We packings in mailings of product. 

offer these things as a service rather Thank you. 
That is an exceptional product but 

has  become almost out of sight expen- 
sive. However, the best results with * . , 
Gaiandriana are being reported with 
continued, even if remarkably decreased 
amounts, of Crystal Life continued right 
along in  conjunction with the  
Gaiandriana-mixed or otherwise. 
About 8 to 10 drops mixe-d or semrate 
under the tongue three times a day is 
excellent. In illness, however, increase 
within reason. If I did not already state 
it prior to this-add 7-10 drops of hy- 
drogen peroxide per quart to the Crys- 
tal Life also-especially if non-re- 
frigerated, after opening. This will de- 
contaminate any possible 'unwanted 
visitors" and not damage the product. 

WATER 

I cannot urge you often enough to 
TREAT your faucet water. Even if you 
have a reverse-osmosis unit-treat that 
water with proper amounts of hydrogen 
peroxide for YOU DO NOT KNOW WHAT 
IS IN THAT WATER. IT WONT HELP 
CONTAMINATION BY TOXINS BUT IT 
WILL TAKE CARE OF THE VIRAL OR 
BACTERIAL CONTAMINATES. IT IS 
CHEAP AND NON-TOXIC IN PURIFICA- 
TION AMOUNTS. The best mouthwash 
and gum enhancer is a mouthwash of 
several drops of hydrogen peroxide in a 
fourth cup of water (or so) and cleanse 
mouth after brushing (or just do it 
several times a day as convenient). If 
the solution is "lightw just swallow the 
wash-it can only help you unless you 
have an active mouth infection. More- 
over I suggest keeping some hydrogen 
peroxide near and handy to drop a few 
drops of undiluted peroxide on your 

72.Hour Kit Checklist 
Water o Money 

Stored in a portable container. Rotate Keep at least $20 in your kit. Be sure to 
regularly. Have at least three gallons include quarters for phone calls, etc. 

person (for a three day supply). 
Have a water purification method. 

Food 
Suitable for long-term storage. Pack- 
aged to prevent water damage. Include 
cups, utensils, paper plates and a can 
opener, if needed. 

Extra Clothing 
A complete outfit of warm clothing for 
each family member. Include extra socks, 
and underwear. Include walking s h v .  

Warmth & Shelter 
Coats, hats, scarves, and gloves for 
everyone. Include warm blankets (wool 
or emergency blankets are best). Rain 
ponchos, garbage bags, and/or umbrel- 
las to keep off the rain. Warm Packs or 
other heat source. Pup tent or tarp. 

Light Source 
Flashlight with extra batteries or a 
chemical lightstick. Kerosene lanterns 
are fine, but any flame may pose a 
hazard, especially near potential gas 
leaks. Have at least two quick and safe 
light sources in your kit. 

0 Tools 
Pocket knife, lightweight shovel, dud 
tape, matches, pocket sewing kit, smw- 
driver. 

First Aid Supplies. 
Pain relievers, bandages, antiseptics, 
clean cloths, burn ointment. Include 
any personal medications. 

Special Needs 
For babies: diapers, ointment, bottles & 
pacifiers, hand towels, special foods, 
and other supplies as needed. Consider 
the needs of elderly people as well as 
those with handicaps or other special 
needs. 

Stress Relievers 
Card games, books, small hobbies, 
hard candy, Bible. For children: small 
toys, paper and pen, favorite security 
items. 

0 Communications 
Portable radio with batteries, signal 
mirrors, whistles, red flags, signal 
flares. 

Personal Sanitation 
Sanitary napkins, razors, toothbrush, 
hand soap, dish soap, towels, toilet paper. 

[7 Portable Container 
Such as a book bag, backpack, or duffel 
bag. Should be easy to carry and 
lightweight. Shoulder straps are best 
for traveling long distances. 

Important Papers Additional Items, 
important family documents (such as added as caving weight and 
birth certificates, mamage certificates, expense of kit will allow 
insurance forms, wills), addresses and Extra food, camp stove and cooking 
phone numbers of relatives, and places to equipment, tents, sleeping bags, sun 
meet if separated. block, insect repellant, portable toilet. 

\ -- . -- . -- - --. . - -- -- 
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New Gaia 
forms). We, again, make no medical &hs+m 
are simply reporting in an effort to explain WHAT 
takes place within the cellular structures ofltving 
organisms. Ifyou really want to witness remark- 
able p w t h  in plants and good stamina and 
health in pets and other an- a little of 
these additives as you would vitamins or fertiliz- Products ers. Use in a mildly vitamin C based solution on 
same. At -plant time for &en plants and 
houseplants-sdc their little root systems in 
this natural and mild solution. Just add a 
tabkpoonofGaiandriana, a kwdmpsof~uid 

GAIANDRIANA Thus is the importance of Aquagaja, with its vitamin C or Caystals to aquart ofwater and kt 
assirdatable supply of healthy mitochondria set far 48 buts-then it is m d y  for use. It will 

m & i a n a  is a mn-alcoholic health tonic - like batterits" for the body's cells. not negative& interact with anything other than 
which provides basic Y i s w  to help cells, The better our cells hction, the m t e r  is perhaps harbored viruses and disease spom 
weakened by the stresses of modem life, to the. stamina returned to our internal defense and org;anisns. 
return to a state of health. systems, and the better we can counter the 

The better our cells function, the greater is constant onslaught of biob&d and viral in- NOTE 
the stamina mtumed to our internal defense vaders. The end result is a feeling of well-being 
systems, and the better we can counter the by, of course, being well. Ifany product you receive has an unpleasant 
constant onslaught of biological and vhd in- odor-it is ham the fhishhg culW pmcess. 
vaders. The end result is a feeling of well-being 2/11/93#2 HA- have the bottle open to air and it will quickly 
by, of course, being wdJ dissipate. Then, depending on taste and prefer- 

The Gaiandriana (commonly ref& to as GAIMDRI4NA AND AQUA- m r e & e r a t e  after opening and reclosing. 
uchondrjanan in the Biologid literature) are IMPORTANT: Do not mix the two, 
capable of intelligent, oIp;anized attack against To help in understanding the workings of Gdandriana and Aquagain, together f a  stor- 
celluhr invaders like viruses. Think of it as a these organic 'pac-menw you must malice that age as the Aquagaia (mitochondria) k 
*-man" operation of sorts. Hounwer, beyond there is a protein ccwering "cap" on viruses. The rhre and begins to "eat" the Chhddam hr 
that, the Gaiandriana are capable of stimulat- protein cap is centered on a charged zinc atom hel. They go about their appointed tasks 
ing d u b r  structuml repairs due to damage and is the part of the virus that recogni2Rs and once krgded, but in pttoru thay are 
caused by, for instance, radicals and cu- binds to DNA-in turn allowing the virus to not particularly compatible cmce the avail- 
mulative levels of s ioakd  *backgmund" ra- reproduce. able fuel supply k exhausted. Juices are 
diation in our modem environment. Healthy Aquagaia, in conjunction with the excellent to take with the Aquagaia because 
DNA and RNA within the nuclei of our ceUs then Gaiandriana, knock out the zinc atom (a simple the mitochondria must have the firel derived 
lead to pmperly formed and concentrated en- "charge" change), which renders the protein h m  same, the most e f f d v e  juice being 
zymes, upon which healthy cellular fundion ineffective. This is a breakdown of "parts" of the from the tropical -van bruit. Any juice is 
depends. Gaiandriana male/female DNA structure which h e ,  however, and is most pleasant to intake. 

Gaiandriana liquid is made entirely h m  release many wrking variants but fires the Diabetics should utilize whatever juices are 
wholesome natural ingredients. Gaiandrionettes or ukillers" to take out that zinc available on their food plan to keep within the 

atom and pass nght into the alliected cell. safe guidelines for calories and other requke- 
AOUAGAIA Without the "cap", the virus cannot reproduce men- 

and infect more cells-further, the damaged Themostinnocuousand~intakead- 
Complementary to the Gaiandriana prod- virus feeds the Gaiandriana unified cells and able is simply a few drops under the tongue, 

uct, Aquagaia is also a non-alcoholic health the circulating mitochondria. both products taken at the m e  time or at 
tonic which provides basic "foodsw to help cells, Healthy cells are not affected because they diffmnt t imers of the day. Once the Wtialn 
weakened by the stresses of modem life, to lack the zinc-centered protein cap on the virus. pro- is begun and maintenance t fol- 
return to a state of healthy fimction. These "Gaiaw compounds have an effect on lowed, certainly the drops under the tongue 

Aquagaia contains rrdmhndricl. These are cancer cells because they stop an enzyme on are the least annoying to any daily regimen. 
the major biochemical energy "processorsn the cancer cells from producing a "messenger" 
within cellular metabolism. First, enzymes molecule that blacks a second enzyme b m  A C E  ANTIQMDANT FORMUWI 
begm the breakdown process of organic nutri- attacking the cancer cell's DNA. The com- 
ents (like &&, carbohydrates and proteins) to pounds (Gaia) have been seen to actualty take- There is growing evidence that essentially 
intermediate substances such as amino and out leukemia, breast, brain and colon cancer everyone in our society is exposed b fire mdicals, 
pyruvic acids. Then, in the next "bucket cells. We have no claim to anything other than now more than ever. While fke radicals are 
brigade" step, these various acid molecules are stating that people utilizing these simple and normal products of our ceIls and have certain 
processed within the mitochondria to release natuml substances do show impmved well- benemmhinthebody,m&khofk 
chemical energy recognized as adenosine bemg and do report f* generally and, o h  radicals in our body tissues can bedetrimental to 
triphosphate @'IF). remarkably, improved as to state of health, our health. 

About 95% of the energy needed to Slln the thought pmcesses and stamina. Free radicals are highly unstable substances 
machinew that keeps each cell going and The obvious conclusion is that there might produced m the body through, among other 
healthy is produced in the mitochondria. Un- well be good reports of better health and faster mutes, the metabolism of a n .  Fhx d c a l s  
fortunately, the t h e n d r i a  are p t i cuMy  recovery following infixtion by other viruses multiply through a h  ofchain nactbm and 
damaged by free radicals and cumulative levels than those mentioned above. All viruses known can attack the polyunsaturated fa#y acids of d 
of so-called 'backgmundw radiation in our react in enemlly the same manner. membranes. Unless excess fme mdhls rn 
modern environment. These compromised It is is that many dkases arre due to neutmlizd, they cancause amsideIable dam- 
mitochondria, like halfdead batteries, then mtmvhd DNA and thest am the most affecbed age to the structure and function of cell mem- 
lead ho impairrcd dular fbmth&gand beak viruses by the Gaia- (living aystal branes, and thus the cells than* The 
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products h m  five radical reactions are impli- Ginkgo is reported to have a natural afbity CHLORELLA 
cated in the prnss ive  accumulation of del- for the nervous system. It also seems to 
eterious cellular changes over time, which may stimulate the vascular and endocrine systems Chl0xd.h is a smglecelled, fresh-water al- 
eventually result in mgnizable disease. Free that, in turn, strongly affect the function of the gae. Believed to be the first form of life with a 
radical damage is implicated in the initiation ne~voussystem, possibly incnmingthecapac- true nucleus, chlorella dates back approxi- 
and promotion of many cancers, as well as ity for normal physical activity, and the flow of mately 2.5 billion years, making it pmCmn- 
hardening of the arteries. blood to the brain. Some research indicates the brdan. Through the process of photosynthesis 

One area of Aging Research suggests that possible effectiveness of G- in the treat- chlorella cells reproduce themselves by cell 
free radicals damage body cells and cause the ment of A b;heimer'sdisease. division at the rate of four new cells every 17-24 
pathological changes associated with aging. Due to its pharmacological properties, hours. It was not until the 1890s that chlo* 
Besides being byproducts of the metabolism of Ginkgo is now widely used throughout Europe was identified under the r n i m p e .  In nam- 
oxygen, such as during strenuous exercise, we for treating many forms of vascular disease. In ing it, the prefix chbr was selected to signify 
also generate significant levels of free radicals asurvey of padqbg information of European green, while the s u f i  eCIa, indicates small. 
from the environment, such as from so-called products, Ginkgo has been recommended for Chlodla is the most researched algae in the 
%a&gmundm levels of ionizing radiation. such ailments as headaches, vertigo, innerear world and remains the most popular with 

Cooperative defense systems that can pro- disturbances, diminished intellectual capacity millions of consumers world-wide. 
tect the body from free radical damage include and alertness as aresult of insufficient circula- Chlo& is a mtdhnally balanoed whde 
certain enzymes and the antioxidant vitamins tion to the brain, anxiety, and depression, to f d a n d  contributes to the health and growth 
A, C, and E and beta-camtene, which protect name a few. ofhuman cells like no singlevitamjn or mineral 
cell membranes from oxidative damage. Vita- Ginkgo Biloba Extract (24%) is concen- possibly can. 
min E, one of the fat-soluble vitamins, is trated h m  the leaves ofthe Gmkgo Mobatme. Chlorella is a&wneZy high inpmtek (m) 
present in the blood as d-alpha-tocopherol and The highly specialized extraction process yields and contains more than 20 vitamins and 
iswellaccepted asthemajor antioxidant in lipid a50: 1 concentrate fmm the leaves (50 gramsof minerals, 19 of the 22 essential and non- 
body tissues. Vitamin E is considered the first leaf produce 1 gram of extra@. The extract is essential amino acids, enzymes and chlorella 
line of defense against cell-membmne damage then further stan- tocontain 24%ofthe growth factor. It is one of the richest sources of 
due to penmidation. Vitamin E scavenges fke active Ginkgo Flavoglycosides. RNA and DNA known and has twenty times as 
radicals, terminating chain W o n s  and con- much chlorophyll as a h h ,  10 times more 
fining damage to limited areas of the mem- MO-GU ELIXIR than other ediile algae includmg spirulina, and 
b m e .  Selenium contained in the enzyme 10 times more than barley grass. 
glytathione pemxidase is the second line of The first m r d e d  use of Mo-Gu Elixir was ChlorreIla is a natuml vita@ enhtmer. The 
defense thatdestroysperoxides before they can duringthe ChineseTsin-Dynasty in 22 1 B.C. It vitamins found in chlorella cells include: Vita- 
damage cell membranes. Bda-camtene, a was referred to as "* Reme& f o r b n m o w  min C, pruvitamin A, B-carotene, chlorophylla, 
precursor ofvitamin A, also traps free radicals. or 'The Divine T&. chlorophyll b, thiamine (Bl), riboflavin (B2), 
Vitamin C is water soluble and serves to neu- It has been well documented that there are pyridoxine (B6), niacin m), pantothenic acid, 
tdke free radicals in aqueous systems. certain people who live to be well past a hun- folicacid,vitarninB-12, biotin,choline,vitamin 

The antioxidants show promise as cancer- dred years of age. These people live in such K, PABA, lipoic acid, inositol and para-amino- 
prevention agents, alone and in combination. areas as the mountainous Caucasus, Yakutia benzoic acid. The minerals include: phospho- 

in Siberia, the Poltaya District of the Ukraine, rus, potassium, iodine, magnesium, sulphur, 
GINKGO BILOBA Tibet and Spain. There is an area in Russia iron, mlcium, manganese, copper, zinc and 

(Ginkgo Biloba e x t r a c t  24%) called Kargasok where the people are a daiq- cobalt. 
and vegetableeating populace. Centenarians The amino acids include: lysine, histidine, 

The Gmkgo Biloba, or Maidenhair tree, is are common among these people. They at- arginine, aspartic acid, thrminine, d e ,  glu- 
one of the oldest living species on this planet. tribute their longevity to the Yeast Enzyme Tea tamic acid, proline, &cine, alanine, cystine, 
Gmkgo has flourished almost unchanged for (Mo-Gu Elixir) which has been in their diet for valine, methionine, isoleucine,leucine, tyrsine, 
150 million years, and its ancestors can be hundreds of years. It is said that MmGu and phenylalanine, omithine, tryptophan. 
tmced back 250 million years. It is because of yak butter are staples amongthe dwellersof the The suggested dailyconsumptionis3 grams 
this antiquity that the Ginkgo Biloba tree is high Himalayas. Per day. 
called 'the living fossil'. Individual trees are Mo-Gu has been used throughout history 
believed capable of living 2000 to 4000 years. in China, Japan, Russia, Korea, and India. It ECHINACEA GOLD PLUS 
During the last ice age, Ginkgos nearly became has been said to promote a feeling ofwell-being w i t h  American Ginseng  
extinct. These trees survived only in Chinaand and overall physical restoration. It has been 
other parts of Asia, where they stayed until known by many names, some of which are: In recent years few medicinal plants have 
approximately 1,000 years ago. At that time, Fungus Japonicus, Fungojapon Kombucha, garnered as much attention as Echinaoea 
Gmkgo treeswerealso plantedamund monas- Pichia Fermentans, Cembuya Orientalis, (Echinacea Purpurea and Echinacea 
teries in Japan, where they still live today. Combuchu Tschambucco, Volga-Spring, ~ ~ o l k z ) .  The genus name is derived h m  

The name Qvllcgo may come from the Chi- Champignon de Longue Vie, Teekwass, the Gmek e & h s  (hedgehog or sea urchin), 
nese -or Yvlkuo (YinGuo), meaningW Kwassan, and hpsok refening to the prickly scales of the dried seed 
apricot" or 'silver fruit". Theword hbameans The Mo-Gu fUngus constructs in a mem- head. Echinacea was widely used medicinally 
Ywo lobed and d d b e s  the young leaves. bmne form and is asymbiosisofyeast cells and among Native Americans, parti~~.~hly in the 
Although modern medical research focuses different bacteria Among these bacteria are: Plains. It is a product which is now used widely 
mainly on the leaves of Gmkgo, the Gmkgo Bacterium Xylinum, Bacterium Gluconicwn, throughout the United States and Europe. 
h i t s  and nuts have been used in China since Acetobacter Ketogenum, and Pichia Echinacea is a non-specific stimulant 
time imme!morial as a delicacy and tonic food. Fermentans. to the immune system. Claims for 
Five-thousand-year-old Chinese texts record The Mo-Gu fungus needs to live in a Echinacea include: stimulation of leuko- 
Gmkgo's use as a medicinal agent. solution composed of common (black) tea cytes, mild antibiotic activity, anti-inflam- 

The Ginkgo Biloba extract is a complex and sugar. In the proper temperature envi- matory activity, stimulation of the adrenal 
compound. The green leaves of the tree are ronment they multiply constantly. They do cortex, stimulation of the properdin/comple- 
usually harvested from trees gruwn on planta- not build spores as yeast normally does, but ment system, interferon-like activity, stimu- 
tions in South Korea, Japan and h-ance. instead multiply by a process of branching. lation of general cellular immunity, and 
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antiviral activity. Internal preparations are 
said to assist in alleviating cold and flu 
symptoms, respiratory infections, and ar- 
thritis, to name a few. 

New Gaia Products 
P. 0. Box 27710 

Goldenseal (Hychstis Curuuiensls) isgen- 
erally placed in the buttercup family. The Las Vegas, NV 89126 
name Goldenseal was adopted in 1880, pre- 
viously having been known as Yellow Root. For credit card orders, call (805) 823-1644 
Goldenseal was widely used among the Na- 
tive American population, particularly among 
those in the East. The Cherokee used the 
roots as a wash for local inflammations, for 
general debility, dyspepsia and to improve 
appetite. The Iroquois used it for whooping 
cough, diarrhea, liver trouble, fever, sour 
stomach, flatulence, and pneumonia. Ben- 
jamin Smith Barton first referred to the use 
of Goldenseal for rattlesnake bites as early as 
1793. Clinical recognition of the use of 
Goldenseal came in the early 1850s and has 
continued to this very day. 

Goldenseal is among the most popular 
herbs in the American health food market. 
Uses are numerous, including but not lim- 
ited to: antiseptic, hemostatic, diuretic, laxa- 
tive, and tonic/anti-inflamatory for the mu- 
cous membranes, hemomhoids, nasal con- 
gestion, mouth and gum sores and eye afnic- 
tions. 

Ginseng can be literally translated from 
Chinese as "the essence of man" or "man- 
shaped precious root." Few medicinal plants 
in the world possess Ginseng's near-legend- 
ary status. Dating back thousands of years, 
its history of use in the Orient records thera- 
peutic properties so wide ranging that it was 
first dismissed by Western doctors as a 
"panacea". When fatigued, Ginseng report- 
edly restores both physical and mental func- 
tions to peak efficiency and, with regular 
use, improves resistance to disease and 
stress. American Ginseng's genus name is 
Panax Quinquefolius. 

Over 40,000 species of mushrooms exist, 
many of which are used as medicines. Of 
particular note are such remedies as penicil- 
lin- and ergot-based extracts used in mi- 
graine treatment, to name a few. Extensive 
research has been done with one mushroom 
in particular, namely, Reishi. This mush- 
room is now considered a tried and true 
immune system fortifier. 

Refemces to the use of Reishi in the treat- 
ment of avariety of complaints date back as fgr 
as 2700 B.C. in Chinese Literature. It is referred 
to by a number of names, including the "ten 
ttmusand year mushnxnrf. The rarity of this 
particular mushroom has i n d  its value. 
The Chinese emperor Shih HuangTi (250-2 10 
B.C.) mounted e t i o n s  of hundreds, even 
thousands of men to h d  the Reishi Recently 
techniques have been developed forthe cultiva- 
tion and harvesting of the Reishi Mycelium. 
Writings about Reishi place it in the category of 
"fl z b u f  herbs and claim it is a medicine that 
improves the ability of the body to maintain 
balance by strengthening natural resistance 
and genedy irnpmving health. . 

W e  accept Discover, Visa or Master Card. 
Please make all checks m d  money orders payable to: N e w  Gaia Products 

( N N E )  

(ADDREBB-PLEASE GIVE STRE= ADDRE88 FOR UPS D E m Y . 1  

W?r 

(STATq (ZIP CODE) ( ~ H o ~  

QXP. 

CREDIT CARD (Vim., M u t e r  C u d  or Dimcorer) 

TOTAL 

S U B - m A L  

* SHIPPIRIG (ALL ORDERS) 

TOTAL 

10-19 
(LESS 10%) 

421.00 

$41.00 

$81.00 

$21.00 

$41.00 

$81.00 

$40.00 

$22.46 

$22.46 

$28.80 

$22.05 

PRICE PER 
BOTTLE 

$21.00 

$41.00 

$8 1.00 

$21.00 

$41.00 

$81.00 

$40.00 

$24.95 

$24.95 

$32.00 

$24.50 

SIGHATORE 

QUmTITY 

I 

20 OR MORE 
(LESS 15%) 

$21.00 

441.00 

$8 1.00 

$21.00 

$41.00 

$81.00 

$40.00 

$21.21 

$21.21 

$27.20 

$20.83 

ITEM 

G A U I P D M A  
8 a. LIQUID (no discount) 

G A I A N D M A  
16 oz. LIQUID (no discouny 

GAUIPDRURA 
32 a. LIQUID I latl  Ino discoun~, 
AQUAGAIA (Mitochondria) 

8 a. LIQUID (no discount) 

AQUAGAIA (Mitochondria) 
16 a. LIQUID (no discount) 

AQUAGAU (Mitochondria) 
32 oz. LIQUID (1  qt.) (no discount) 

MO-GU ELIXIR 
Culture Start (LIQUID) (no discoh. a 

A-C-E Anti-Oxidant Formula 
1180 TABLETS) 

GINKGO BILOBA (24% Extract 
(180 TABLETS/40 mg. EA.) 

CHLORELLA (1/2 LB) 
I500 TABLETS - 500 ma. EA.1 
ECHWACEA GOLD PLUS 

(90 TABLETS) 

** PLEASE USE THE SHIPPING RATE CHART BELOW WHEN CALCULATIHQ 
SHIPPING FOR New Gaia Products. 

* SHIPPING RATES. NOTE: 
ORDER m!!! UPS U D  DAY AIR 

QUO= STATES ALASKAIXAWAII **For UP8 2nd day to R d  Alukr, please 

$ 0-100 $5.25 $11.00 $16.75 d l  for rates. 
$ 101-200 $5.75 $13.00 $19.00 **For Priority M a i l  to m y  locrtion, please 
$ 201-300 $6.25 $16.50 $22.50 call for rates. 
$ 301-400 $7.00 $19.00 $25.00 **a Foreign orders, please, contact our 
$ 401-500 $7.50 $21.25 $30.50 
$ 501400 $8.00 $24.50 $33.50 

office in writing for specific rates as 
rates vary greatly. 

DUE TO PRODUCT SUPPLY AND DEMAND, 
PLEASE ALLOW 4-6 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY. 

i 
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PHOENIX JOURNALS LIST 
THESE WORKS ARE A SE- 

RIES CALLED THE PHOENIX 
JOURNALS AND HAVE BEEN 
WRITTEN TO ASSIST MAN TO 
BECOME AWARE O F  
LONGSTANDING DECEPTIONS 
AND OTHER MATTERS CRITICAL 
TO HIS SURVIVAL AS A SPECIES. 
JOURNALS ARE $7.95 EACH 
PLUS SHIPPING. ORDER 4 OR 
MORE AND DEDUCT 10%. 

* These marked JOURNALS are 
out of stock until further no- 
tice. 

1. SIPAPU ODYSSEY 
**2. AND THEY CALLED HIS 
NAME IMMANUEL, I AM 
SANANDA 
"3. SPACE-GATE, THE VEIL 
REMOVED 
4. SPIRAL TO ECONOMIC 
DISASTER 
5. FROM HERE TO ARMAGED- 
DON 
6. SURVIVAL IS ONLY TEN 
F'EET FROM HELL 
**7. THE RAINBOW MASTERS 
9. SATAN'S DRUMMERS 
10. PRIVACY IN A FISHBOWL 
1 1. CRY OF THE PHOENIX 
12. CRUCIFIXION OF THE 
PHOENIX 
13. SKELETONS IN THE 
CLOSET 
14. RRPP - RAPE, RAVAGE, 
PILLAGE AND PLUNDER OF 
THE PHOENIX 
15. RAPE OF THE CONSTITUI 
TION 
16. YOU CAN SLAY THE 
DRAGON 
17. THE NAKED PHOENIX 
18. BLOOD AND ASHES 
19. FIRESTORM IN BABYLON 
20. THE MOSSAD CONNECTION 
2 1. CREATION, THE SACRED 
UNIVERSE 
23. BURNT OFFERINGS 
24. SHROUDS OF THE SEV- 
ENTH SEAL 
25. THE BITTER COMMUNION 
26. COUNTERFEIT BLESSINGS 
THE ANTI-CHRIST BY 

ANY NAME: KHAZARS 
**27. PHOENIX OPERATOR- 
OWNER MANUAL 
28. OPERATION SHANSTORM 
29. END OF THE MASQUERADE 
38. THE DARK CHARADE 
39. THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE 
THE HOLOCAUST VOL. I 
**40. THE TRILLION DOLLAR 

LIE THE HOLOCAUST VOL. I1 
41. THE DESTRUCTION OF A 
PLANET--ZIONISM IS RACISM 
42. UNHOLY ALLIANCE 
43. TANGLED WEBS VOL. I 
44. TANGLED WEBS VOL. I1 
45. TANGLED WEBS VOL. I11 
46. TANGLED WEBS VOL. IV 
"47. PRE-FLIGHT INSTRUC- 
TIONS VOL. I 
48. TANGLED WEBS VOL. V 
49. TANGLED WEBS VOL. VI 
"50. THE D M N E  PLAN VOL. I 
51. TANGLED WEBS VOL.VI1 
"52. TANGLED WEBS VOL. VIII 
"53. TANGLED WEBS VOL. IX 
"54. THE FUNNEL'S NECK 
"55. MARCHING TO ZION 
**56. SEX AND THE LOTTERY 
"57. GOD, TOO, HAS A PLAN 
2000, D M N E  PLAN VOL.11 
"58. FROM THE FRYING 
PAN INTO THE PIT OF FIRE 
"59. "REALITY" ALSO HAS A 
DRUM-BEAT! 
60. AS THE BLOSSOM OPENS 
6 1. PUPPY-DOG TALES 
62. CHAPARRAL SERENDIPITY 
63. THE BEST OF TIMES 
64. TO ALL MY CHILDREN 
65. THE LAST GREAT PLAGUE 
66. ULTIMATE PSYCHOPOLITICS 
67. THE BEAST AT WORK 
68. ECSTASY TO AGONY 
69. TAlITERED PAGES. 
EX 1. PHOENIX JOURNAL 
EXPRESS VOLUMES I 8& I1 
(BOOK) $1 1.95 
EX 2. PHOENIX JOURNAL 
EXPRESS VOLUMES I11 & N 
(BOOK) $1 1.95 
EX 3. PHOENIX JOURNAL 
EXPRESS VOLUMES V & VI 
(BOOK) $1 1.95 
EX 4. PHOENIX JOURNAL 
"EXPRESS VOLUMES XI11 & 
XIV (BOOK) $15.95 
"EX 5. PHOENIX JOURNAL 
EXPRESS VOLUMES XV 86 XVI 
(BOOK) $19.95 
P 

HELP SPREAD ?h 
THE WORD 

PURCHASE MULTIPLE 
COPIES 

OF THIS AND OTHER 
ISSUES OF 
CONTACT: 

THE PHOENIX 
PROJECT 

AND PASS 
THEY OUT 

TO YOUR FRIENDS 
C 

FOR INFORMATION ABOUT 
IOURNALS, BOOKS, ETC., 
MENTIONED IN THIS NEWS- 
PAPER, PLEASE CONTACT: 

. 

PHOENIX SOURCE 
DISTRIBUTORS, Inc. 

Post Office Box 27353 
Las Vegas, Nevada 89126 

1-800-800-5565 
Canadians call 1-805-822-9655 
(Mastercard, VISA, Discover) 

CONTACT= 
THE PHOENIX PROJECT 

TELEPHONE 
HOTLINE 

8 0 5 - 8 2 2 - 0 2 0 2  

This is a service for our 
dedicated readers.  
Today's Watch tele- 
phone hotline carries the 
latest news and com- 
ments from Commander 
Ceres 'Atonn's most re- 
cent writings. This is our 
way of keeping you in- 
formed about fast-break- 
ing news and events. 

The message machine will 
answer after 2 rings if 
there are any new mes- 
sages for that day, and 
after 4 rings if not. Thus 
daily callers can hang up 
after 2 rings and save toll 
charges if no new mes- 
sage has been recorded. 
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